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Overview

The Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (F'ITA) authorizes Federal
laboratories to enter into cooperative research and development agreements
(CRADAs) with private businesses and other entities. Between 1986 and 1993,
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) executed a total of 206 CRADAs, most of
them with industrial partners. As NIH's experience with CRADAs has grown,
several issues of concern have developed, leading the agency to seek advice for
the further development of appropriate policy.
On July 21, 1994, NIH convened a panel of experts, including scientists and
administrators from Government, Industry, and academia, to address three
central issues: (1) the scope of research and license rights under a CRADA,
(2) fair access to CRADA opportunities, and (3) the so-called reasonable pricing
clause. The third issue elicited by far the most discussion, and accordingly,
NIH convened a second forum on September 8, 1994, to solicit additional
advice and recommendations from primary consumers and other public interest
groups. CRADA Forum II focused on the reasonable pricing clause and questions about the appropriate return on the Government's investment in biomedical research: (1) what kind of return is appropriate, (2) how much return is
appropriate, and (3) how NIH should balance public payback and new product
development.
Because of the overlap in the focus of these two panels, their reports are
included in this single document along with supporting documents and background materials that were considered by the panels. These materials will be
provided to the Advisory Committee to the Director, NIH, for consideration at
its meeting on December 1-2, 1994. NIH will then be in a position to consult
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with the Assistant Secretary for Health, Department of Health and Human
Services, and other key policymakers to decide what options best promote
NIH's dual missions-pursuing new biomedical knowledge and facilitating
technology transfer-while maximizing the public investment in biomedical
research.
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CRADA Forum I
July 21, 1994
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Public Health Service

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland 20892

OCT 2 4 199~1
Harold Varmus, M.D.
Director
National Institutes of Health
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20892
Dear Dr. Varmus:

On behalf of the Co-Chair, Dr. Robert Nussenblatt, and the Panel members, I am
pleased to transmit to you the final report of the first ad hoc consultant
group to the Advisory Committee to the Director, NIH, on "NIH Collaborative
Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs): Perspectives, Outlook, and
Policy Development".
The Panel's mission was to assess three aspects of present CRADA policies:
I) the scope of the research and license rights under a CRADA; 2) fair access
to CRADA opportunities; and 3) reasonable pricing clause. In carrying out its
charge, the Panel addressed a number of important questions, including: what
are the different types of research collaborations that are conducted under
the CRADA mechanisms; should fair access, reasonable pricing, and other
administrative policies be differentially applied to the different types of
CRADAs; is it appropriate to negotiate licensing terms at the inception of the
CRADA, before it is known what technology will be invented and how it can be
best licensed to further the public's interest; how should NIH preserve the
fundamental nature of the research collaboration, which arise from the
knowledge and the relationships of the scientists, while ensuring fair access
to CRADA opportunities for U.S. businesses; and should the "reasonable
pricing" clause be used by NIH as a mechanism to reflect the public investment
in NIH-supported research in the products brought to market through
NIH/private sector collaborations.
This Report sets forth the findings and recommendations of the Panel, which
are based upon presentations from invited speakers, testimony from public
witnesses, and the deliberations of the Panel on July 21, 1994. The Panel
trusts that these recommendations will be useful in improving NIH CRADA
policies and ensuring that national health goals continue to be enhanced by
the research conducted at the NIH.
Sincerely,

~~/YwA~AA~
Got(:'s::~~;:~.

Michael M.
Panel Co-Chair and
Acting Deputy Director for
Intramural Research
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CRADA Forum I: Report of the Panel

Executive Summary
The Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (FTTA) authorizes Federal
laboratories to enter into cooperative research and development agreements
(CRADAs) with private businesses and other entities. Between 1986 and 1993,
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) executed a total of 206 CRADAs, most of
them with industrial partners. As NIH's experience with CRADAs has grown,
several issues of concern have developed, leading the agency to seek advice for
the development of appropriate policy. On July 21, 1994, NIH convened a
panel of experts, including scientists and administrators from Government
(primarily NIH), industry, and academia, to address three central issues:
1.
2.
3.

the scope of research and license rights under a CRADA,
fair access to CRADA opportunities, and
the so-called "reasonable pricing" clause.

With regard to the first issue, panelists concurred that the agreement (including the research plan) must be drawn as clearly and carefully as possible.
Some industry panelists expressed a preference for a broad research plan, while
NIH panelists felt that the plan should be narrow enough to protect the scientific freedom of Government investigators. Similarly, some industry panelists
felt that the option to negotiate for a license on the resulting technology was
insufficient incentive; they would prefer an option on the license itself. Several
NIH panelists pointed out the difficulty and risk of negotiating a license before
it,is known what intellectual property might be developed. The panel did
reach consensus on three points: (1) that the scope of the research should be
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narrow, although some flexibility was needed on a case-by-case basis; (2) that
NIH should not require a commercialization plan at the time the CRADA is
negotiated; and (3) that NIH should consider revising its current policy of
prohibiting the up-front grant of a license within the CRADA.
The panel also supported the concept of fair access to CRADA opportunities. They concluded that existing Public Health Service (PHS) guidelines
ensure reasonable and appropriate access to the overall CRADA process, and
that NIH technology transfer personnel conduct a wide range of activities
designed to identify CRADA opportunities. One NIH panelist presented the
view that there is no legal requirement to ensure equal access for every potential partner to every potential CRADA. However, the panel also recommended
that NIH have a rational and defensible basis for the final choice of collaborator
or collaborators in any given CRADA.
The reasonable pricing clause proved to be far more contentious. Some
panelists from industry opposed its inclusion in any form, claiming that it poses
a disincentive to industry. Some NIH investigators reported that potential
collaborations are not pursued because industrial collaborators object to the
clause. Other panelists pointed out that the clause is neither the best nor the
only way to address the pricing of new technology, nor is it necessary to ensure
a fair return on the Government's investment in biomedical research. Some
public interest groups also opposed the clause because it might delay the
availability of new drugs, but one speaker felt that it helped to ensure that new
drugs would be available at a fair price. Several panelists pointed out that a
number of other protections are already included in technology licenses, while
other panelists suggested several additional mechanisms that might be used to
ensure that the public investment in the collaborative research was adequately
reflected without erecting barriers to collaborative research. The mechanisms
suggested included requiring "accessibility plans," removing the clause from
some but not all CRADAs, and reserving the clause for unique "breakthrough"
drugs for which there is no effective substitute.

Introduction
Both the health of the American people and the competitiveness of U.S.
industry can be greatly enhanced if new technologies that are developed in PHS
laboratories are commercialized by American companies. To encourage commercialization, the FTTA authorizes Federal laboratories to enter into CRADAs
with numerous entities, including private businesses. Under a CRADA, companies may provide funds, personnel, services, and property in support of
collaborative research with PHS scientists. Federal laboratories may provide all
of these resources except funds, and the Government may also grant to their
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collaborators, in advance, intellectual property rights on any invention made by
a Federal employee under the terms of the agreement. The FTTA explicitly
gives preference to small businesses and to business units located in the United
States that agree to manufacture the resulting products substantially in the
United States.
Since 1986 through fiscal year (FY) 1993, NIH has executed a total of 206
CRADAs, most of them with industrial partners. These agreements have covered a broad range of research, from the initial application of basic discoveries
to advanced clinical trials. In some cases, because of the nature of the research
or the intellectual property position of the collaborator, no invention (and
hence no new intellectual property) was expected or likely to result from the
research. In other cases, new intellectual property was developed during the
collaboration. In still others, NIH had extensive intellectual property protection
on a technology that was licensed by a CRADA collaborator and further developed under the CRADA.
As the Government's experience with CRADAs has grown, several issues of
concern have developed, prompting NIH to seek advice for the development of
appropriate policy. On July 21, 1994, NIH convened a panel of experts in a
public forum to discuss issues related to CRADAs. The 15-member panel was
cochaired by Dr. Michael Gottesman, Acting Deputy Director for Intramural
Research, and Dr. Robert Nussenblatt, Scientific Director, National Eye Institute,
NIH. Other members of the panel included executives from large and small
biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies, PHS scientists, and Government
and university administrators. Forum I focused on three central issues:
1.

Scope of research and license rights under a CRADA. What types
of research are conducted under the CRADA mechanism, and how do
they differ with regard to the activities and contributions of each party?
Should public policy and CRADA contracts reflect these differences?
How can the research plan ensure flexibility for following up unexpected results? When is it appropriate to negotiate licensing terms
at the inception of the CRADA-that is, before anyone knows what
technology might be invented?

2.

Fair access to CRADA opportunities. How should NIH preserve the
fundamental nature of the research collaboration, which arises from
the knowledge and relationships of the scientists, while ensuring fair
access to CRADA opportunities for U.S. businesses? Does industry have
difficulty obtaining information or access to CRADA opportunities?

3.

Reasonable pricing clause. Given the mandates of NIH to support
research and to transfer the results of that research to advance the
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public health, should the reasonable pricing clause be used to reflect
the public investment in NIH-supported research when products are
brought to market through CRADAs? What other mechanisms are
available to NIH to achieve this goal?
This report presents the deliberations, findings, and conclusions of the
panel with regard to these three issues and the CRADA process in general.

Issue 1: Scope of Research and License Rights under a
CRADA
Scope of Research
Panelists concurred that the agreement (including the research plan) must
be drawn as clearly and carefully as possible. In particular, the research plan
should delineate a finite area of investigation and the precise limits of the
collaboration; the research plan should specify exactly what each party will be
doing within the collaboration. Some panel members from industry favored
more broadly defined research plans in order to maximize the scope of license
rights obtained from their investment in the collaboration. NIH panelists felt
that the scope should be narrow enough to ensure that the collaboration does
not unreasonably limit the ability of NIH investigators to share scientific
information, pursue new research directions, or enter into additional CRADAs
with other collaborators. In general, NIH prefers applied research rather than
basic research as the subject matter for CRADA collaborations. However, one
panel member from industry noted that the FTTA contains no such preference
and urged that NIH not limit its CRADA collaborations to applied research.
Panel members agreed that delineating the scope of the research plan would
have to be addressed on a case-by-case basis; that NIH and industry would have
to be flexible in negotiating appropriate scope; and that both sides of the
collaboration should acknowledge the tension between their respective interests with regard to defining the scope of research.

Scope of License Rights
Consistent with the FTTA, NIH CRADAs provide an option to negotiate an
exclusive or nonexclusive license for the commercialization of inventions made
by NIH employees in the ci;mduct of the CRADA ("CRADA inventions"). The
advantage the company realizes from this provision is that the collaborator can
negotiate licenses outside the competitive process that otherwise governs the
licensing of Government technology; CRADA license negotiations also tend to
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be faster and simpler. Industry panelists expressed concern that an option to
negotiate for a license is not always sufficient to allow companies to raise
necessary capital; they would prefer an option on the license itself.
Several NIH panelists pointed out the difficulty and risk of negotiating the
terms of a license, particularly an exclusive license, before it is known what
intellectual property (if any) will be developed, and what the best way of commercializing it will be. In addition, certain CRADA Inventions, such as research
tools, may not be appropriate for exclusive licensing; to grant such a license at
the time of the CRADA would frustrate NIH's desire to encourage the wide dissemination of such technologies. Panel members from industry acknowledged
these concerns but pointed out that industry faces and resolves similar issues
in agreements with universities and other companies, to the extent possible,
through thoughtful drafting of each particular agreement. Panelists discussed
various ways to address these concerns with the CRADA mechanism, including
the following:
•

reversion of license rights to NIH if there is lack of commitment or
inadequate development of a CRADA invention;

•

exemption of research tools from the license option or particular
clauses requiring nonexclusive licensing;

e

clauses requiring sublicensing in particular circumstances; or

e

specification of royalty ranges and caps for particular types of
technologies.

Panelists from NIH pointed out that providing an option to a license in the
CRADA could also have an adverse effect on small businesses, which would
have to demonstrate their ability to develop commercially a wide range of
potential inventions. Currently, a prospective CRADA partner need only show
itself capable of performing the research delineated in the research plan. If a
CRADA invention is made and the collaborator decides to negotiate a license,
the collaborator must show at that time_ its ability and commitment to commercialize the subject technology. Collaborators that are unable or unwilling to
commercialize the technologies will not obtain the rights, and NIH will consider the technology available for competitive licensing as part of the general
intramural research portfolio. Panel members from industry acknowledged this
potential problem for small businesses.
The panel agreed that NIH should not adopt a policy of requiring detailed
commercialization plans at the time a CRADA is negotiated. However, the
panel also agreed that NIH should consider revising its current policy of
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prohibiting the up-front grant of an option to a license within the CRADA. The
panel did recognize, however, the difficulty of arriving at licensing terms at a
stage in which the nature of a potential invention is not clear and the relative
contribution of the CRADA partners cannot be fairly evaluated.

Issue 2: Fair Access to CRADA Opportunities
The panel supported the concept of fair access to CRADA opportunities,
but it pointed out that the CRADA is not subject to the normal Federal procurement process. Specifically, the FTTA does not require that CRADAs be
competed, although it does give "consideration" to small businesses and "preference" to business units that are located in the United States and will substantially manufacture the resulting products domestically. Existing PHS guidelines
ensure fair and appropriate access to the overall CRADA process, but there is no
requirement to ensure equal access for every potential partner to every potential CRADA.
For example, many CRADAs grow out of preexisting relationships and informal exchanges between Government scientists and their colleagues in the
private sector. In other cases, the industrial partner may bring to the collaboration a unique resource-in some cases a proprietary drug-or a unique form of
expertise. In such cases there may be no need to advertise; there may in fact
be no other potential partner. When NIH is actively seeking a partner to advance or exploit its research, on the other hand, then it is both appropriate and
advantageous to advertise the cooperative opportunity in order to help find the
best partner or partners for each particular case. The panelists agreed that all
potential collaborators should have access to CRADA opportunities, in general,
and that there must be a rational and defensible basis as well as appropriate
documentation for the final choice of collaborator(s) in any given CRADA.
The panel also found that NIH technology transfer personnel are engaged
in a wide range of activities designed to identify CRADA opportunities and
respond to requests from both private companies and intramural investigators.
Opportunities for CRADAs are advertised in appropriate publications. In addition, all of NIH's research activities, research results, and patent applications are
available electronically through the Internet system.

Issue 3: Reasonable Pricing Clause
In 1989 PHS, the parent organization of NIH, adopted the following policy
statement with respect to the pricing of products developed in part through
research at intramural NIH laboratories:
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DHHS has responsibility for funding basic biomedical research,
for funding medical treatment through programs such as Medicare and Medicaid, for providing direct medical care, and more
generally, for protecting the health and safety of the public.
Because of these responsibilities and the public investment in
the research that contributes to a product licensed under a
CRADA, DHHS has a concern that there be a reasonable relationship between the pricing of a licensed product, the public
investment in that product, and the health and safety needs of
the public. Accordingly, exclusive commercialization licenses
granted for NIH/ADAMHA intellectual property rights may require that this relationship be supported by reasonable
evidence.
This statement of PHS policy is contained in Appendix A of the model PHS
CMDA Section 16 of the main body of the model PHS CRADA contains a
slight restatement of this policy. 1 If intellectual property is created by PHS
employees under a CRADA, and the outside partner exercises its right under the
CRADA to negotiate an exclusive license, the pricing provision of the model
PHS exclusive license would be applicable. The model PHS exclusive license
contains the following pricing provision:
DHHS has responsibility for funding basic biomedical research,
for funding medical treatment through programs such as Medicare and Medicaid, for providing direct medical care and, more
generally, for protecting the health and safety of the public.
Because of these responsibilities, and the public investment in
the research that culminated in the Licensed Patents Rights,
PHS may require LICENSEE to submit documentation in confidence showing a reasonable relationship between the pricing
of a Licensed Product, the public investment in that product
and the health and safety needs of the public. This paragraph
shall not restrict the right of LICENSEE to price a Licensed
Product or Licensed Process so as to obtain a reasonable
profit for its sales or use. This Paragraph 5. 03 does not permit
PHS or any other government agency to set or dictate prices
for Licensed Products or Licensed Processes.

'"NIH/ADAMHA have a concern that there be a reasonable relationship between the pricing of a
licensed product, the public investment in that product, and the health and safety needs of the
public. Accordingly, exclusive commercialization licenses granted for NIH/ADAMHA intellectual
property rights may require that this relationship be supported by reasonable evidence."

Reports of the NIH Panels on CRADA Fornms I and II

A major factor leading to the adoption of these pricing provisions by the
PHS was congressional and public reaction to the launch price of $8,000 to
$10,000 per patient per year for azidothymidine (AZT), the drug for acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) approved by the Food and Drug Administration in 1987. AZT, the first drug found to hinder replication of human
immunodeficiency virus, was marketed by the Bunoughs-Wellcome Company
and was developed with the involvement of the National Cancer Institute, but
not under the provisions of a CRADA. The PHS pricing provisions respond to a
concern that, to the extent practicable, medical advances developed in part with
public funds be available to the public at reasonable cost.

Panelists' Concerns
One panelist from a pharmaceutical company suggested that pricing might
be a reasonable topic of negotiation in this sort of very late stage project,
in which the Government has already identified a potentially marketable
product, but that the clause itself should not be part of most CRADAs. Other
panelists from industry were opposed to including the reasonable pricing
clause in any form, claiming that it poses a disincentive to industry by its mere
presence in the CRADA. Several companies represented on the panel have
stated that they will no longer sign any agreements that include a reasonable
pricing clause. Other industry panelists stated that the drug development
process is inherently risky and that the possibility of Federal review of prices of
those few successful products out of the many under test has made potential
investors reluctant to invest in pharmaceutical or biotechnology firms. NIH
scientists reported that many potential CRADAs are not pursued because potential partners object to this clause.
Public interest groups expressed both support for and opposition to the
reasonable pricing clause. One speaker believed that some sort of protection is
needed to ensure that new drugs are available at a fair price and that the Government gets a reasonable return on its investment in biomedical research.
However, other speakers expressed concern that the clause may backfire if it
proves to be an impediment to CRADAs and, indirectly, to the development of
important therapeutics. Low prices per se are not the only "interest" of either
the Government or the consumer. In many cases, the broader interests of
society are best served by ensuring that new and more effective drugs are
researched and developed.
Industry panelists noted, and NIH panelists agreed, that the FTTA does not
require NIH to address pricing as part of its technology transfer mandate. The
FTTA does not address the issue of pricing, and PHS (with NIH as its lead
agency for technology transfer activities) is the only Federal biomedical agency
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that has addressed the issue in its CRADA policy or model agreement. 2 As a
result, panel members from both industry and academia advised that the reasonable pricing clause has become a barrier to technology transfer and that PHS
and NIH should consider removing the clause in order to promote the goals of
the FTIA and to ensure the development and commercialization of new medical technologies.
A number of additional concerns about the PHS pricing clause were cited,
primarily by panelists from industry, including the following:
Iii

The PHS pricing clause is the wrong way to address the pricing of new
technologies. The cost of new technologies such as new drugs, and of
health care generally, is a valid and serious concern but requires a
comprehensive approach. However, the issue of how best to develop
new products, including drugs, should be segregated from the issues of
how to fairly price and pay for these products. This narrow class of
research and development agreements-CRADAs and exclusive licenses
between NIH and industry-is the wrong place to address pricing,
which is a cost and access issue. As a biomedical research agency, NIH
is not within its mission or its competence in evaluating or regulating
drug prices. Congress, perhaps within the context of the broad, ongoing debate on how to reform the health care system, should carefully
weigh these compelling interests and fashion a solution that preserves
the incentives for the private sector to develop new technologies while
providing mechanisms to ensure that these breakthrough products
reach the American public at a reasonable cost.

•

The PHS pricing clause has proven to be a major barrier to some
potentially important collaborations. About 10 firms have indicated
an unwillingness to enter into CRADA and licensing agreements with
NIH that contain the reasonable pricing clause. This apparent reluctance may also extend back to the informal relationships out of which
such agreements normally grow and to materials transfer agreements,
which do not normally even involve cooperative research. NIH should
do more than eliminate barriers to collaborative research; it should
provide more incentives. Already there are important areas of
research-such as chemopreventatives, addictive diseases, and antimalaria and antiepilepsy treatments-where industry needs incentives
to develop and market drugs arising from new technology development. Industry believes the clause adds to the uncertainty about drug

In addition to PHS, only the U.S. Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines has implemented
a pricing clause, which appears to have been explicitly modeled on that of PHS.
2
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development at a time when the pharmaceutical market is changing
profoundly. With 1,300 small biotechnology firms now competing to
develop and market new drngs, success is increasingly uncertain. The
current debate over health care reform also introduces additional uncertainties. Less than one promising drng in a thousand ever gets
approved and marketed, and only a third of those ever earn back the
company's investment. Under the patent system, it is believed that one
result of monopolistic pricing of an individual product in a highly
competitive marketplace will be to stimulate new and innovative research on competing products that might be more effective or affordable, or both.

•

The PHS pricing clause is not necessary to ensure a fair return on the
Government's investment. It can be argued that the Government
already gets a fair return on its investment in the form of new product
development, faster product development, and royalties on licenses for
drngs and other products that result from Government inventions. In
cases of limited Government involvement in product development, the
clause should not be triggered. In the kind of early-stage research
pursued under many CRADAs, the Government's financial investment
and intellectual contribution can be relatively minor in comparison
with the involvement of industry in bringing the drng to market. In
such cases, the Government's involvement in the research may not
warrant subsequent Government scrutiny in pricing.

111

The clause ts vague and difficult to eriforce. "Reasonable" does not
always mean "cheap" or "inexpensive." In some cases a fair and reasonable price-a price that reflects the size of the company's investment and the risk of the undertaking-may appear very expensive
indeed. The FTTA does not expressly authorize the pricing clause or
specify any enforcement mechanism. The clause does not specify what
standards should be employed to determine whether there is a "reasonable relationship" among the price of a product, the Government's
involvement in the product's development, and the health and safety
needs of the public. In addition, the clause does not establish any
enforcement procedures and sanctions to apply in cases in which a
"reasonable relationship" is not established.

Alternatives to the Reasonable Pricing Clause
Panelists from NIH neither agreed nor disagreed with these industry views.
Some NIH panelists restated their opinion that there must be a reasonable
relationship between the public investment in a product and its price. If NIH
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were to remove or revise the clause, it would have to do so in a way that protects the interests of the Government and the people of the United States while
promoting the original intent and goals of the FTTA.
Some industry panelists stated that there is no obvious way to modify the
reasonable pricing clause itself that would be acceptable to them. However,
various panelists cited a number of protections that are already in place and
might be strengthened; they also suggested several additional mechanisms that
might ensure a reasonable price without erecting new barriers to cooperative
research and technology transfer:

•

Modify the Government's exclusive license to ensure reasonable availability. The Government's exclusive license contains numerous provisions under which a company's exclusive right to practice a Government invention can be modified or terminated if the license does not
meet agreed-upon performance standards or milestones or otherwise
fails to commercialize the technology expeditiously. These clauses
could be modified to allow termination if a company fails to keep a
product reasonably available to the intended patient population.

•

Emphasize the use of Government "march-in" rights to protect against
abuses. These provisions allow the Government to practice the invention for its own use or in emergencies. These rights have been used in
the past to accomplish the prompt, widespread, and economical dissemination of new vaccines.

•

Require drug companies to use other mechanisms to ensure patient
access to drugs. Several drug companies have already established socalled indigent programs that provide drugs at reduced rates, and
sometimes free, to certain patients who cannot afford them. In the
past, these programs sometimes have been criticized as public relations
efforts that are too small or too limited to have any real effect. The
Government could encourage such programs by providing incentives to
the companies to expand them and make them more effective. However, academic panelists pointed out that such guaranteed-access initiatives shift costs without controlling prices.

•

Remove the reasonable pricing clause from some but not all CRADA
contracts. Examples include very early stage research and agreements
under which drug companies provide proprietary drugs for the use of
NIH investigators.

•

Reserve the reasonable pricing clause, or some modification of it, for
cases in which there is no effective substitute for the drug in question.
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As noted above, however, high prices for monopolistic products have

tended to stimulate research on substitutes, alternatives, and
competitors.

General Findings
The mission of NIH is to pursue and apply fundamental knowledge that
can improve the health of all Americans. The NIH intramural research program
has proved to be a uniquely valuable biomedical resource. Governmentindustry collaboration is critical for the prompt commercial development of
new products arising out of NIH research. The CRADA has proved to be an important and effective mechanism for encouraging such collaboration.
The purpose of the FITA is to facilitate the transfer of commercially useful
technology from the Federal laboratories to the private sector to benefit the
American public through such means as the CRADA mechanism. The statute
does not require Federal laboratories to consider issues of pricing, and the
inclusion of the so-called "reasonable pricing" clause in the model CRADA has
generated growing criticism from NIH's industrial collaborators. NIH should
seek to provide greater flexibility in negotiating this and other provisions of a
CRADA, provided that the broad interests of the government and consumers are
still protected. NIH should also seek to simplify, streamline, and expedite the
process of negotiating all CRADAs.
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CRADA Forum II: Report of the Panel

Executive Summary
On July 21, 1994, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) convened a forum
solicit advice and recommendations from the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries, the academic research community, and the public on issues
relating to cooperative research and development agreements (CRADAs). Of
the three general questions addressed by CRADA Forum I, the "reasonable
pricing" clause elicited the most discussion from industry, NIH scientists, and
the public. Accordingly, NIH convened a second forum on September 8, 1994,
to solicit additional advice and recommendations from primary consumers and
other public interest groups. CRADA Forum II focused on the reasonable
pricing clause and on three broader questions about how to repay the Government's investment in biomedical research: (1) what kind of return is appropriate, (2) how much return is appropriate, and (3) how NIH should balance
public payback and new product development.
to

The panel concluded that there were both qualitative and quantitative
returns on the Government's investment. Among the former are the scientific
benefits of public-private collaboration and the development of new medical
products; among the latter are royalties paid to NIH and lower prices on new
products. The panel reached consensus on the following hierarchy of returns
to the public for its investment in biomedical research: (1) fostering scientific
discoveries, (2) rapid transfer of these discoveries to the bedside, (3) accessibility of resulting products to patients, and (4) financial returns in the form of
royalties.
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There has been no decline in the number of NIH CRADAs or technology
licenses, but the panel heard anecdotal evidence and the testimony of NIH
investigators that some types of collaboration are becoming difficult or impossible to negotiate. Industry panelists reported that their problem with the clause
had largely to do with its uncertainty: they were unable to ascertain how or
when the Government might intervene in a pricing decision. The panel concluded that the clause is perceived to be a problem and that NIH should do
something about this perception.
The panel was not able to agree on a single, specific course of action for
NIH. Most of the panelists agreed that, at a minimum, NIH should revise the
clause to clarify its meaning and intent. Most of them also agreed that there
are at least some types of NIH-private sector collaboration in which the clause
is inappropriate and might be removed. Many panelists felt that, instead of the
reasonable pricing clause, NIH should require an accessibility plan, just as it
now requires a commercialization plan.

Introduction
The Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (FTTA) authorizes Federal
laboratories, including NIH, to enter into CRADAs with numerous entities,
including private businesses. The purpose of FTTA and CRADAs is to encourage the transfer and commercialization of new technologies that are developed
in Government laboratories. Between 1986 and the end of fiscal year (FY)
1993, NIH executed 206 CRADAs, most of them with industrial partners. These
agreements have covered a broad range of research, from the initial application
of basic discoveries to advanced clinical trials.
In 1989 the Public Health Service (PHS), NIH's parent organization,
adopted a policy statement expressing concern that, because of the public
investment in the research that leads to a product licensed under a CRADA,
there should be "a reasonable relationship between the pricing of a licensed
product, the public investment in that product, and the health and safety needs
of the public." Exclusive licenses for NIH intellectual property rights may
require the company to support this relationship with "reasonable evidence."
A major factor in the adoption of these provisions was the reaction of
Congress and the public to the launch price of $8,000 to $10,000 per patient
per year for azidothymidine (AZT), a drug for acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome (AIDS) developed by the Burroughs-Wellcome Company with substantial NIH involvement, but not under a CRADA. However, NIH investigators
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and their industry colleagues have expressed concern that the reasonable pricing clause poses a barrier to expanded research collaboration. This issue
elicited the most discussion in the CRADA Forum I, held on July 21, 1994.
Accordingly, NIH convened CRADA Forum II on September 8, 1994, to
solicit additional comment, advice, and recommendations from primary health
care product consumers and other public interest groups on how best to reflect
the public's investment in new health care products arising from NIH research.
CRADA Forum II was chaired by Ms. Daryl A. (Sandy) Chamblee, Acting Deputy
Director for Science Policy and Technology Transfer, NIH. In addition to NIH
researchers and administrators, the 15-member panel included representatives
of consumer and health action groups, academic research institutions, and
biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies. The panel also included William
Corr, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health.
The question to be addressed by the panel was whether the reasonable
pricing clause was an appropriate and effective way to reflect the public's
investment in health care products arising from NIH-supported research, and if
not, what other mechanisms are available to NIH to achieve this goal. The
panel focused on three questions:
1.

What kind of return on the public investment is appropriate? Is the
public investment in products developed through licensing NIH technologies adequately reflected through the payment of royalties and the
expeditious development of new products? If not, is it also suitable for
NIH to become involved in "downstream" issues of marketing and distribution, such as the pricing of such products? How else could or
should the public investment be reflected?

2.

How much return on the public investment is appropriate? NIH currently obtains a financial payback from licensees for the right to develop Government technology in the form of license execution fees,
minimum annual royalties, and royalties on net sales. NIH also ensures expeditious product development through benchmarks and milestone requirements within the license. NIH negotiates this financial
and "development" return on a case-by-case basis, taking into account
the type of technology, the amount of Government investment (both
financial and intellectual), the stage of development of the technology,
and the public health benefit or research value of the technology. If
additional types of return are desired, should they also be tailored
according to the amount of the NIH investment and the stage of the
investment in the product development continuum? As with royalties
and development benchmarks, should NIH negotiate for additional
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types of payback on a case-by-case (or categorical) basis, using the
above criteria?

3.

How should NIH balance public payback and new product development? If scrutiny of product pricing is appropriate to ensure reflection
of the public investment, are NIH licenses the right vehicle through
which to require the scrutiny? If not, how and by whom should this be
accomplished? If assumed by NIH, will this role conflict with the NIH
technology transfer mission and hamper new product development? Is
decreased new product development acceptable in return for having
NIH play a role in the "downstream" marketing and distribution of the
product? If not, how can NIH become involved without negatively
affecting new product development?

The remainder of this report focuses on panelists' discussion of these three
issues.

Appropriate Types of Return
As NIH Director Harold Varmus pointed out in his charge to the panel, the
question of whether the Government should expect a return involves the
proper role and true goal of Government in funding biomedical research. It
became clear from subsequent discussion that there are indeed multiple returns
on the Government's investment. For example, a panelist from an academic
research institution suggested that, since the mission of NIH is to generate new
biomedical knowledge and transfer it for commercial development, the proper
return on the Government's investment may be the amount of information generated and transferred. Similarly, one of the NIH participants described the
"returns" from a CRADA, the most important of which were the special expertise that the industry partner brings to a project and the greater speed with
which the results of NIH research are developed. Some consumer panelists,
however, felt that these benefits are fruitless if patients do not have access to
the resulting drugs and treatments.

Another important qualitative return is the new product development that
is achieved through the commercialization of new technologies arising from
NIH research. This return was particularly important to several panelists and
public speakers addressing new AIDS treatments and drugs for so-called orphan
diseases. One consumer panelist felt that the pharmaceutical industry was also
failing to address the need for new treatments for addiction and genetic diseases. In fields where significant disincentives to new product development
already exist, companies might be hesitant to develop new products.
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Finally, two types of return on the Government's investment are clearly
quantitative: direct returns in the form of royalties paid to NIH, and indirect
returns in the form of lower prices for consumers and for Federal health programs. Consumer panelists were particularly forceful in insisting that the
Government's Investment must be returned not only in new knowledge and
new drugs but also in affordable drugs. Several panelists pointed out that the
issue is prices, not the industry's development costs, and that "reasonable
price" is too often misunderstood to mean "lowest possible price." One panelist added that both royalties and access programs are forms of cost shifting.
However, a consensus emerged that the true issue may be accessibility rather
than prices per se. Some panelists suggested that other mechanisms might be
available, but it remains unclear whether they would be more effective than the
reasonable pricing clause in ensuring accessibility.
Mechanisms currently used by PHS to ensure accessibility include competitive licensing, development of therapeutic analogs, and discounts for Federal
agencies, as well as so-called indigent programs. One industry panelist described five different programs through which his pharmaceutical firm makes a
wide range of drugs available to patients who could not otherwise afford them.
Most of these programs rely on individual physicians, but some are conducted
in cooperation with community health centers or State health programs. Panelists from consumer groups pointed out that many of these programs can be
hard to identify and use, because they impose stringent eligibility standards or
paperwork requirements that tend to work against the patients who need them
most.
In the end, the panel concurred in the following hierarchy of returns on
the public's investment In biomedical research, from most to least important:
1.
2.
3.
4.

fostering scientific discoveries,
rapid transfer of discoveries to the bedside,
accessibility of resulting products to patients, and
royalties.

Appropriate Amount of Return
NIH typically receives five kinds of financial payback for the technologies it
licenses: execution fees at the time the license is signed, minimum annual
royalties regardless of sales, benchmark royalties when important development
milestones are reached, patent costs for which the licensee reimburses NIH,
and earned royalties as a percentage of sales. There is a lag of approximately 5
to 7 years between granting a license and receiving earned royalties, but NIH
technologies have already earned a total of $73 million in royalties since 1986.
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Most of this amount has come from a small number of technologies, including
the AIDS test kit, a hepatitis vaccine, and an innovative centrifuge, that have
generated from $500,000 to several million dollars apiece. CRADA licenses
represent only 2 percent of all NIH licenses, and relatively few CRADAs result in
licensable technologies.
To expedite the commercialization of NIH technology, an NIH license
includes benchmarks and development milestones. The negotiations reflect the
maturity of the technology and the degree of investment and risk for both NIH
and its partner. For example, the license for a research reagent might have
lower execution fees but earned royalties of 15 to 30 percent of sales, while the
license for an early-stage therapeutic that requires considerable additional
research and development by the company might have higher execution fees
and minimum annual royalties but earned royalties of only 3 to 8 percent.
Similarly, a smaller biotechnology company with low capitalization might prefer
to pay higher royalties on sales in exchange for lower execution fees. There
was no indepth discussion from panel members on whether the present royalties rates are too high or too low. But one industry panelist commented that,
when NIH has assumed most of the risk and done most of the work, in addition to royalties NIH also might reasonably raise the issue of the pricing of the
resulting product.
The panel concluded, however, that the question of rnyalties is less important than the issue of new product development and accessibility. NIH already
uses several mechanisms to ensure the accessibility of new drugs, including
competitive licensing and the development of therapeutic analogs. One NIH
participant suggested that instead of a reasonable pricing clause the CRADA
contract include a reasonable access clause. Just as the company must provide
a commercialization plan, so it would be required to provide an accessibility
plan detailing the mechanisms and milestones it would use to ensure that the
drug would be available to Government agencies and needy patients. Three
additional mechanisms were suggested by some panel members: (1) providing
up to 25 percent of the drug free of charge, (2) deeper discounts to Medicaid
and Medicare, and (3) an indigent- or compassionate-access program with
generous eligibility criteria, less pape1work, and prompt approval, possibly
administered by an independent organization with consumer representation.
One industry panelist's response to this discussion, however, was that it is
unreasonable to expect the industry to substantially shoulder the burden of
accessibility for everyone who may need the drug.
Several academic and industty participants on the panel favored the idea of
an accessibility plan as an alternative to the reasonable pricing clause, subject to
further definition. Consumer representatives on the panel were also supportive,
but they cautioned that price would remain a central question in accessibility
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because of the great number of people who pay for drugs out of pocket, and
because the cost of free drugs and Government discounts will be shifted to
paying customers.

Balancing Public Payback and New Product Development
The central question here was whether the reasonable pricing clause has a
negative effect on cooperative research and whether that effect can be ameliorated by modifying the clause. There has been no decline in the number of
new CRADAs since 1990, according to NIH administrators, although there may
be a change in the growth rate or in the mix of CRADA types. In fact, from FY
1990 through FY 1993 the number of new CRADAs executed each year was 32,
26, 30, and 41, respectively. One industry panelist felt that there should be far
more CRADAs than are currently negotiated, given the budget and personnel of
NIH, but NIH panelists pointed out that NIH represents a diverse universe of
science and scientists, little of which is appropriate for CRADAs.
In addition, anecdotal evidence and the testimony of NIH investigators
indicate that many research collaborations are becoming difficult or impossible
to negotiate. For example, the panel heard testimony from one NIH investigator that he has been unable to obtain access to a company's proprietary
compound to use in his research on the development of more effective, less
toxic antiepilepsy drugs. Although the company had patent protection, it
wished to enter into a CRADA rather than a materials transfer agreement, to
ensure that it could obtain licensing rights to everything that NIH may "serendipitously" discover, such as a new use for the material. As a result, a potential
collaborator, who had already synthesized several promising compounds, was
unwilling to provide them to NIH, hobbling its research and possibly delaying
the development of much-needed drugs. However, it is uncertain that these
problems can be attributed to the reasonable pricing clause.
Furthermore, reasonable pricing may be only part of the problem. Industry
participants reported that the degree of uncertainty is the real problem, and
that uncertainty can also arise from delay in negotiating the agreements and
from ambiguity about a potential collaborator's rights to the resulting intellectual property. While the pricing clause may not be an absolute barrier to
CRADAs, it is a real concern to industry, and as one industry panelist pointed
out, the perception that it is a problem is itself a problem.
Overall, on various occasions panel members mentioned that there exists a
gap in data and statistics that might be helpful in determining the future of the
reasonable pricing clause, including information on the effect of the clause on
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collaboration; clear and explicit definitions for key concepts such as "reasonable price," "risk," "accessibility," and "eligibility;" and clear and detailed
development of potential alternatives. However, the panel concurred that while
these measures may be helpful or desirable, such <;lata would be extremely difficult, and even impossible, to collect in some cases.
There was also concern among the panelists that NIH has no mission,
authority, or expertise to set drug prices. There was little enthusiasm for
adding that responsibility to NIH's mission or for developing the necessary
regulatory bureaucracy at NIH. Furthermore, doing so would raise a conflict
of interest with NIH's statutory responsibility to foster collaboration with the
private sector. Panelists suggested that this responsibility might better be
placed in the Health Care Financing Administration or some other agency that
already has a large staff of economists and accountants. Some panelists also
noted that the issue of drug pricing might more properly be debated by Congress, where the prices of all drugs (especially those supported by the public)
can be addressed, rather than by NIH, where only products developed from
NIH intramural research are affected.

Questions About the Clause Itself
Panelists representing consumer groups pointed out that the language of
the reasonable pricing clause forbids PHS to set or control prices. They therefore questioned whether the clause is an enforceable mechanism or merely a
"concern" on the part of NIH and PHS. Some academic and industry panelists
countered that the present clause is so rigid and ambiguous that it may be
inconsistent with the FTTA and may even interfere with technology transfer.
Consumer panelists also expressed concern that pharmaceutical companies
were objecting to the reasonable pricing clause-although it has never been
enforced and may in fact be unenforceable-because it might be used to force
them to open their books and justify how they set prices. Panelists from academic research institutions suggested that this question reflected a broadly held
but generally unspoken opinion that pharmaceutical companies do not price
drugs fairly, that in fact they make too much money and drive up the cost of
health care. Other panelists countered that it was reasonable for companies
not to want the Government or anyone else involved in sensitive pricing decisions, adding that even the companies do not know what a reasonable price
will be at the time they negotiate a CRADA.
The panel appeared to agree that the reasonable pricing clause has introduced uncertainty into at least some CRADAs, and that the level of uncertainty
is a real and valid concern for industry. One consumer panelist ventured the
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opinion that the problem may be the ambiguity of the clause and not necessarily the clause itself. Therefore, if the reasonable pricing clause remains part
of CRADA negotiations, this uncertainty must be reduced through clarification
of the CRADA's language and intent. In addition, the panel agreed that the task
of determining and enforcing a reasonable price is not within the capacity of
NIH and should rest elsewhere.

Options for NIH Action
As a means of eliciting consensus and structuring recommendations from
the panel, the chair suggested nine options for further action by NIH and asked
for the panel's response to them as a guide in setting future policy. These
options and the panel's responses are summarized below.
1.

Maintain the status quo. There was no defense of the reasonable pricing clause as it currently stands. At the very least, its language and
intent should be clarified.

2.

Revise the clause. There was a clear consensus that the concept of
"reasonable pricing" must be defined more clearly and explicitly. This
action is desirable whether the clause is retained in the language of the
agreement itself or as a philosophy in the NIH policy statement on
CRADAs (see option 5). Panelists representing consumer interests also
wanted a clearer sense of how the clause would be enforced and how
noncompliance would be addressed. Some panelists added that the
policy should become more flexible as well as less ambiguous; another
suggested that NIH's industrial partners might be willing to pay significantly higher royalties in exchange for reducing the ambiguity of the
clause.

3.

Remove the clause selectively, on the basis of CRADA type. There was
also a consensus that the reasonable pricing clause is inappropriate
and counterproductive in some categories of NIH-private sector collaboration. Relatively few CRADAs result in new intellectual property, so
including the clause in all CRADAs may be inappropriate. Several
panelists recommended that NIH determine the appropriateness of the
clause on the basis of the amount of risk incurred to date by NIH in
the project.

4.

Eliminate the clause from the CRADA, but retain it in exclusive licenses. As it currently stands, the clause does not pertain to the
CRADA itself but rather serves to alert the industrial partner that the
clause will appear in any exclusive license that follows from the
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CRADA. Panelists from NIH certainly supported the idea of not worrying about pricing until the drug is shown to be effective in patients.
But while there was some agreement on this option, there was no consensus, in part because it leaves unresolved the questions of definition,
applicability, and enforcement that are addressed by the preceding
options.
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5.

Eliminate the clause from both the CRADA and the exclusive license,
but retain it as a statement of philosophy in Nm policy. One panelist
from NIH suggested that reasonable pricing is a philosophy that should
never have become a policy. The solution would be to remove the
clause from the body of the model CRADA contract but retain it as a
statement of philosophy in appendix A of the contract, the "NIH Policy
Statement on CRADAs and Intellectual Property Licensing." There was
no consensus on this option: panelists representing consumer interests expressed reluctance to do without any protection in these agreements, while others felt that statements of philosophy had no place in
negotiating licenses or contracts.

6.

Eliminate the clause altogether and rely on other provisions of the
exclusive license agreement. In addition to the reasonable pricing
clause, all NIH exclusive licenses allow the Gove.rnment to modify or
terminate the license if the licensee fails to reasonably satisfy unmet
health and safety needs, or keep the licensed product reasonably available to the public after commercial use commences. Thus the reasonable pricing clause may not add substantively to the power NIH already
exercises over its exclusive licenses. These provisions raise their own
questions of definition and enforcement, however, and panelists representing consumer groups were reluctant to remove the clause entirely.
One said that the taxpayers need to know that the Government is
watching out for them; another said NIH and PHS have a social responsibility to create a certain level of accountability in the pharmaceutical
industry. These panelists favored keeping a specific pricing clause.

7.

Eliminate the clause but add new, explicit grounds for termination
based on lack of access and/or excessive prices. This option would
address some of the drawbacks of option 6, but the panel did not
address it directly.

8.

Eliminate the clause from the model agreement, but negotiate it on a
case-by-case basis. One of the panelists described the mixed success
that his pharmaceutical company has had in trying to negotiate a
CRADA without the clause. This option represents a variation on
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option 3, in which the reasonable pricing clause is included as an
exception rather than the rule.
9.

Eliminate the clause, but require an accessibility plan. There was
general but qualified consensus on the desirability of requiring an
accessibility plan as part of a CRADA or exclusive license contract.
Several panelists said that such a plan should be required regardless of
what NIH decides to do about the reasonable pricing clause. Another
panelist suggested that licensees be given the option of accepting the
reasonable pricing clause or coming up with an accessibility plan.
However, this option raises many of the same questions as the reasonable pricing clause, namely, What would an accessibility plan look like,
which CRADAs would be required to have one, who would review it,
and who would enforce it? In addition, would such an administrative
process further hinder the already slow process of negotiating and
executing CRADAs. As with reasonable pricing, panelists agreed that
NIH should not administer accessibility; one panelist suggested establishing an independent, third-party "full-access fund" to receive royaltylike payments from drug companies, determine eligibility, and make
payments. Eligibility and paperwork were cited as particularly difficult
issues, and some panelists from consumer groups were reluctant to
move to an accessibility clause, even for a trial period, without retaining the reasonable pricing clause as a fallback.

Findings and Conclusions
The panel concluded that, while there is as yet no proof, there is at least a
perception that the reasonable pricing clause is an impediment to achieving
NIH's mission under the FTTA, namely, promoting cooperative research and
facilitating the transfer of technology to the private sector. They also reached
general agreement that NIH should do something to address this perception.
However, they could not agree on a single, specific course of action. The
foregoing discussion suggests that there was greatest support for some combination of options 2, 3, and 9-that is, clarify the clause and consider removing
it on the basis of CRADA or in exchange for an accessibility clause-but this
support was never unqualified.
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CRADA Forum I Agenda
Bethesda Holiday Inn
8120 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814
July 21, 1994

7:30-8:30

Registration

8:30-8:45

Charge to the Panel
Dr. Harold Varmus, Director, NIH

8:45-9:00

Program Overview
Ms. Daryl A. (Sandy) Chamblee, OD, NIH

9:00-9:30

CRADA Primer and Overview
Dr. Dinah Singer, NCI

9:30-10:45

Case Study #1: Basic/Preclinical CRADA
15 min. NIH (Ms. MaryAnn Guerra, NHLBI)
15 min. Industry (Mr. Larry Stambaugh, Syntello)
45 min. Panel Discussion

10:45-11:00

Break

11:00-12:15

Case Study #2: Clinical/Sole Source CRADA
15 min. NIH (Dr. Mitchell Max, NIDR)
15 min. Industry (Ms. M. Dianne DeFuria, Bristol-Myers
Squibb)
45 min. Panel Discussion

12:15-1:30

Lunch
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1:30-2:45

Case Study #3: Government Developed/Owned Technology
15 min. NIH (Dr. Thomas Mays, NCI)
15 min. Industry (Ms. Lisa R<,tines, Genzyme, Inc.)
45 min. Panel discussion

2:45-3:00

Break

3:00-3:30

Congressional Views

3:30-5:00

Public Comment Period

5:00-6:00

Dinner

6:00-8:00

Panel Writing Session
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CRADA Forum I Mandate
The Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (FTTA) and subsequent
executive order 12591 (April 10, 1987) were developed in recognition that U.S.
industrial competitiveness can be greatly enhanced if technology developed in
Federal laboratories is commercialized by American industry. To stimulate
technology transfer, the FTTA authorizes Federal laboratories to enter into
cooperative research and development agreements (CRADAs) with industry (and
others) and provides incentives to both the Federal scientists and collaborating
companies to do so. CRADAs provide an opportunity for NIH scientists to join
with their private colleagues in the joint pursuit of common research goals.
Since 1986, NIH has conducted cooperative biomedical research, primarily with
industrial partners, under 206 CRADAs. As the Government's experience with
CRADAs has grown, several issues of concern have developed, prompting NIH
to seek advice and develop appropriate policy.
The NIH Director is convening the Forum on CRADAs to solicit advice and
recommendations from the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries, the
research community, and the public on issues relating to cooperative research
and development agreements. The Forum will focus its deliberations on the
following issues:

•

Scope of the research and license rights under a CRADA. What are the
different types of research collaborations that are typically conducted
under the CRADA mechanism? Are these types of collaborations fundamentally different from each other with regard to the activities undertaken and each party's contributions? If so, is it appropriate to develop
specific public policy tailored to these different types of collaborations?
Should fair access, reasonable pricing, and other administrative policies
be differentially applied to CRADAs, and if so, to which types of
CRADAs should these policies be applied? How can a CRADA research
plan be drafted to ensure maximum flexibility for the scientists in following up on unanticipated research results while satisfying the parties'
requirements for specificity and precise definition of the licensing
rights governed by the CRADA? Is it appropriate to negotiate licensing
terms at the inception of the CRADA, before it is known what technology will be invented and how it can be best licensed to further the
public's interest? If so, in what circumstances is this appropriate?
What terms can reasonably be negotiated in advance?
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•

Fair access to CRADA opportunities. How should NIH preserve the
fundamental nature of the research collaboration, which arises from
the knowledge and relationships of the scientists, while ensuring fair
access to CRADA opportunities for U.S. businesses? Does industry have
difficulty in obtaining information or access to CRADA opportunities?
Is the current policy on fair access adequate?

•

Reasonable pricing clause. Given the mandates of NIH to support
research and to transfer the results of that research to advance the
public health, should the "reasonable pricing" clause be used by NIH
as a mechanism to reflect the public investment in NIH-supported
research in the products brought to market through NIH/private sector
collaborations? Does the clause strike the appropriate balance between
these dual mandates? What other mechanisms are available to NIH to
achieve this goal?

NIH CRADA FORUM I
July 21, 1994
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CRADA Forum I
Case Studies
•
•
•

Basic/Preclinical CRADA
Clinical/Sole Source CRADA
Government Developed/Owned Technology

CRADA case Study 1:

Basic/Preclinical CRADA

Scientists in the Laboratory of Sexually Transmitted Diseases
(LSTD) at the National Microbe Institute (NMI) carry out both
basic and clinical research aimed at the control and prevention
of sexually-transmitted diseases. Specific projects typically
underway in the laboratory include basic studies of microbial
physiology and antigenic structure, the development of rapid
diagnostic kits for identification of various pathogens, and
collaborative clinical trials evaluating experimental drugs and
vaccines. Clinical trials done collaboratively with other
laboratories and Divisions within the NMI utilize clinical trial
sites both within NMI's intramural program, as well as with
Principal Investigators supported by NMI's extramural program.
In this latter case, a network of vaccine centers have been
established through both contract and cooperative agreement grant
support at non-Federal research institutions. Each of these
centers offers expertise in the development, production and
evaluation of putative vaccines.
During the last two decades, Dr. Jenny Drake, LSTD, has been
actively involved in the identification and characterization of
antigenic structures expressed by the gram-negative bacteria,
Bruscida bugdalia. Work in her laboratory has been funded
primarily through the NMI's intramural research budget and has
amounted to over 15 million dollars. A significant advance that
has resulted from this effort is the identification of key
antigenic determinants on one of the major membrane proteins of
B. bugdalia. The LSTD believes that one or several of these
determinants will be an excellent candidate as a primary target
antigen for the development of a vaccine against this sexually.transmitted disease.
Due to the potential impact that such a
vaccine could have on the public's welfare, NMI has sought to
protect new discoveries in relation to these antigens by
submitting several patent applications. The scope of the claims
contained in these applications are broad and may cover a number
of "fields of use" for these molecules.
Recently, as a first step towards the development of a vaccine
against B. Bugdalia utilizing one of these antigenic
determinants, the LSTD began vaccine formulation studies in an
animal model developed in their laboratory. From these early
studies it became clear that additional technology would need to
be developed or acquired by the laboratory to incorporate into
the putative vaccine additional elements to ensure that the
candidate antigenic determinants would adequately "trigger" the
immune system and protect the initial site of attack by the !h.
Bugdalia microbe. The LSTD did not have the expertise to develop
such vaccine delivery technology. Dr. Drake contacted a
colleague at a company which she knew, through a former
consulting relationship, had the requisite expertise. Dr. Drake
also consulted with the MNI Technology Transfer Office (TTO) for
assistance in identifying possible collaborators to develop this
Reports of the NIH Panels on CRADA Forums I and II
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vaccine.
With the help of the TTO, the NMI advertised an opportunity to
collaborate in a CRADA with the LSTD for the development of a
vaccine against B. Bugdalia. This advertisement was made in a
major monthly publication dedicated to biotechnology.
It
required potential collaborators to submit capability statements
identifying specific company expertise and resources available
for the development of such a vaccine. Many proposals were
received and several companies were selected since each not only
met capability requirements but had unique proprietary technology
that appeared to fulfill the "triggering" element. The company
with which Dr. Drake had formerly consulted was among those
selected. The NMI Technology Assessment Board, in concert with
the TTO and the LSTD, decided that by collaborating with four of
these companies all known targeting mechanisms to date would be
evaluated in this system.
In light of the LSTD's desire to evaluate these candidate
antigens in each of the known proprietary technologies, the NMI
began negotiations for the establishment of four different CRADAs
with each of the four identified collaborators for this project.
Each collaborator would contribute its own proprietary technology
and expertise to the project.
It was apparent that negotiations
for the establishment of these CRADAs would be on even ground
given that both the U.S. Government and the collaborators were
coming to the collaboration with equally strong patent positions
with regard to each of their proprietary technologies.
Negotiations began regarding the CRADA agreements and the
disposition of patent rights developed prior to the execution of
the CRADA.
In order for any of the companies to market a vaccine
based on LSTD's technology, licensing issues for these background
patents needed to be resolved.
Two of the four companies voiced
their desire to obtain exclusive licenses to the patents for all
fields of use. Because the NIH Office of Technology Transfer
(OTT) determined that exclusivity to the background patents was
not required for this technology to be further developed and
commercialized, OTT negotiated and executed non-exclusive rights
to each of the known antigens to the four potential CRADA
collaborators. OTT reasoned that non-exclusive licensing was
necessary to develop all possible forms of the vaccine and the
addition of each company's proprietary delivery system would
provide sufficient exclusivity to allow further incentives for
development and commercialization.
Concurrent with the disposition of background patent rights, the
parties began negotiating the CRADA. The companies were
concerned that the research plan of the CRADA be as broad as
possible, to provide flexibility in following up on un-
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anticipated results of the research, perhaps adding their own new
proprietary technology or expanding the research to other
antigens discovered jointly or by the LSTD. Because the research
plan sets forth the research that will be carried out and
delineates the scope of licensing rights promised to the
collaborator, it was important to the collaborators that all the
research being carried out as well as that which might be
anticipated be described in the research plan. The LSTD,
however, was concerned that an overly broad research plan,
encompassing more than what was actually planned to be conducted
under the CRADA, would unnecessarily tie up the work of the lab
and preclude other collaborators from seeking and obtaining
CRADAs with Dr. Drake or her colleagues in the lab. The LSTD was
particularly careful not to promise overlapping rights to
additional antigens that the laboratory may discover, and
accordingly insisted on a specific and well-drafted research
plan.
one of the collaborators was also concerned that the terms of the
exclusive license to be granted under the CRADA were not defined.
Indeed, the CRADA did not even grant a license at all, but
instead provided only an option to negotiate an exclusive or nonexclusive license. The collaborator requested that fields of
use, benchmarks, royalty rates, and other licensing terms be set
forth in the CRADA to provide certainty for the company. The
LSTD responded that the PHS policy was not to negotiate licensing
terms at the negotiation of the CRADA, since it was unknown at
that time what the invention will be and therefore difficult to
determine appropriate terms. The LSTD pointed out that the
option to negotiate a license provided a key benefit to the
company- exemption from the competitive licensing process which
governs all other licensing of government intellectual property.
Finally, all the collaborators voiced their objection to the
inclusion in the Public Health Service (PHS) Model CRADA and
Model Licensing Agreement of a reasonable pricing clause.
Because it was anticipated that new intellectual property rights
would be developed under these CRADAs, the collaborators expected
to negotiate exclusive licenses to CRADA inventions and did not
believe it was reasonable or appropriate for the PHS to become
involved in this aspect of the commercial development of a future
vaccine candidate. The companies believed that while PHS had
engaged in substantial development with regard to the microbial
structure and antigenic structure, the government's financial
involvement to date would be dwarfed by the millions of dollars
in development, FDA approval, and commercialization costs which
the companies would be expending to bring a vaccine to the
marketplace. They also argued that the reasonable pricing clause
was unnecessary where the government was sharing its basic
technology with several partners and thus could anticipate that
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competing products would reach the marketplace.
The LSTD pointed out that the reasonable· pricing language
contained in the CRADA was limited to new inventions that would
arise out of the CRADA, and in no way encumbered the companies'
current proprietary technology.
Through the reasonable pricing
clause, they argued, the PHS was attempting to sensitize
companies to the concern of the government that products
developed through collaboration with the government not be
inaccessible to the public once they reach the market.
They
pointed out that the clause was not a price setting clause but
required only a reasonable relationship between the pricing of a
licensed product, the public investment in that product, and the
health and safety needs of the public. They also expressed their
concern that a vaccine be widely available to the public to
ensure the maximum effectiveness in eliminating sexually
transmitted diseases.
The LSTD was able to successfully negotiate and execute 3 of the
four CRADAs with inclusion of the reasonable pricing clause and a
specific research plan. The fourth company, a small biotech
company largely dependent on venture capital, was not able to
convince key investors that the government, through the
reasonable pricing clause would not attempt to control the price
of a vaccine product developed under the collaboration. As a
result, the fourth company is not actively developing a vaccine
with their delivery system, but continues seeking other sources
of useful antigens for further evaluation.
Issues to Address

*

Where both the Government and the Collaborator bring
significant intellectual property contributions to the
collaboration, and it is anticipated that new
intellectual property will be further developed, how
should the CRADA be used to reflect and protect the
public interest in the product eventually developed
through the CRADA? How should the public interest be
defined?

*

How can a CRADA research plan be drafted to ensure
maximum flexibility for the scientists in following up
on unanticipated research results while satisfying the
partys' requirements for specificity and precise
definition of the licensing rights governed by the
CRADA?

*

Is it appropriate to negotiate licensing terms at the
inception of the CRADA, before it is ~rnown what
technology will be invented and how it can be best
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licensed to further the public's interest? If so, in
what circumstances is this appropriate? What terms can
reasonably be negotiated in advance?

*

Is the reasonable pricing clause an appropriate
provision to include in a CRADA to reflect the
government's concern that products arising out of a
CRADA collaboration be accessible to the public when
they reach the market? If not, what other provisions
can the parties negotiate to ensure accessibility?

NIH CRADA FORUM
JULY 21, 1994
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CRADA Case Study 2:

Clinical/Sole Source CRADA

A laboratory in the Neurobiology and Analgesic Branch (NAB) of
the National Institute of Pain Research (NIPR) is involved in
characterization of peripheral and central neural structures and
neurotransmitters involved in pain processing. Both basic and
clinical research at NIPR focuses on the development of novel
methods for measuring pain and sensory function in humans, as
well as application of these approaches to improve treatment.
Several decades of animal studies by a number of laboratories,
including NAB, have suggested the neurotransmitter Amine Q, found
in spinal cord sensory neurons and specific sites within the
central nervous system, is involved in generating pain
perception. According to the NAB's hypothesis, the excitation by
Amine Q leads to changes in CNS neurons manifested as a
progressively increased perception of pain. This mechanism is
thought to underlie chronic pain in various neuropathies,
arthritis, or trauma. There had been no opportunity to test this
hypothesis in humans; a number of Amine Q antagonists had been
shown to relieve pain in animals, but all were quite toxic. This
situation changed when Eastern Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (EP)
developed compound z, which demonstrat.ed promise in initial human
toxicity studies. other companies were working on related
compounds, but were 12-18 months behind.
After NAB scientists read a 1992 report of compound Z's analgesic
action in Nature, they realized that this was an ideal
opportunity to test their hypothesis in humans. They wrote to
the company to propose doing the first Phase 2 human pain
studies, suggesting a number of research designs that could shed
light on the mode of action of compound z in various forms of
chronic pain. The studies were to include unique methods for
examining sensory processing in humans that the NAB lab had
developed. NAB scientists did not publicly advertise the
availability of this research collaboration or contact any of the
other companies working on related compounds. NAB received a
quick response from Dr. Ian Jones, an Associate Director for
Clinical Research at EP, indicating an interest in collaborating
with the NAB scientists.
Within two months, the respective
research teams had agreed on an initial group of protocols. The
estimated cost to perform the research would be about $80,000, a
bit more than half of which EP agreed to defray. Dr. Jones
indicated in early conversations that his colleagues at EP were
reluctant to collaborate with a U.S. Government lab, predicting
that "the delays and paperwork will kill you." It was their
opinion that any number of commercial laboratories or
universities could more expeditiously satisfy EP's commercial
needs in demonstrating clinical safety and efficacy of compound Z
to the FDA. Despite their misgivings, Dr. Jones wished to pursue
a collaboration with the NAB.
The research protocol was quickly approved by the NAB's clinical
research IRB, in preparation to execute a CRADA formalizing the
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collaboration. EP already owned or had filed patents for the use
of compound Z in acute and chronic pain, neurological and
psychiatric disorders, and indications for diseases involving
various other organ systems.
In view of this, both NAB and EP
agreed that any findings regarding treatment of pain or other
neurological symptoms in the proposed studies would probably not
constitute new intellectual property. In light of the possible
discovery of some totally unexpected effect of compound Z, EP
included provisions in the proposed CRADA that addressed
licensing rights to any intellectual property that resulted from
the studies.
However, in reviewing the Public Health Service (PHS) Model CRADA
and Model Licensing Agreement supplied by the NAB Technology
Development Coordinator, Dr. Jones registered immediate
displeasure at the inclusion of a reasonable pricing clause in
both agreements. It was EP's position that because they had
shouldered the risk of developing compound z from basic research
to clinical studies, and the NAB was only now entering the
picture with a desire to evaluate this compound for its own
research purposes, there was no justification for the U.S.
Government to impose the clause.
NAB was quick to point out that
the reasonable pricing language contained in the CRADA was
limited to new inventions that arose out of NAB's clinical
evaluation of compound z. Through the reasonable pricing clause,
NAB argued, the PHS was attempting to sensitize companies to the
concern of the government that products developed through
collaboration with the government not be inaccessible to the
public once they reach the market. Moreover, NAB was willing to
grant an option to an Exclusive Licensing Agreement that afforded
FP with exclusive rights to any such inventions. This option
meant that EP would be exempt from the usual competitive
government licensing process.
EP refused to agree to the fair pricing clause, pointing out that
a lower price for one indication would drive down the price for
all of the indications that they had already patented. Further,
EP argued that the drug was their discovery and they didn't need
NAB collaboration to get FDA approval. EP sought approval of a
new Model CRADA format for collaborations such as this, in which
the reasonable pricing language was deleted, based on the
company's sole development and proprietary patent position in the
area of the proposed research and the unlikelihood that the
collaboration would generate new intellectual property. EP also
argued that the government's concern about accessibility of a
product developed with government assistance could be addressed
through means other than pricing constraints and, in any event,
that the public investment in this particular collaboration was
minimal and did not warrant interference i~ the market forces
governing product development.
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Although the PHS agreed to consider these arguments, such a new
Model CRADA had not yet been developed and in the interest of
moving forward with the research EP finally agreed with NAB's
suggestion that EP agree to accept nonexclusive licensing for the
serendipitous discoveries which might arise under the CRADA.
Although the research began, the discussions and approval process
took almost 7 months, and EP's competitors were now close behind.
Dr. Jones, the government's strongest supporter in the
negotiations, now agreed with his colleagues that he would never
attempt another CRADA with PHS.
Issues to Address
Where a company brings a patented or patent pending compound
into a CRADA collaboration and the nature of the research is
such that the discovery of new intellectual property is
unlikely, how should PHS address reasonable pricing? Should
the reasonable pricing clause be deleted under these
particular circumstances?

*

If one of the objectives of the pricing clause is to
ensure that the public investment in the development of
a product is considered in the collaborators' pricing
decisions, are there approaches other than the pricing
clause that would be more productive?

*

Does this situation deter companies from entering into
CRADAs with the PHS? If so, does the resulting
inability of PHS scientists to obtain access to
promising new compounds for research constitute a
disadvantage to the public in that such compounds may
be delayed in reaching the marketplace or may reach the
marketplace without the benefit of the scientific
expertise of PHS scientists? Will the ability of PHS
to attract the best clinical scientists be hampered
because of the diminished accessibility to promising
new compounds by its laboratories?

*

If a company is the sole source of a compound or
material to which PHS scientists seek access for
government research purposes, how should the government
address "fair access" concerns?

NIH CRADA FORUM
July 21, 1994
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Government Developed/OWned Technology

A botanist, working under contract for the National Institute of
Cellular Regulation (NICR), collected leaves in the rain forests
of Motribo from plants identified to have healing properties.
Upon her return, a colleague at NICR isolated an agent from the
leaves, compound Q, that was shown to be active as an anti-growth
factor in a variety of tissue culture cells.
Upon thorough
analysis it was found that compound Q had been identified over
twenty years previously and patented for another use. All valid
patents on Q had expired.
Chemists at the NICR analyzed compound Q and found it to be too
complex to make synthetically, thus requiring supplies of the
natural (leaf) product as the sole source of compound Q.
Unfortunately, political complications between Motribo and the
current Presidential administration precluded any possibility of
obtaining quantities of natural product sufficient to do
extensive studies.
Notwithstanding the limited source, given the promising nature of
compound Q NICR decided to experiment with the small quantity
isolated from the original natural product sampling of leaf.
NICR conducted appropriate preclinical studies that indicated
that compound Q had little toxicity. As a result, NICR submitted
an Investigational New Drug (IND) application to the FDA, and
filed a patent application with the PTO on a new method of use
for compound Q. Unbeknown to NICR, a foreign pharmaceutical
corporation had also filed an application with the PTO for a
similar method of use for compound Q. Very expensive
interference proceedings between NICR and the foreign firm seemed
imminent.
Following the filing of the IND with the FDA, NICR clinical
studies revealed compound Q as a very active anti-tumor agent in
several kinds of cancers. These promising findings left NICR in
need of an industrial collaborator to assist in the further
development of compound Q for broad use in cancer therapy. One
of NICR's main concerns at this time was the ethical dilemma of
not having sufficient quantities of the compound Q-containing
natural product for future studies, as well as for public use
thereafter.
NICR advertised the opportunity for a CRADA in the Federal
Register and received ten proposals from both large and small
biotechnology companies, as well as several foreign industrial
entities. Following a careful review by an ad-hoc committee,
Large Pharmaceuticals Inc. {LPI), a company based in Paris,
France, was selected as the CRADA collaborator. LPI was chosen
based on their demonstrated ability to obtain compound Q from
other sources, their financial resources aDd expertise adequate
to fully develop and market compound Q.
Also in their favor was
their willingness to begin immediate negotiations for the
exclusive licensure of the patent application currently in
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interference proceedings in the PTO and, under this licensing
agreement, paying for all costs related to the continued
prosecution and defense of this patent application.
NICR began CRADA negotiations with LPI, and negotiations were
undertaken separately to address the licensing of the
"background" patent filed before the collaboration was initiated.
Although LPI argued that licensing rights to the background
patent should be provided through the CRADA because such rights
were necessary to the continuing commercial development of
compound Q, NICR pointed out that the statutory and regulatory
authority governing the licensing of existing government
intellectual property requires a competitive licensing process
for the licensing of government owned intellectual property,
unless such intellectual property is developed under a CRADA.
The CRADA is the only mechanism through which the government can
promise intellectual property rights in advance. The
intellectual property covered under the background patent, having
been developed prior to the CRADA collaboration, cannot be
considered a CRADA invention falling within the scope of PHS
authority to license non-competitively.
Additional problems arose in the CRADA negotiations due to the
presence of a provision in the CRADA stating that the reasonable
pricing clause would be a part of any exclusive license agreement
negotiated under the CRADA. LPI argued that the government's
investment in the original research and development of compound Q
would be adequately reflected in the royalty payments expected to
be negotiated under the exclusive license. LPI expected that the
royalty negotiated by the government would reflect the
government's development efforts to date and the potential value
of compound Q as a therapeutic agent. Although NICR convinced
LPI of the importance of public accessibility to any product
developed from compound Q, LPI felt the clause was ambiguous and
predicted that it would have a difficult time convincing
potential investors that the clause did not mean that the
government would someday attempt to set the price of compound Q.
Finally, fair access to this CRADA collaboration became an issue.
At the time NICR chose LPI as its collaborator, a Freedom of
Information {FOIA) request was received by NICR for all documents
relating to the development of compound Q. This request had come
from legal counsel retained by a small, domestic biotechnology
company (SC) who believed that NICR's procedures for identifying
and selecting a CRADA collaborator were counter to the edicts and
legislative intent of the FTTA. Their chief proposition was that
NICR had failed to give preference to small, domestic businesses
in their selection process as required under Federal Statute. To
rebut this claim NICR explained that the requirement that the
collaborator have the ability to make GMP product precluded many
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small biotechnology companies from competing successfully. SC
counter-argued that when the proposed project reached the point
where GMP production would be required, they would either
contract out this activity, or build their own facility with newfound capital generated via introduction of a new stock offering.
After several months of negotiation and clearance through the
bureaucracy of LPI and the PHS, a CRADA was executed. LPI
successfully competed for an exclusive license to the background
patent and the parties compromised on the reasonable pricing
clause by inserting a statement reciting that the clause did not
give authority to the PHS to set the price of compound Q. Having
voiced its concern over the selection of LPI but failing to move
NICR to abort the intended collaboration, SC wrote its
Congressional representatives and focused on seeking other CRADA
opportunities.
Issues to Address

*

What constitutes fair access to CRADA opportunities?
Do companies perceive a problem with access to
collaboration opportunities? Although the FTTA states
a preference for small business and domestic
manufacture, there is no requirement that individual
CRADA opportunities be advertised. How should the
small business preference be weighed in choosing a
CRADA collaborator who can most effectively bring a
product to the bedside? Should the PHS require the
public advertisement of all CRADA opportunities, or
establish more definitive guidelines governing access
to CRADA opportunities?

*

How should the reasonable pricing clause be handled in
this situation? If the clause is not imposed, what
alternatives can be negotiated between the parties to
address government concerns of reasonable pricing and
accessibility to products developed in part by the
government? Should there be a threshold level of
government development (such as pre-existing
intellectual property) to "activate" fair pricing and
accessibility concerns? How could this threshold be
determined and measured effectively? Should
alternative access programs be explored?

*

Are companies deterred from entering into CRADAs due to
the inability of the PHS to bring background patent
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rights into the CRADA for licensing. What detriment to
companies, if any, occurs by requiring companies to
compete for background patent rights?

NIH CRADA FORUM
July 21, 1994
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Eric Brewster (Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.)
John Clymer (Americans for Medical Progress, Inc.)
Raymond S. Fersko (Gordon Altman Butowsky Weitzen Shalov & Wein)
Chuck Ludlam (Biotechnology Industry Organization)
Peter Staley (National Task Force on AIDS Drug Development)

REGENER 0 N

REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.
777 OLD SAW MILL RIVER ROAD
NV 10SQ1-6707

TAR~VTCWN,

914-347-7000
FAX 914·347-2113
E-mail eriC.browtt9rOregpha.com

ERIC S. BREWSTER
TECHNOLOOV TRANSFER ADMINISlRATOR

July 19,1994
Harold Safferstein, Ph.D.
Technology Transfer Branch
Nation Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
National Institutes of Health
Building 31, Room 7A-32
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20892

Dear Dr. Safferstein:
My name is Eric Brewster, and I am the Technology Transfer Administrator for Regeneron
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. of Tarrytown, New York. I am writing to explain Regeneron's strong
opposition to the "reasonable pricing" clllllse now re.quired in all NIH/private sector aweem.ents.
Regeneron was founded in 1988 to develop biotechnology-based products to treat
neurological diseases and conditions for which no cures exist. Regeneron is engaged in the
discovery and development of neurotrophic fa<;tors, which are naturally occurring proteins that
promote the proliferation, survival, differentiation, and function of cells of the nervous system.
These neurotrnphic factors may have the potential to be used as drugs to treat a wide variety of
neurological conditions, including motor neuron diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosh
(AL5, commonly known as Lou Gehrig's disease), diseases of the peripheral nervous system
(such as diabetic neuropathy), and diseases of the central nervous system (such as Parkinson's
di~ease and Al7.heimer's disease).
Regeneron. like ether biotechnolugy-based companies, ha;; estltblished its own research
and development ,.;taff and facilities for the discovery, characterization, and development of new
technologies.
In addition to the technology developed hy our own scientists, Regeneron has gained
access, through cooperative arrangements with corporate partner~ and re.-;earcher., at major
medical, academic;, government, and cornmercial institutions, to technology that has had a positive
impact on both basic research and the drug development process. Regeneron has a limited number
of sponsored research agreements with academic laboratories focused on novel neurotrophic
factors &nd their use and has entered into licensing agreements for specific t&hnology for
cormnercial development from a small number of academic imtitutions and corporations. We hnve
collaborative development agreements with larger corporations to conduct basic research and
commercialize specific compounds. Most frequently, we enter into research collaboration
agreements with academicians who require Regeneron's scientific know how and materials (which
have great value, and wh'.ch are provided without financial charge) for their research projecL•, the
majority of which are federally funded. In return for providing materials and scientific help, we
seek to license rights in any inventions whic.h ue generated. Regeneron currently has agreements
of this type with 372 investigators all over the world Regeneron provides proprietary substances
to these investigators with an aggregate value in the millions of dollars. You can see that the
technology transfer process goes in both directions-we transfer technology into fed.erally funded
labs at at least the same rate ttat we hope to trans.fer it out.
Reports of the NIH Panels on CRADA Forums I and 11
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Regeneron has provided proprietary mate.rial, free of chllfge, to over 180 academic,
government, and commercial institutions througli collaboration agreements. These collaborations
provide scientists with research material and technology not available oomme.rcially and permit
Regeneron to license potential technology wh.Vch may result from these collaborative studies.
These agreements provide Regeneron with resowroes far beyond our current cap11bilities. Without
such agreements, the company would likely not have been founded, would not be as far along as
we are in our development efforts, and certainly would not have been able to obtain financial
backing from risk-oriented investom.
About !he only type of technology ttansfer or collaboration arrongement that we do not
participate in is CRADAs with l\'1H intramural scientists.
Alone among the Federal agencies with t-'Chnology transfer programs, NIH has, as a matter
of adininistrarive discretion, included in its technology transfer agreements certain tenns which
permit 11.'lli to specify or regulate the price for any product which is developed from the transferred
technology. The NIH price review process is undermining tc:clmo!ogy tran.sfor for one simple
reason: there is no way for a private firm to evaluate the impact of the drug pricing clauses on the
potential for commercial development of a product. As a result, an increasing number of
biotechnology and pharm.aceutical companies, particularly large companies which have. ample
resources and scientific capacil y to fund their own research and develop their own technology,
now refuse to enter into CRADAs with NIH, and they refuse to enter into joint ventures with other
companies that have entered into CRADAs.
Regeneron has in the past year, however, entered into two collaborations with NIH
intmmuial scientists using collaboration agreements other than a CRADA. I wuul<.I like to describe
one of these collaborations in detail.
Scientists at Regeneron and Dr. Igor Klatzo of the National Institute for Neurological
Disorders and Stroke (NINOS/NIH), (me of lhe world's ltlading researchers in the area of cardiac
arrest cerebral ischemia, dccid~d to enter into <1 collaborat.i ve study on the effects of one of
Regeneron's proprie.tary materials on cerebral ischemia in rats. Unlike our agreement• with
researcbers al academic insiltutiuns, this collaborntion was fonnalized using an agreement which
does not grant Regeneron lhe Erst option lo license any cechr10Iogy developed as a result of the
collaboration. We entered into this agreement because we believe that although a great deal of
important knowledge will be gained through tills coJiab:>ration, no new patentable' technology wil!
result from it.
To date, Regeneron has alre~dy provided Dr. Kl atzo with know how, assistance, and
proprietary materials valued at over $300,000. fo light of some particularly exciting recent results
obtained during this collaboratio11, which is now only itvcn months old. additional experimems
have been planned. In order for Dr. Klatzo to carry out these experiments, he will be provided
with additional materials rnlued atoverSl.2 million' Clearly, research of this type could not be
undertaken without the assisrnnce of rhe biotechnology and pharmaceutical indu~try.

I bring up this ex;unple because, like Regeneron, many private companies 1tre declining to
enter into CRAOAs wi.th the NIH. As a result, "IIH researchers Me being cut off from resource>
(kn::>w how, materials, anct, in effect, support) that woLtld be available to ·;hem at academic
institutions outsictc the "'IH (since the pcicing clause :iow appEes only to CRADAs relating to the
intramural (Bethesda) and not the exttanmral (university and foundation) research programs funded
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by NIH). In addition to threatening the NIB'~ position as one of the world's foremost biomedical
research instirutions, this will ultimately be a loss for science, the biotechnology lndusll)', and the
American puhlic.

The issue is not whether private companies are willing to share the economic benefits of
transferred technology with the government. We are willing to pay reasonable fees and royalties.
A private company can take these potential future royalty payments into account as it develops a
product. This is standard practicf' when one private company licenses technology from another.
Royalty requirements work because firms can reasonably predict what they will cost and how they
will affect their potential for commercial success with the product.
Many independent studies have found that the NIH discretionary price review process is
crippling the technology transfer process at NIH.
•

The NIH insistence on price controls has "nearly ruined the system," said Dr. Steven Paul,
·the former scientific director of the National Institute of Mental Health and a creator of the
NIH technology transfer program. Cited by Dr. Robert Goldberg in "Race Against the
Cure: The Health Hazards of Pharmaceutical Price Controls," Policy Review, Spring 1994
(number 68), pg. 34.

•

The HHS Inspector General noted that the controversy at NIH over CRADA pricing
threatellS support for the program (Office of Inspector General, Dept. of HHS, Technology
Transfer and the Public Interest: Cooperative Research and Development Agreements at
NIH (OBI- 92-0110()) (Nov. 93)). This report finds that the use of an arbitrary
"reasonable price clause" is undermining the transfer of NIH patents to private oompanie~.
Many private biomedical research companies now refuse to participate in CRADAs. This
fact undermines the rationale for appropriating so mnny billions of dollars to fund th.is basic
research. The impact of these price contirols has been startling. 1993 was the worst year
for new CRADAs in the history of the program. In 1992, 47 new CR.ADA!! were reached
and in 1993 this declined to 26 new CRADAs. Moreover, most of these new CRADAs do
not involve drug development, a trend that results from the application of the pricing
clause.

•

Dr. Bruce Chabner, Director of the National Cancer Institutes (NCI) Division of Cancer
Treatment, in testimony at a congressional heating last year discussed specific instances in
which companies have discontinued projects OT suspended CRADA negotiations because of
ccncems raioed by the "reawnable pricmg clause." Chabner noted that "Other companies
have simply refused to lx!come involved with the NCI in early drug development ....
NCI has no doubt that companies will 11ot accept the risks of investing large. sums in the
development of a govenunent produ<;t iflheir freedom to realiie a profit is restricted. These
companies are not willing to put their corporate fate in the hamls of a government-appointed
committee of experts. There are less risky ways for companies to make a profit."
Te>limony or D1. Brw:e Chabner, Director of the Division of Cancer Trea1menl, National
Centi:r ln~ltlute, before Lhe House Subcommittee on Regulation, Business Opportunities
and Energy of the House Comrniuee on Small Business (Jan. 25, l 993).

•

The Comm.itt·~e to Study '.\·fodication Development at the NatioP.al Institute on Drug A1:ms.:
stares that the "reasonable-pricing clause required in (DJ-THS CRADAs) in the last year bas
been idt:nli!ied by NIDA as a major deterrent to attractil;g private-sector partnerships ... "
The Committe~ "recommends a change in the reas•Jnable pricing provision3 of DfillS
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CRADAs so that licensees or manuf~turers of medications know explicitly the ultimate
pricing or pricing structure for their potential therapeutic ll&ent." It found that the numw
of CRADAs established by NIH had dropped from 12.6 "in 1992 to about 26 in 1993.
Development of Anti-Addiction Medications: [ssues for the Government and Private
Sector, Institutes of Medicine, 1994.

•

A recent article cites NIH officials attributing the price control clause for the precipitous
decline in CRADAs. "Many pharmaceurical companies are reconsidering CRADAs, and
NIH officials say four of the largest - Pfizer, Abbott Laboratories, Merck and the Upjohn
Co. -- have told NIH that they plan to forego new CRADAs unless the pricing clause is
removed." Christopher Anderson, "Rocky Road for Federal Research Inc.", Science, 497
(October 22, 1993).

•

The Cancer Letter has recently published a draft "Action Plan on Breast Cancer" developed
from a recent NIH conference convened by Sec.retary Donna Sha!ala which recommends
"'increase(d) efforts to speed the translation of basic rese<Ueh into clinical applications" and
"review of the reasonable pr!Cing clause im relation to CRADAs, as they impact on the flow
of industrial funds into clmical research and, thus, affect collaborations." Cancer Letter,
March 25, 1994.

The NIH discretionary price control clause in CRADAs is undermining the transfer of this
government developed technology.
No one in the biotechnology industry is arguing that private biophrumaceutical companies
should be permitted to charge unreasonable prices for their products. The industry, as o whole,
does not charge unreasonable prices for its products now, which is demonstrated by the fart that
the prices for biotechnology products tend to be higher, not lower, outside the U.S.
Instead of attempting to set or .regulate prices, NIH should aggressively license its
technology in exchange for upfront cash payments and/or royalties on sales. The amounts of these
payments or royalties should be deterrr•.med by negotiation between the parties and could vary,
based on (among other things) the stage at which the technology is transferred. Innovative
payment and royalty agreements could be developed. These royalty payments could be made into a
biomedical research trust to fund more basic research.
The worst possible scenario is for the government to continue its basic research and thc:1
refuse to license its teclmulogy on terms that will ensure that it will be commercialized. Everyone
ioses with this approach, including taxpayers who fund the research, citizens who might benefit
from the products, firm> which could hire employees and pay tru<es, and the United States for
decreused competitiveness.
In conclusion, the "reasonable pricing" ciause of the NIH CRADA impedes the
of >cientifk collaborations between intramural NIH researchers and industry,
inhibits the transfer and development of technology that would ultimately benefit the public, dues
not necessarily reflect the public investment in NIH-supported research (or, more accuratt:ly,
underestimates the private investment in intramu:ral NIH research), may ultimately undermille the
~llI's position as a leading biomedical research institution, and essentially blocks, n1ther thrui
fi.irthers, the intent of the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (FI'TA).
cstabli~hment
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Thank you for the opporrunity to share lhese views with Dr. Varmus and the Nlli CRADA

Porum Panel.

~'y~~
Eric S. Brewster
Technology Tmnsfer Administrator

cc: Sen. Alfonse D'Arnato
Sen. Daniel P. :l\1oynihan
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My name is John Clymer. I am Vice President of
Americana for Medic;al Progress (AMP). AMP is a non-profit,
non-partisan educational orgll!lization. We protect and promote
the intellllits of our oountry' s biomedical research community.
·Tbank you for the opportunity to share with you our
views on technology tmllsfer.
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The Congressional intent of current tedmology transfer
policy was to enco~· commercialization of technologies
discovered in federally-funded laboratories. Congress hils
viewed technology transfer programs as mechanisms to spur
economic activity and to improve the well-being of citizens
th.--ough, 511.y, enhanced medical c11te.
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Now, however, NJH's addition of a "reasonable price"
clause to its ooopemtive researoh and development agreements
threatens to hinder the development of life saving medical
innovations.
The "reasonable mice" clause is counter-uroductiye. It
dr!Yes medical research companies away from technology
transfer. Representatives of severul major drug development
companies told me their fums will not enter into any new NIB
CRADAs until the "l'ellSOnable price" clause is dropped.
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One told me, "This reasonable pricing clause is straining
a lot more relationships between NIH and industry than just
those in the CRADA area. There's a fear on the part of
companies !hat doing anything \\-ith NIH may result in getting
caught up in this type of a pricing clause."
A U.S. International Trade Commission report states
that, "tll<! enactment of cost -containment programs, price

controls, or both on a national level often results in decreased
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levels ofR&D spending. Sever.ii countries that have i1DPlemented such programs
have seen their pharmaceutical industries weaken or shift outside their borders."
Rccluces! technology transfer hurts all parties -- NIH, academic institutions
which receive NIH funds, research companies and, most important, patients.

For NIH to do excellent bllliiC research, then have it go un- or under-utilized is
inefficient and contrary to Congressional intent.
Moreover, many companies won't enter cooperative R&D ~menls with
NIH-funded university labs because they don't wwit to get entangled in price
controls. This deprives some of our country's mos1 productive medical research
institutions of crucial sources of research funds.
But it's patients waiting and praying for life-saving and extending therapies for
deadly diseases who suffer most. Many of the companies who shun NIH CRADAs
are among those most capable of developing and manufacturing new drugs.
The "reasonable price" clause tbreatens funye medical progress. A recent
Congressional Research Service study found that, "Since NIH has chosen to utilize
the fair pricing clause, tewer firms are interested in cooperative work with the
laboratory."

The report warned, "The implications may be significant, not just for the
companies involved, but for the development of new biotechnology drugs to meet
the health, public welfare, and econolDIC growth needs of this Nation."
Nlli does not haye the Cl!pertise to determine the "reasonahleness" of prices.
NIH do not have an office dedicated to the administration of this policy nor does it
have relevant experience.
NIH is alone BJDong federal research agencies in its inclusion of a "reasonable
price" clause in its CRADAs. They serve the public through policies that provide
for rapid, effective development of new technologies to improve hwnan health.
Americans for Medical Progress supports system chwiges to reduce medical
inflation. But price controls mch as the "reasonable price" clause will exacerbate
health care costs by delaying or preventing the introduction of cost-saving medical
innovations.
AMP believes funds from products based on Nlli research should be
reinvested in biomedical rese-mh. One way io a..:hieve this would be for royalties
paid by companies for NIH ll!chnologies to be earmarked for additional NIH
research, rather than going to the Treasury as general revenues
I urge you to consider the adverse impact of the "reasonable price" clause on
technology transfer aud, more important, our country's medical progress. That,
after all, is the goal we share
Thank you for your attention.
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Dr. Hank T. Safferstein
Cooperative Venture Man~ger
Technology Transfer Branch
National Institutes of Allergy and
Infectio~s Diseases
National Institutes of Health
Building 31, Room 7A-32
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, :)ID 20892
Re:

E'orum on Collaborative Research and Development
Agreements Meeting July 21, l!!.2.i

Dear Dr. S£fferstein:
I am writing in response to the Notice that appeared in the
Register of July 8, 1994, concerning the abovereferenced Forum.

Feder.51.1

My commentr1 are specifically relevant to circumstances arising
from back:J;;ound patent licensing and the licensing of
cooperativ,; reseai:·ch developments.

I am writ:i-'1g in my own capacity as a legal counselor and
advisor i 1 technology transfer issues.
I have been
negotiatinq these issues with PHS and the component institutes
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of the NIH since the inception of the Federal Technology
Transfer A,:;t.
I believe that the concerns which I express
here are of' increasing importance to present and future CRADA
participants. These concerns must be addressed, if the CR.ADA
concept is to survive and be successful.
As a CRADA partner, the Government has a duty as a matter of
law to deal fairly with its CR.ADA partners. The A::i hoc Group
of Consult~.nts should make policy recommendations to safeguard
CRADA partiiers from breaches of this duty.
We are in an embryonic period of technology transfer, when the
Government is undertaking transactions that might otherwise
occur solely in by the commercial sector. As a matter of law,
the Governrnent must be held to the same standards as private
parties when it engages in cornme:i:·cial transactions, unless
there is a statute of regulation to the contrary. See, e.g.,
Travelers Tndemnitee Company v. First National State Bank of
New Jersey, 328 F. Supp. 2oa (D.N.J. 1971); Molton, Allen &
Williams, Jnc. v. H<lrris, 613 F.2d 1176 (D,C. Cir. 1980).
In particular, when a CRADA partner is granted rights in a
given patent or patent application, the Government should not
engage in conduct that might diminish the value of the rights
granted to the CR.ADA partner.
To do so is wasteful of the
taxpayers' investment and undercuts an industry that relies on
a consister:.t valuation of Government technology in gauging the
commitment of its own resources to the CRADA.
No patent or patent application which is made available to an
industry CH.ADA partner should be compromised by action taken
pursuant to another CR.ADA. When NIH licenses patent do.::ument
to one CR.ArlA partner, and another CRADA partner has a patent
which is z,lleged to dominate, the strength of the for:ner
document must not be compromised. By the same token, where a
Government licensed application is involved or may become
involved in a:: opposition or an interference proceeding, the
Government must not engage in conduct that diminishes the
value of the rights it has licensed. This means, for example,
that the Government mu.st: enforce its patent application at all
stages of prosecution and after the grant of a patent, and
that no in3titute can enter into a CRADA or license or any
other rel a cionship that has the effect of diminishing the
value of b<:tckground rights l:Lcensed under another CR.l\DA.
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Dr. Hank ~. Safferstein
July 18, 1994
!?age 3

If Company

.~

is relying on background rights for a CRADA with

NIH and Company 13 has a patent that is alleged to dominate
over the pal:ent application licensed to Company A, then NIH is

in breach of its common law duties of fair dealing to company
A if it enters into an agreement with Company 13 that in any

way reduces the value of the right licensed to Company A. For
example, if NIH is opposing Company B's patent alleged to
dominate over the application of NIH licensed to Company A,
NIH cannot 9rant rights to Company B in the patent applice?.tion
licensed to Company A without safeguarding the rights of
Company A. NIH must begin to make commercial decisions which
may result in a reduced quantity of transactions, but an
enhanced qu.!llity of its transactions.
There has :oeen discussion about decentralizing technology
transfer by having each institute administer its own
technology transfer.
I
caution that there must be a
centralized system that tracks all of the NIH component
institutes CRADAS, so that no CRADAS are entered into that
have the potential to compromise in any fashion technology
that the Government has already licensed to another CRADA
partner.
'rhis req>.iires an ability to have available an
institution1al knowledge of all aspects and nuances of relevant
CR.ADAS that can be drawn upon before entering into new CR.ADAS.
In point of fact, NIH does not possess such an ability even
now.
Thank you for the opportunity to present these vi.ewe.
I
believe the CRADA program has great potential, but the
foregoing concerns must be dealt with so that the Government's
partners can rely upon the Government as a viable partner in
this import.:mt work.
My kindest

i~egards,

RSF:sb
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My name is Chuck Ludlam and I am Vice President for Government
Relations of the Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO).
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BIO represents over 500 companies and other organizations, including
virtually every company with which NIH has CRADAs.
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BIO representatives have testified at two recent Congressional hearings on
technology transfer issues and will testify soon at another. We have a 60 member
Technology Transfer Task Force at BIO working on these issues.
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We appreciate the scheduling of this Forum and the opportunity to present
our views.
There is overwhelming support for technology transfer in the Congress. It
is rightly viewed as a fundamental policy to enhance our nation's competitiveness.
The NIH technology transfer program is vital to the health of millions of
individuals who are suffering from diseases for which there are no effective
treatments or cures.

'Comp>ny
CHAIR
i

I would like to make four points.

TJunto11-R.1gby

. lncorpnr>tcd

First, BIO believes that NIH has no le al authori for its "reasonable
price" clause and that 1t un ermines the effectiveness of the NIH technology
"1ransfer program.
In terms of legal authority we believe that NIH has no more authority to
impose a pricing clause on licensees than FDA would have to add pricing to
"safety" and "efficacy" as a regulatory requirement.
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In terms of the impact of the clause I have personally heard from dozens of
companies which would not even consider a CRADA with NIH. Many of them are reluctant
to say this publicly.

Their reason for their refusing to participate is clear. With the pricing clause they are
noi able to make any deter.mination of the likelihood that they will be able to generate a
reasonable rate of return on their considerable research and devefopment investment.
They are perfectly willing to pay reasonable fees and royalties, but they must reserve
their right in a free enterprise economy to set a price for their products. This price will, of
course, be dependent on the health care marketplace.
Let me cite one example of the impact of this policy.
I am aware of one company which was negotiating a joint venture with another
company which had been awarded a one million dollar grant from the Department of Energy
(DOE). DOE is an agency which has never imposed a "reasonable price" clause in its grants
or licenses. This particular grant included no such clause. However, the investors in the
company negotiating the joint venture insisted that the company with the grant renounce the
grant to avoid any possibility of "contamination" of the joint venture project and it offered to
pay, and did pay, the DOE grantee one million dollars to make up for the renounced grant.
In short,Jbe concem 9¥tlf Ille c!>!IH "reasonable price" clause is now undermining
·
It is certainly
relationships 6etween other agencies of the overnment and riv
ermmmg the e ectiveness o
technology transfer program.
Because the "reasonable price" clause is undermining the effectiveness of the NIH
technology transfer process, it may ultimately undermine the rationale for appropriations for
NIH research.
The interests of the government are fully satisfied if the CRADA partners of NIH
agree to pay appropriate fees and royalties on any commercial product which is developed
from the agreement and if the whole program stimulates research into cures and therapies for
deadly and costly diseases, employment and economic growth and the competitiveness of
U.S. firms.
Most important, because this clause is undermining the technology transfer process it
is fundamentally inconsistent with the interests of the patients who wait for cures and
therapies. They are the ones who die and feel pain as a result of this policy. For them this
is not a question of statutes, law, or economics.
Second, let me comment on the political context in which this issue is being
considered.
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We cannot ignore the fact that drug prices are controversial and the current
"reasonable price" clause included in NIH CRADAs is a political statement as much as a
regulatory requirement. Drug prices are the subject of heated debate in the Congress as part
of the health care reform debate.
Let me be more specific. Legislation has been introduced which would, in effect,
require the government to set prices for drugs which are utilized 'by Medicare beneficiaries if
the "Federal government had a substantial role in the research and development of the drug."
The prices would be set by subtracting a "rebate" from the manufacturer's sales price and
requiring that it be paid to the government.
If enacted into law this bill would be the first legislative requirement for the
government control of the prices of licensed technology.

Ominously, the bill makes no distinction between direct and indirect government roles
in the research and development of the drug. It would require the setting of prices for drugs
developed under licensing agreements pursuant to both the NIH intramural and extramural
programs.
It would require this price setting even though the manufacturer is paying a royalty to

the government agency or academic institution from which the technology was licensed.
The term "substantial" is, of course, not defined.
If a company refuses to abide by the price set by the government it would be
blacklisted from all sales under the Medicare program.

The bill would only apply to drugs sold to Medicare beneficiaries, not to drugs sold
to non-Medicare beneficiaries. We believe, however, that once Medicare has set a price that
this price would, in effect, set the ceiling for the price of the drug no matter what market is
involved.
This proposal may well be offered as an amendment to the health care reform
legislation in the next few weeks.
Let me be clear. If this NIH Forum reaffirms the current NIH "reasonable price"
clause it will, in effect, invite Congress to institutionalize the pricing clause and apply this
requirement to both the NIH intramural and extramural programs.
It is time for NIH to stand up and say that this policy has been tried and has proved
to be counter-productive. This is NIH's issue, not just BIO's.
Third, let me comment on the relationship between NIH technology transfer policies
and those of other government agencies with CRADAs.
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NIH is the only agency involved in biomedical research with includes the "reasonable
price" clause in CRADAs.
We believe it is particularly strange that this clause is included in CRADAs from the
NIH Human Genome Project but not in CRADAs from the Department of Energy genome
program.
The clause is not included in the CRADAs of the Walter Reed Hospital or the many
other government agencies involved in biomedical research.
If there exists a rationale for including the pricing clause in NIH CRADAs, there is
no reason why such a clause should not also be included in the CRADAs of other agencies.

If the clause can apply to medicines, it can also apply to flat panel screens.

In fact, if pricing clauses are included in licenses where companies pay royalties to
the government, it would seem to make even more sense for grantees of the government to
sign such clauses.
This would potentially affect grantees of the National Science Foundation, grantees of
the NIST Advanced Technology Program, SBIR award recipients, and numerous other
government grant programs.
In short, the issue here goes way beyond NIH. The issue here is generic to every
government technology transfer program. If the government develops technology and
transfers it to company or provides a grant, the company is able to develop a product and
generates sales, and a controversy arises over the price of this product, calls will come for
the government to regulate the prices of the licensees or grantees. Other technology transfer
and grant programs are just a headline away from calls for price controls.
NIH shares its statutory mandate for CRADAs with that of other agencies and it is,
therefore, incumbent 09 it to coordinate its policy with that of other agencies with CRADAs.
There should be a heavy presumption against NIH adopting any policy which is
fundamentally inconsistent with that of the other CRADA agencies. The fact that no other
agency has engaged in this fonn of price control substantiates our view that NIH has no legal
authority for this policy.
The NIH "reasonable price" policy will undermine the effectiveness of every
government technology transfer policy -- or grant program -- to which it would be applied.
NIH bears a heavy responsibility for setting, or confirming at this Forum, any policy and
precedent which would undermine the effectiveness of the CRADA programs of other
agencies.
Finally, it may be tempting for NIH in its current review of CRADAs to decide to
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limit its pricing clauses only to very late stage development agreements, where a drug is
essentially ready to be marketed to the public. This would severely limit the application of
the clause. In most cases the private industry licensee must invest substantial sums, a
multiple of the amount invested by NIH, in the development of a drug, taken through clinical
trials, approved by the FDA, and sold to the public.
Such a restriction would ensure that NIH would have the greatest difficulty in
licensing products which could quickly provide medical benefits to patients. Barriers and
disincentives for technology transfer in these cases would be not just be unwise, it would be
tragic.
In addition, if NIH restricts its use of the pricing clause to these rare cases, it will
still have a chilling effect on the whole technology transfer program. Every licensee would
be concerned that any research it undertakes with the NIH would eventually, as it focuses
more and more on a specific product, come under the pricing clause. Companies often enter
into a series of CRADAs, each with its own specification of the work, and they would be
reluctant to enter into the first CRADA for fear that the second or third or fourth would
contain the pricing Clause.
The issue here is one of law, policy and principle. Pricing of medicines is for the
health care market to determine, not the NIH. This is neither the agency's mandate or
responsibility. Its responsibility is to conduct the best possible basic research and to transfer
its technology in a manner that will ensure that it will reach the bedside of patients. This is
what the American people and the Congress expect and deserve.
To conclude, the simple, practical, fair and legal approach to this issue is for NIH to
aggressively license its technology in exchange for reasonable fees and royalties. This will
fully reimburse the government for its expenditures and revitalize the NIH CRADA program.
Again, we applaud the NIH for undertaking this review of the CRADA program and
appreciate the opportunity to present the views of the biotechnology industry at this Forum.
I ask that a copy of testimony presented on behalf of BIO to the Joint Economic
Committee be printed in the hearing record. This testimony presents a complete statement of
BIO's views on the NIH CRADA program.
Thank you again for this opportunity to testify. I am happy to answer your questions.
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The following Position Paper is submitted by the Biotechnology Industry
Organization at the July 21 NIH CRADA Forum. It covers a range of issues
impacting the effectiveness of the NIH technology transfer process.
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The mission of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) is to conduct
biomedical research in an effort to improve the health and quality of life of the
American people. The authority granted to NIH to enter into Cooperative Research
and Development Agreements (CRADAs) has and will continue to support and
facilitate NIH's research mandate. CRADAs also offer the public a vital chance to
accelerate the transition of discoveries into health care products.
NIH' s
administration of its CRADA authority is problematic, however, and BIO offers the
following comments in the spirit of collaboration and in the best interests of the
United States public.
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(1) Applicability of CRADAs to Diverse Research Projects
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NIH appears to have taken in inappropriately conservative view of the kinds
of projects that it will approve for CRADAs. The NIH Director should encourage
NIH scientists to enter into CRADAs when this will facilitate their research and th.e
transfer of research discoveries into practical uses. NIH also directly benefits from
CRADAs by accessing external research expertise, proprietary research materials,
and funding for post-doctoral staff, equipment and travel.

Pursuant to Section 301 (a) of the Public Health Service Act, agencies of the
Public Health Service, such as NIH, are authorized to
conduct. .. and encourage, cooperate with and render assistance to other appropriate
public authorities, scientific institutions and scientists in the conduct of, and promote
the coordination of, research, investigations, experiments, demonstrations, and studies
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relating to the causes, diagnosis, treatment, control, and prevention of physical and mental
diseases and impairments of man ...
In pursuit of this solemn mission, NIH supports a broad spectrum of research approaches,
spanning from basic laboratory research to clinical research.
The Federal Technology Transfer Act (FITA) defines a CRADA as "any agreement
between one or more Federal laboratories and ... non-Federal parties ... toward the conduct of
specified research or development efforts which are consistent with the missions of the
laboratory." The legislative history and implementation of the FTTA by various agencies show
no indication that it was the intention of Congress to limit CRADAs only to research that reflects
"practical technology" rather than generally to encourage collaboration with industry in missionappropriate research. In other words, Congress broadly defined the categories of collaboration
(e.g., research or development) that are to be encouraged, rather than any particular kind of
projects (basic or applied).
BIO notes that the PHS Act, which defines NIH's mission,
explicitly also encourages cooperation, encouragement and assistance.
In recent internal debates at l'<!H, the propriety of CRADA projects such as those

involving gene therapy have been questioned because they encompass very basic scientific
objectives. However, because NIH policies reserve the right to publish the results of any
CRADA projeci, CRADAs on mission-appropriate projects, such as involve gene therapy,
should not be viewed as a threat to the integrity or mission of NIH. NIH has and should assure
the public that access to NIH is fair and that NIH laboratories have not become captives of
industry. NIH should refrain from attempting to make subjective decisions about which projects
are basic vs. applied and encourage all investigators to consider CRADAs as the FTTA
contemplates.
(2) Staffing for the CRADA and Technology Transfer Programs
Most Federal laboratories have established industrial liaison offices and more significantly
have allocated at least one full time professional staff person to coordinate the development of
a CRADA program. A successful program requires outreach to industry, training of NIH staff
and scientists and a commitment to continuous program improvement. Surprisingly, NIH has
not filled a CRADA position at the Office of Technology Transfer (OTI'). This function should
not continue to be a side job for senior OTT staff. Reasonable assistance to companies and the
acceptance of CRADAs on the part of intramural scientists requires a "champion" on the centralNIH staff. The consequences of inadequate staffing in technology transfer matters recently were
highlighted at a hearing of the House Small Business Committee. Adequate staffing of the
CRADA program is necessary for it to be successful.
Additionally, NIH reorganized the Office of Technology Transfer last October and
established a number of managerial, administrative and support positions. Still vacant are
positions for the OTT Director, Division Director for Technology Transfer, Chiefs of two
technology transfer teams, several legal assistants and a Division Director for Administration.
NIH's seeming inability to recruit and fill these positions has limited its ability to transfer
technology , resulted in professional staff handling secretarial duties and interfered with timely
Reports of the NIH Panels on CRADA Fornms I and II
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communications and decisions. Giving OTI the staff tools bat it needs to perfonn its vital
public health mission should become a clear priority for the l'iIH Director.
(3) Delav and Inconsistency in the CRADA Process:
Negotiation of licensing agreements between private companies is complicated and it is
no less complicated when the government is a party. Both pa.Lies to an agreement need to be
flexible, good listeners, and responsive to the special circum=ces of the agreement. Many
companies find that negotiating a CRADA with the government is a frustrating and lengthy
process. This drives up the expense, delays research and provides a disincentive to begin the
negotiations. Government technology transfer agents need to be well trained and given the
discretion to negotiate a reasonable agreement without undue b'Ureaucratic delay. These agents
need to have the discretion to tailor license terms to the speci5c requirements of the license.
Simply put, the CRADA approval talces too long.
A key factor that seems to contribute to the delays is u::idue bureaucracy, with no fewer
than six (6) levels of review and approval. This seems to lead to an unwillingness to make
decision at all levels, a lack of authority to make decisions ::u the decentralized level, and a
"second guessing" of those few decisions actually made at di:Eerent levels.
There is a disconnect between CRADAs and licensing.
The corporate world perceives the CRADA process ::o include any technology that
results from collaborations.
For the NIH, these processes are completely separate.
Collaborators are asked to accept the risk, should inventions result, that a license would in fact
be guaranteed, as authorized by the FTIA, and the time delay that negotiating and executing
suck an agreement would entail.
There is a lack of consistent policies on acceptable ter::ns and lack of standards.
Because each Institute negotiates all the terms (research as well as business and legal
terms) of its CRADAs separately, there are often significant differences between what is
acceptable in one Institute, as compared to another, or even as compared to general NIH
policies. Some Institutes insist on more restrictive language than that which would be acceptable
to NIH as a whole. Some Institutes agree to language that is contrary to NIH policies, requiring
a renegotiation and repeat of the minimum of six levels of review and approval.
There is a lack of familiarity with business management, operations, and finance.
Most Institute technology transfer personnel have transferred into the positions from
administrative or research positions.
These individuals often lack sufficient specific
business/technology transfer experience. In addition, it seems to lead to a cautious attitude
toward for-profit businesses by these government administrators
One reasonable solution to these issues is to have centralized CRADA and concomitant
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License negotiation. Dealing with one party, sufficiently trained and adequately supported,
would solve the coordination problems and go a long way toward reducing bureaucratic delays.
However, BIO recognizes that each Instirute has its own unique research mission.
Therefore, we recommend that each Institute maintain its responsibility for negotiating the
specific areas of scientific areas of scientific collaboration appropriate to its authorized mission.
We suggest that the CRADA subcommittee be abolished, in favor of greater Institute control
over their own research missions, and in favor of a more generalized NIH technology transfer
policy committee. a centralized office should be established to negotiate all business and legal
issues and terms of the CRADA document itself, with staff uniquely well trained in these
matters.
If a centralized office is not possible, we recommend a team approach to CRADA
negotiation, with greater involvement of the licensing specialists from the Office of Technology
Transfer, and dedicated staff form the Office of General Counsel at the earliest stage of
discussions with the corporate collaborator. This team should have the authority to approve
CRADAs. Member of this team should be known to the potential collaborates.
At a minimum, we recommend that consistent cross-Institute policies and procedures be
established, that Institute staff be rigorously and routinely trained and retrained in those policies
and procedures, that there be established a dedicated, centralized CRADA support staff, perhaps
within the OTT. Hopefully, greater understanding of corporate motivations may reduce the
confrontational attitude prevalent among some at the NIH, and generate an attitude of mutual
cooperation.
(4) Enforcement of Patent Rights
In virtually all cases the transfer agreement involves the licensing of a patent or patent
application. Patent issues are quite complex. It is common for patents to conflict with one
another, and there can be complicated negotiations and litigation among various patent owners.
It is critical for one to enforce ones patent vigorously in every forum. Patents which are not
well defended can be devalued or even made worthless. In most cases it is the licensee which
has the greater interest in enforcing the patent. The government is not experienced in, or funded
for, this specialty and should rely on licensees to handle any challenges to the patent.
In theory, each institute relies on the NIH Office of Technology Transfer (OTT) to
manage virtually every aspect of the institutes patent portfolio. Thus, OTT is expected to act
rather like an in-house corporate counsel on behalf of the institute, interacting with selected
outside counsel on diverse issues such as when to file an application, whom to name as
inventor(s), what to claim, and how to handle relations with licensees. Even when the institute
can afford a patent liaison to interface with OTT, however, the press of work and critical
understaffing at OTI means it cannot maintain consistent communications with the institute or
act as if it lacks a clear mandate from the institute or even know what the latter wants.
Conversely, institute personnel tend to perceive that they, rather than OTT, must make all
decisions about a given case. The result is general confusion and sometimes open antagonism
between OTT and the "client"institutes, a f.ict that is communicated to outsiders in the form of
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mixed signals and indecisiveness. The NIH Director should articulate t!::e authority delegated
to the OTT and ensure that the institutes cooperate.
Thus, NIH gives the general impression that it is unable either to :;irosecute and enforce
its patents effectively or to delegate such functions to its licensees. The aforementioned absence
of an effective management structure for technology transfer is exacerbated by wholly inadequate
levels of funding and staffing for OTT operations. The simple task of reaching the appropriate
person at OTT can become a difficult task for institute personnel and outsiders alike, for
example. As a consequence, both morale and the availability of trained advisors at OIT have
worsened steadily in recent years.
Finally, OIT's ability to deal productively with the private sector is undercut by the fact
that the final word on patent enforcement as well as numerous contractual issues comes not from
the NIH General Counsel's Office but rather from the U.S. Department of Justice. In particular,
key individuals of Justice have made no secret of their hostility toward the notion that the U.S.
government should ever be a party, even indirectly, to an effort to enforce any govemmentowned patent. The division of authority with Justice adds yet another deiay to decision-making
at NIH and, in addition, makes it nearly impossible for NIH to "grant to [a] licensee .. the right
of enforcement" pursuant to 35 use §207 (a)(2). (5) Scope of Work Limitations
Scientific research is a process typified by serendipity. One discovery can lead to
another, surprises are common, and dead ends can be very instructive. If NIH overly restricts
the scope of the work to be conducted under a CRADA, the flexibility of the scientists to pursue
interesting leads is limited and the attractiveness of the research project to the company is
diminished. Similarly, if NIH limits the scope of the license so that serendipitous discoveries
are not covered, it may leave a licensee unprotected when it achieves a medical advance. The
agreements need to include both directly and indin:ctly related discoveries that are made in the
course of the collaboration. Restricting the scope of the technology covered by the license
ignores the nature of the scientific discovery process and is unreasonable, given the public
interest in expeditious product development.

In the past year or two, NIH appears to have adopted a policy of trying to restrict both
the scope of CRADAs that it will enter into and the rights it is willing to transfer exclusively
with respect to technology developed under a CRADA. For example, when a company proposes
a work plan with several related approaches to a particular problem, NIH may restrict the plan
to one approach. If an invention arising under the CRADA has several related uses, NIH may
attempt to restrict exclusive rights to only the particular use for which work was done under the
CRADA. This policy undercuts the incentive of companies to enter into CRADAs, does not
fully recognize the serendipitous nature of scientific research, and is counter to the policies
embodied in the Technology Transfer Act of 1986.
We recognize the need for NIH to avoid CRADAs that may unfairly or unwisely tie up
the work of an entire laboratory. However, this does not mean that a broad work plan is
automatically to be rejected. Such a work plan should be permitted, once an NIH researcher
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or group of researchers decide they would like to collaborate W:th a company in a broad area
and that company brings to the collaboration meaningful scientific and other resources consistent
with the proposed work plan. Similarly, unrealistic attempts to narrow a broad work plan to
eliminate reasonably foreseeable secondary areas and aspects of tbe work that are directly related
to the primary efforts is an unrealistic view of the nature of science and business. Since the
technology rights available for licensing exclusively under a CR.ADA are defined by the work
plan, such unrealistic boundaries create major concerns and provide major disincentives to a
company for entering into a CR.ADA. A company simply cannot allow itself to be placed in a
situation where its work may have enabled a broad new area of technology, yet be entitled to
exclusive rights for only to part of that technology. this places it in the position of having
enabled its competitors.
An overly restrictive work plan also ignores the =dipitous nature of science.
Unexpected discoveries are common, and scientists are trained to pursue interesting leads, often
shifting course quickly from an original research plan. if NIH overly restricts the scope of the
work to be conducted under a CR.ADA, the flexibility of the scie::tists to pursue interesting leads
is limited, and the attractiveness of the research project to the cou:pany is diminished. therefore,
there needs to be some degree of flexibility in the work plan, wdch is accomplished by having
a plan that is reasonably broad in scope and flexible in the desc::iption of the project.
Similarly, if the CR.ADA results in an invention, there ::ieeds to be reasonable breadth
and flexibility with respect to the technology to be licensed exclusively to the collaborator.
Unreasonable restrictions on the c\scope of the field or fields of the licensed technology or
artificial divisions within a particular field unfairly limits the returns that the collaborator
reasonable expects and significantly undercuts incentives to enter into future CR.ADAs. While
it may be inappropriate to license a field of use to a company that is not in that field ar has no
immediate plans to enter it, it is also inappropriate to der.y the reasonable and logical
implications of the specific research and discovery. Also, if NIH limits the scope of license so
that serendipitous discoveries are not covered, it may leave licensee unprotected when it achieves
a medical advance. The agreements need to include both directly and indirectly related
discoveries that are made in the course of the collaboration. Again, a company should not be
put into a position of funding and participating in research, the technological results of which
can then be licensed to a competitor.
The goal of the 1986 Act is to encourage transfer of technology from government
laboratories to the private sector. We believe that meeting th.is goal requires an overriding
philosophy of taking all reasonable steps to facilitate broad technology transfer. Consistent with
the reasonable protection of the public interest and the fair implementation of a technology
transfer program, NIH should "err" on the side of broad rather than narrow technology transfer
policies and activities.
(6) Observance of Duty of Fair Dealing

In some cases, an NIH scientist or one or more institutes are working with more than one
company at a time on a given or related subject. It is critical for NIH to protect the intellectual
property licensed to each of its licensees and to ensure that NIH does not engage in any oonduct
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which reduces the value of the rights it grants to its CRADA partners. NIH must not enter into
CRADAs that have the potential to compromise any of the technology that it has licensed either
by way of background rights or in any other manner.

(7) Negotiation of Licensing Terms
NIH is reluctant to negotiate and agree to a license upfront for whatever technology might
be developed under a CRADA. Under current CRADA guidelines, the commercial collaborator
has only an option to negotiate a license to develop the inventions of the joint research project,
in contrast to a license to develop and commercialize the invention. The absence of a licensing
obligation from NIB regardless of the performance of the coinmercial collaborator under the
original CRADA, or its capabilities or commitment to commercialize the invention, adds an
unacceptable level of risk to the original financial investment for the commercial collaborator.
Steps should be taken to protect the interest of both parties.
Specifically, NIH should develop criteria defining an acceptable commercial partner.
During the original CRADA negotiation the commercial collaborator would be given the
opportunity to provide acceptable evidence of its experience, capability, and commitment to
commercialize the expected inventions to meet the criteria established by NIH. Based on the
information presented by the partner, NIH would certify the acceptability of the partner for
purposes of a subsequent licensing agreement.
During the original CRADA negotiation both parties will agree on basic terms of the
agreement to develop and commercialize the invention. These terms will include the degree of
exclusivity of the license and the range of royalties and fees. This will at least provide a cap ·
on the license cost to the company. With this information available at the outset, the company
will decide whether there is sufficient upside to justify its investment. At the same time the
company would be protected against a new entity coming in to buy a successful project and
outbidding the original sponsor that took all the risk. In short, CRADA partners should have
vested license rights at the outset in all fields of use to whatever inventions are made under a
CRADA.
(8) Reasonable Price Clause
BIO's position on the "reasonable price" clause is covered in BIO's written submission
to the NIH Forum.
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From Peter Staley

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND FAIR PRICING CLAUSES IN
AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND
PRIVATE INDUSTRY RELATING TO RESEARCH ON
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR SERIOUS OR
LIFE-THREATENING DISEASE
The Pulbic/Private Issues Subcommittee of the National Task Force on AIDS Drug
Development has identified two barriers that may prevent the rapid development and
evaluation of treatments fer HIV/AIDS: 1) the National Institutes of Health (NIH) has
declined to Include clauses granting exclusive patent licenses for inventions made during
research conducted under cooperative research and development agreements (CRADAs)
and other research agreements with the pharmaceutical industry, and 2) the NIH began in
1989 to insist on the inclusion of so-called "fair price" or "reasonable price" clauses In
CRADAs and other research agreements with the pharmaceutical industry.
The Subcommitee believes that these two policies have

res~lted

in a stifling of

ccllaboratlon between the federal government and the pharmaceutical industry, and could
prevent the rapid development of treatments for HIV/AIDS.

The lack of appropriate

lr.tellectual property clauses and the inclusion of fair pricing clauses represent
administrative decisions that are not required by congressional enactment.

The

Subcommittee recommends that appropriate Intellectual property c!auses should be
Included in, and pricing clauses should be excluded from, CRADAs and other collaboratlve
agreements relating to pharmaceutical products (Including drugs, biolcgics, and medical
devices) for serious or life-threatening diseases (an established category of products for
which the FDA considers treatment INDs under 21 C.F.R. §312.34 and accelerated
approval of NDAs under 21 C.F.R. subpart H).
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The Subcommitte! recognizes the issue of pharmaceutical prices as it relates to
access to health care, but believes that any response to this issue should be
comprehensive.

Sy targeting only those pharmaceuticals resulting from collaboration

between industry and government, the NIH has inadvertently stifled such collaboration.
As an alternative to fair pricing clauses, the payment of royalties to a government
agency which develops and transfers a technology to a private firm for commercialization
might be considered. This would serve to compensate for the public investment In a
marketed product, provide additional revenues for government research, and provide a
special incentive for government agencies to enter into collaborative agreements.
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CRADA Forum II Background Information

CRADA Forum II Agenda
Bethesda Marriott
5151 Pooks Hill Road
Bethesda, MD 20814
September 8, 1994

7:30-8:30

Registration

8:30-8:45

Charge to the Panel
Dr. Harold Varmus, Director, NIH

8:45-9:15

Overview of CRADAs and NIH Licensing Program
Ms. Barbara McGarey, OTT, NIH

9:15-9:45

History and Effect of the "Reasonable Pricing" Clause
Dr. Thomas Mays, NCI, NIH

9:45-10:45

Panel Discussion
Paying Back the Public Investment: What Kind of
Return Is Appropriate?
Comments from the Floor

10:45-11 :00

Break

11:00-12:30

Panel Discussion
Paying Back the Public Investment: How Much Return
Is Appropriate?
Comments from the Floor

12:30-1:30

Lunch
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1:30-2:45

Panel Discussion
Paying Back the Public Investment: Balancing Public
Payback and New Product Development
Comments from the Floor

2:45-3:45

Additional Public Comment Period

3:45-4:00

Break

4:00-5:30

Panel Writing Session
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CRADA Forum II Mandate
The Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (FTTA) and subsequent
executive order 12591 (April 10, 1987) were developed in recognition that U.S.
industrial competitiveness can be greatly enhanced if technology developed in
Federal laboratories is commercialized by American industry. To stimulate
technology transfer, the FTTA authorizes Federal laboratories to enter into
cooperative research and development agreements (CRADAs) with industry (and
others) and provides incentives to both the Federal scientists and collaborating
companies to do so. CRADAs provide an opportunity for NIH scientists to join
with their private colleagues in the joint pursuit of common research goals.
Since 1986, NIH has conducted cooperative biomedical research, primarily with
industrial partners, under 206 CRADAs. As the Government's experience with
CRADAs has grown, several issues of concern have developed, prompting NIH
to seek advice and develop appropriate policy.
The NIH Director convened a Forum on July 21 to solicit advice and recommendations from the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries, the
research community, and the public on issues relating to cooperative research
and development agreements. The Forum focused its deliberations on scope of
the research and license rights under a CRADA, fair access to collaborative research opportunities, and the "reasonable pricing" clause. The "reasonable
pricing" clause elicited the most discussion from industry, NIH scientists, and
the public.
The NIH Director is now convening a follow-up Forum, solely on "reasonable pricing," to solicit additional advice and recommendations from primarily
consumers and other public interest groups. The issues to be addressed are:

•

Paying back the Government investment: What kind of return is
appropriate?
Is the public investment in products developed through licensing NIH
technologies adequately reflected through the payment of royalties and
the expeditious development of new products? If not, is it also suitable for NIH to become involved in "downstream" issues of marketing
and distribution, such as the pricing of such products? How else could
or should the public investment be reflected?
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Paying back the Government investment: How much return is
appropriate?
NIH currently obtains a financial payback from licensees for the right to
develop Government technology in the form of license execution fees,
minimum annual royalties, and royalties on net sales. NIH also ensures expeditious development through benchmarks and milestone
requirements within the license. NIH negotiates this financial and
"development" return on a case-by-case basis taking into account the
type of technology, the amount of Government investment (both financial and intellectual), the stage of development of the technology, and
the public health benefit or research value of the technology.
If additional types of return are desired, should these also be tailored
according to the amount of the NIH investment and the stage of the
investment in the product development continuum? As with royalties
and development benchmarks, should NIH negotiate additional types
of payback on a case-by-case (or categorical) basis using the above
criteria?

•

Paying back the Government investment: Balancing public payback
and new product development
If scrutiny of product pricing is appropriate to ensure reflection of the
public investment, are NIH licenses the right vehicle in which to require the scrutiny? If not, how and by whom should this be accomplished? If assumed by NIH, will this role conflict with the NIH technology transfer mission and hamper new product development? Is
decreased new product development acceptable in return for having
NIH play a role in the "downstream" marketing and distribution of the
product? If not, how can NIH become involved without negatively
affecting new product development?

NIH CRADA FORUM II
September 8, 1994
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CRADA Forum II Invited Speakers
September 8, 1994
Dr. Thomas Mays
Director, Office of Technology
Development
National Cancer Institute
Bldg. 31, Room 4A51
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20892

Dr. Harold Varmus
Director
Bldg. 1, Room 126
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20892

Ms. Barbara M. McGarey, JD.
Deputy Director
Office of Technology Transfer
National Institutes of Health
6011 Executive Blvd., Suite 325
Rockville, MD 20852
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CRADA Forum II Public Testimonies
September 8, 1994
Dr. Michael Rogawski
Epilepsy Research Branch
National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke, NIH
Bethesda, MD

Ms. Ellen Stovall
Executive Director
National Coalition for Cancer
Survivorship
Washington, DC

Mr. Chuck Ludlam
Vice President for Government Relations
Biotechnology Industry Organization
(BIO)
Washington, DC

Ms. Virginia T. Ladd
President, Executive Director
American Autoimmune Related Diseases
Association, Inc.
Detriot, MI

Mr. Ronald A. Rader
President
Biotechnology Information Institute
Rockville, MD

Ms. Penny Catterall
Director of Health Policy
Alliance for Aging Research
Washington, DC

Mr. James Love
Director
Taxpayer Assets Project
Washington, DC

Mr. Andrew Vogt (reading Dr. James
Driscoll's statement)
Director for Policy
Direct Action for Treatment Access
San Francisco, CA

Ms. Eleanor]. Lewis
Director
Government Purchasing Project
Washington, DC
Mr. Christopher]. Doherty
Washington Director
New England Biomedical Research
Coalition
Washington, DC

Mr. Joseph Slay
President
Martin Public Relations
(Speaking for Andrew's Buddies)
Richmond, VA

Dr. Vincent F. Simmon
President and Chief Executive Officer
Alpha 1 Biomedicals Inc.
Bethesda, MD
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CRADA Forum II
Prepared Public Statements
September 8, 1994
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Karen Bernstein (BioCentury Publications, Inc.)
Penny Catterall (Alliance for Aging Research)
Christopher J. Doherty (New England Biomedical Research Coalition)
James Driscoll (Direct Action for Treatment Access)
Virginia T. Ladd (American Autoimmune Related Diseases Association, Inc.)
Eleanor J. Lewis (Government Purchasing Project)
James Love (Taxpayer Assets Project)
Chuck Ludlam (Biotechnology Industry Organization)
Leonard Minsky (National Coalition for Universities in the Public Interest)
Vasiliana V. Moussatos (Private Citizen)
Peter Staley (National Task Force on AIDS Drug Development)
Ronald A. Rader (Biotechnology Information Institute)
Eugene P. Schonfeld (National Kidney Association)
Vincent F. Simmon (Alpha 1 Biomedicals, Inc.)
Joseph Slay (Andrew's Buddies)
Bradley Stillman (Consumer Federation of America)
Ellen Stovall (National Coalition for Cancer Survivorship)
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Commentary

Why pay the piper?
Two or three times a year, like clockwork, companies
estimates that the money the government spends on clinical
trials is equal to 20-25 percent of the total spent in the U.S.
developing products with some component of government
funding come under assault from proponents of price controls
or other forms of restraint., who trot out proposals for greater Govemment's contribution comes at the riskiest, early
stages of deve/op1116nL
federal control over the private sector.
Earlier this year, for example, Sen. David Pryor, D-Ark.,
"The federal government plays a particularly Important role
Introduced a bill (S. 2239) that would have Imposed price
In the highest-risk research projects, includlng basic research,
controls on Medicare drugs developed with any NIH funding,
where commercial payoffs are least certain," according to joint
whether through Intramural (NIH) or extramural (university or testimony by Nader and Love.
research institute) programs. Rep. Ron Wyden, D-Ore.,
Jenning makes the same assumptions. "Where the governroutinely makes similar proposals.
ment Is of fundamental Importance Is in early-stage research
Fans of the pricing provisions in CRADAs will get a second
and agent identification. This Is a high-risk venture and Is least
chance to testify on the subject at a meeting to be held on
attractive to the drug Industry," he says. "When we take these
Sept. 8, after complaints that they didn't
huge risks the taxpayer deserves to see
get enough airtime for their side of the
some return, particularly In the way
story at a meeting In July. The new
resulting products are priced."
'The kind of reverse look at
hearing will hear "consumer and other
Nader adds that he believes that most
public Interest perspectives" on "how
of
the
costs of drug development come
ROI done by Wyden and
best to ensure that the public Investment
In the preclinical stage, with 85 percent
In products developed through licensing
Nader isn't the way It
of the costs accounted for by the time a
NIH technologies Is adequately redrug enters Phase 111.
works in the real world.
flected."
Exclusive
licenses are monopolistic
Debates between protagonists and
The real issue is, for the
and
shouldn't
be allowed.
opponents of CRADA pricing clauses can
next $100 million needed
Amo Is perhaps the strongest proposound a bit like the "am to-am not"
nent of this view. He favors both reason·
arguments children have on playgrounds.
to make It into a new drug, able pricing clauses and non-exclusive
That's because the two sides are speaklicenses, arguing that where the governing different languages: advocates of
what's the ROI?'
ment has contributed significantly to the
controls speak In moral tenns of right
of a new drug, It shouldn't
and wrong; opponents speak In tenns of
-Jon Saxe, development
confer a monopoly on companies.
business practicality.
Saxe Associates Inc.
"When the government assumes a
Perhaps the best place to begin Is
substantial role In preclinical and clinical
with a summary of the arguments by the
drug development, the risks to Industry
"controllers," based on testimony at
are greatly lessened. Does a rationale remain for the high
congressional hearings by Ralph Nader and James Love of the
Center for Study of Responsive Law, and Peter Amo, a profes- prices still being charged?" he says.
A bolder approach than pricing clauses would be to refrain
sor at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, as well as
from granting a monopoly. At present, he argues, pharmaceutiInterviews with Girish Barua, a licensing specialist in the Office
cal companies aren't regulated like other monopolies, such as
of Technology Transfer at NIH, and Steve Jenning, staff director of Wyden's subcommittee on regulation, business opportu- utilities. If the Industry wants to operate In a competitive
marketplace, It should live by competitive principles, which
nities and technology. Their key points:
means stripping away the artificial protection of monopolies.
Govemment pays a substantial portion of drug
He opposes royalties because they skirt the Issue of fair
development costs.
prices, and he assumes companies will simply further Inflate
their prices to cover the expense of royalties.
"Our guess Is the government's expenditures for precllnlcal
trials Is considerably more than Industry," Love says. He also
See next page
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Why pay the piper?
From previous page

The appropriate way for taxpayers to be reimbursed for
their expenditures and risks Is through price controls or
non-exclusive licensing practices.
Nader, who dislikes the Bayh-Dole Act governing technology transfer, echoes the notion that exclusive rights funnel the
fruits of public investment into the hands of a few. He quotes
from a minority report on the I 980 act. In which Rep. Jack
Brooks said, "Assigning automatic patent rights and exclusive
licenses to companies or organizations for inventions developed at government expense is a pure giveaway of rights that
properly belong to the people .... The federal government has
the equivalent of a fiduciary responsibility to the taxpayers of
the country. Property acquired with public funds should belong
to the public."
Says Jenning. "If a government-sponsored drug ls commercialized, government ought to have a seat at the table when the
drug is priced."

So there you have It. The question is, how can government
induce companies to accept deals that aren't commercially
attractive~ The short answer Is, that as long as the economy is
an open one, It can't. While companies will accept lower prices
or non-exclusive licensing arrangements within certain parameters, once terms fall out of that range, companies will walk
away. (And, in fact, they will have a fiduciary responsibility to
do so. They aren't charities.)
Many already do walk away, refusing to deal with government-funded research. We also know of one company that has
dealt with the problem by scrupulously avoiding taking any
money for its own researchers as part of a government grant it
recently received to perform joint research with a university.
"While we want to see technology come out of the government and be advanced, I don't want the threat of having spent
tens of millions or more and have it tainted by a government
grant that's a tiny fraction of that and have the government say
ftve years from now, We'll control your price.'" the CEO
explained.

Government can know what a reasonable price Is.

The reality of choice
"We know exactly what has been spent on development
Maybe the best way to understand the problem Is to step
and we can estimate a reasonable profit." says NIH's Sarua. "In
back and look at a parallel situation in a completely different
most cases, 30 percent is a reasonable profit."
context. In this case, the economic policies of a former British
Still, setting prices requires much greater government
Labour Party government. The government in question tried to
Information on company development costs than ls currently
run an expansive (and Inflationary) domestic economic policy,
available. According to Amo, to be effective, reasonable pricing with the result that holders of sterling fled the currency,
dauses need more teeth. Drug companies should be required
exchanging their pounds for more stable money. Ultimately the
to disclose development costs, marketing and distribution
government had to change its policies.
expenses, prices or competing therapies,
likely market entry or additional competing
products, time to recovery or development
costs, and prof'lt margin built into the price.
'When I make a deal with a company, am I getting the
Nader and Love add that "It is Important
that the flnn provide historical data which
right royalty? I don't know. The answer is, I get what
shows when research and development
the market
bear at the moment.'
expenses were Incurred .... The historical
- frank landsberger,
Information will be Important to determine
how much or the industry's expenditures on
Mount Sinai Medical Center
the development of a drug occur at the
riskiest phases. lnvesanent before clinical
trials Is a higher risk than investment after
clinical trials. Investments Jn Phase I trials are more risky than
The point is that sterling holders weren't mean or greedy
investments In Phase II trials."
or selfish. Rather, the open structure of the international
economy enabled them to make choices about where to put
The issue Is a moral one.
their money. The Labour government wasn't constrained by
0
Reasonable pricing ls a -legitimate concern," says Barua.
nasty speculators, It was constrained by the structure of the
"Federal funds are utilized to do research, and the public
economic system.
shouldn't have to pay through the nose for these drugs. It Is
The situation Is the same with the debate over pricing and
not a political issue, It is a moral issue. We at NIH feel It ls a
non-exclusivity clauses In CRADAs and licenses to government
very legitimate Issue, and It wlll be very difficult to remove the
technology. While the government can try to run any kind of
reasonable pricing clause from NIH CRADAs. This Is my
policy ft wants to, the reality Is that Its potentially successful
penonal opinion, I am not speaking for (NIH Director Dr.
options are defined by the structure of our economic system,
Harold) Varmus, Reasonable pricing Is very legitimate from my
which leaves Investors and companJes free to pursue multiple
point of view. I think It Is a moral Issue - the companies
shouldn't be making huge proflts on drugs."
See next page
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Why pay the piper?
From previous page
investment opportunities.
Even assuming for the moment that' Proponents of pricing
clauses and non-exclusivity agreements were morally correct,
that fact wouldn't keep their policy from failing. And their
chances of success wouldn't improve unless the entire underlying strucwre of the economy were changed.
Thus, we belleve that efforts to enact price controls on
drugs developed using federal technology are based on a

How should govemmsnt obtain a return on its
investment?
Unlike the ROI for a company, the government's return on
Investment can be defined in any number of ways, starting with
broad goals such as International competitiveness, a better
balance of trade, more corporate formation, greater employment, more tax revenues and better public health. A royalty
stream from licensed technology would represent a narrower
commercial goal.
Advocates of controls tend to focus on lower prices as the key
goal, but as one former NIH staffer put it, the agency can't be a
technology transfer champion at the same time it's regulating drug

fundamental disregard of the structure of our economic
system. That's a hard argument to make to politicians Or
consumer advocates, but it's an argument that must be' heard.
In fact, one of the most frustrating
aspects of the argument is that it repeats
the debate that took place over the enact·
ment of Bayh-Dole in 1980.
'It's a failacy to think one should get a greater reward
Bayh-Dole was enacted precisely
because technology developed by the
as one does less work. Ultimately, that would imply
government wasn't being used due to
infinite rewards for zero input.'
federal Insistence that licenses be granted
- Charles Casamento,
non-exclusively - providing a convenient
case-history of what would happen if we
RiboGene CEO
went back to non-exclusive llcenses. The
Act grew out of concerns that the U.S. was
losing Its competitive edge as a result.
prices.
In his testimony in 1979, Sen. Birch Bayh complained that
BioCentury would argue that the government is achieving all
the government's underlying philosophy had been to retain title
to technology even If It contributed only a small percentage of
of the first set of goals, and may be achieving lower prices by
fostering development of numerous competitive technologies, but
the funding for Its development. Government had little success
In attracting Industry to develop and market products, because
that the goal of lower prices through price controls Is unattainable
Industry had little incentive to undertake the risk and expense.
due to the structural Impediments discussed above.
The problem was especially serious In biomedical research,
The other important Issue here is the need for companies
he said.
to be able to calculate their costs. In testimony before the Joint
Moving beyond the over-riding structural issues, proponents Economic Committee In June, James Barrett, chaJnnan and
CEO of Genetic Therapy Inc., pointed out that companies can
of government pricing clauses and non-exclusive licenses raise
several critical questions that need to be answered:
take the costs of royalties and fees Into account as they
develop products. However, he said, "there Is no way for a
Whem's the risk and who takes It?
private Orm to evaluate the Impact of the drug pricing clauses
on the potential for commercial development of a product." By
Risk has two elements: the probability of success and the
cost, according to Jon Saxe, president of Saxe Associates Inc.
adding a layer of uncertainty, NIH makes It harder for companies or Investors to calculate If it's worthwhile to develop a
and former present and CEO of Synergen Inc. "Early on, the
probability of success Is very low, but you're not risking very
product. Adding the uncertainty of a cap on returns to the
much," he says. "By the time you enter clinicals, the probability risks of drug development Isn't an appealing mix.
Is higher, but the amount of money you're risking is much
How should the appropriate size of the mtum be
greater."
calculated?
The "controllers" argue that because the government Is
doing very early research, it should get venwre-type returns.
However, the proper comparison Isn't with venture capital, but
with early research llcensed by universities.
As explained by Charles Casamento, chairman, president
and CEO of RlboGene Inc., It's a fallacy to think one should get
a greater reward as one does less work. Ultimately, that would
Imply Infinite rewards for zero Input. .. The argument they're
making Is the earlier a company licenses a product, the more it
should pay. Why should the company pay more as government
puts less and less Into ltl That's ludicrous."

This is a critical point, and the "controllers" spend a great
deal of time pointing to a few successful drugs and the government's meager return from them.
Post hoc, it's easy to pick a successful product and go back
and say the government didn't get enough. But the only proper
way to estimate the value of a technology Is based on what was
known at the time it was licensed.
That value can only be guessed at. "I look at technologies
and say, 'How much is It wortht - I haven't the foggiest Idea,"
See next page
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Commentary

Why pay the piper?
says Frank Landsberger, who does tech transfer for Mount Sinai Medical Center.
"When I make a deal with a company, am I getting the right royalty? I don't know. The
answer is, I get what the market will bear at the moment.
"When Mount Sinai or the government licenses, these are concepts. We've got a
sequence and in theory It will cure male pattern baldness if 15 steps in between work
out. Also, very seldom do you have four bidders lining up. As a reality, there's not much
competition to license these."
BioCentury's discussions with companies indicate that NIH Is licensing its
technology for terms comparable to licenses for technology at similar stages of
development from universities or elsewhere. Those terms seem to be pretty well
standardized: about 3 percent for In vitro data, 3-7 percent for some animal data,
5-15 percent for large animal and some human data, and more for substantial
efficacy data.
Furthermore, it's the licensee who puts a value on the technology by calculating
how much more has to be invested and the likely return on investment. Thus for the
NIH as the licensor to say it's spent X and should therefore get Y isn't the way
technology is valued.
"Everything you've spent is sunk money - it's gone," says Saxe. "The prospecQ
tive licensee has to make a return on investment analysis of what they have to
invest to get it to market. It's always a future-looking analysis. The kind of reverse
look at ROI done by Wyden and Nader Isn't the way it works In the real world.
The real Issue Is, for the next $I 00 million needed to make It into a new drug,
what's the ROil"
Should Iha govsmmsnt's Investment Jn basic research svsn be considered
risk capital?

Put another way, how should the government and the public (I.e., taxpayers) be
rewarded for creating lnfrastructure7
"I don't think of government's basic research as risk capital," says John Wilkerson, chairman of The Wiikerson Group. "It's Intellectual Infrastructure. The
government Investment In highways is also Infrastructure. The government sets a
policy to make certain infrastructure investments; some are materialistic and some
are Intellectual. When they invest in highways, they never talk about the return."

What are companies contributing?

STEL!OS PAPADOPOULOS, Ph.D.
Man.aging Director/PaineWebber Inc.
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Lost in the debate Is the contribution of companies undertaking CRADAs with
government scientists. "Any CRADA we undertake with the government is involved in activities the Institution probably would have done anyway," says Barrett.
"The relationship with us facilitates the work, makes It cheaper for the government. In our brain tumor work, for example, we undertake all the product development costs, building the facility and providing GMP material to NIH lnvestiga·
tors. They treat patients - their job is to do trials."
In the end, the value of technology is only what the market will bear. If the
value of technology developed with some measure of government funding Is
squeezed at both ends - with non-exclusive licenses at the front end and price
controls at the back end - there will come a time when technology wil languish
on the shelr. At that point, all of the government's policy goals will be unmet new
product.s won't be developed and the government won't get any return at all.
We hope that the NIH, when it comes to make a decision on the issue, will
face reality squarely and remove pricing clauses from CRADAs. But we fear that in
the current anti-business environment, It will succumb to the political pressures of
a few and duck the Issue.
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These arrangements should focus on ways the government can work with business as
a partner in innovation. However, the Alliance for Aging Research believes that the
inclusion of a "reasonable pricing" clause in the model NIH CRADA agreement serves
the contrary effect of driving business away from these critical partnerships.
Congress decided the public interest when it passed the Federal Technology
and Transfer Act (FTTA) of 1986, and that law contains no mention of a reasonable
pricing structure. To the contrary, to stimulate technology transfer, the FTTA
authorizes the Federal government to enter into CRADAs with industry and provides
incentives to both the Federal scientists and collaborating companies to do so. As
discussed at CRADA Forum I, the reasonable pricing clause in the model agreement
has deterred private companies from entering into CRADAs with the NIH and has
caused pharmaceutical companies to refuse to provide NIH researchers with drugs to
use as research tools.
Because government resources are being used to conduct the research the
CRADAs are based on, the government should be compensated with fair and
equitable royalties from cooperative arrangements. Industry must be prepared to
negotiate fairly and honestly with government-funded researchers. Collaborative
research that leads to healthy aging enriches lives, saves health care dollars, and
ultimately benefits the American taxpayer. The Alliance urges the government to
look beyond standard pricing and regulatory measures that inhibit industry
cooperation and try bold, new experimentation in seeking arrangements to spur new
health products as well as protect the investment of tax dollars.
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53 State Street, 36th Floor, Boston, Massachusetts 02109
750 17th Street, N.W. Suite 1200, Washington, D.C. 20006

Christopher J. Doherty
Washington Director
(202) 778-2313

STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER DOHERTY
WASHINGTON DIRECTOR
NEW ENGLAND BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH COALITION
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
CRADA FORUM II
SEPTEMBER 8, 1994
My name is Chris Doherty.
I am a health care attorney
and serve as the Washington Director of the New England
Biomedical Research Coalition.
Previously, I worked in the U. S.
Senate for nine years with Senator Edward Kennedy and for two
years in Massachusetts state government.
The Coalition is an affiliation of New England teaching
hospitals, universities, independent research institutes, health
care companies and patient advocacy groups dedicated to
preserving and fostering the collaborative biomedical research
enterprise.
A Board Member of the Coalition, Dr. Louis !Jasagna,
Dean of the Tufts Sackler School of Graduate Biomedical Sciences,
submitted a written statement for the record at the first NIH
CRADA Forum.
Before drawing any conclusions on the issue of price
clauses, I hope the panel and the NIH will step back and remember
Congress' major considerations in deciding to promote technology
transfer among government, industry and academe.
Congress' goals
were to: 1) encourage technological innovation on behalf of
American citizens; 2) enhance the international competitiveness
of American industry; 3) maximize Federal research efforts; and
4) increase the level of public benefit from Government-sponsored
research.
The stated purpose of the Federal Technology Transfer
Act (FTTA) is to "improve the transfer of commercially useful
technologies from the Federal laboratories and into the private
sector. 11
The FTTA contains nothing about reasonable relationship
of price or price restrictions. On the contrary, it provides
royalty payments and cash awards for government scientists in
recognition of the fact that such financial incentives will
enhance commercialization.
Further, during deliberations on the
bill, Members of Congress explicitly acknowledged that the law
was designed to be a "boon to industry" and a stimulant to
innovators and entrepreneurs.
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Our Coalition does not advocate that NIH or any other
federal laboratory lose the capability to write restrictions on
price into a negotiated agreement.
However, we do believe that
such a clause should not be in the standard agreement. Because
there is no legislative basis for it, such a clause should be an
item for negotiation only.
The law does not compel it and no
other federal laboratory requires it.
Lessons on how to structure such agreements properly
can be drawn from the more mature system of collaborative
agreements between non-government research institutions and
private industry.
Collaborations between NIH and private
industry are of more recent vintage, and only one has resulted in
a product.
These collaborations are primarily scientific in
nature and their success largely depends on the development of a
close working relationship, and the free exchange of ideas and
information. Substantial attention is devoted to the design and
implementation-of the scientific aspects of collaborative
projects and progress can and should be made toward simplifying
the process and making it more attractive and accessible to
smaller companies. NIH is doing that.
An important point that must be emphasized is that
these collaborations involve important business issues -- issues
that are not always clearly understood, but that must be sensibly
addressed if collaborations are to succeed. Over the past
decade, universities and research institutions have come to
recognize and address the commercial realities of successful
collaboration.
They have acknowledged the importance of
exclusive licensing, and have developed a relatively uniform
approach to the negotiation of royalties and other licensing fees
in sponsored research agreements.
Universities have also
recognized the critical need for flexibility in the negotiation
of terms and conditions governing collaborative relationships.
Though we recognize that federal agencies differ from
non-profits in many important ways, in their role as scientific,
research and business partners with private industry, federal
agencies should pattern their policies on those that have been
developed, tested and proven by universities over the past twelve
years.
Federal agencies and others engaged in this debate must
recognize -- as the universities clearly do -- that no two
collaborative projects are identical.
In fact, many involve a
number of unique circumstances that must be taken into account in
negotiating the respective responsibilities of the collaborators,
as well as the attendant business arrangements.
For example, in
some cases a technology may not be patented or patentable.
Thus,
the government would have no ability to transfer intellectual
property rights to its private-sector partner.
In these cases, a
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number of terms and conditions in the standard model CRADA do not
make sense.
For example, the standard exclusive licensing and
royalty provisions are useless because there is no patent to
license.
Similarly, the so-called ''reasonable pricing'' clause,
is likely to be inappropriate in this context.
Parties to these agreements should be able to negotiate
terms and conditions that reflect the commercial realities of the
situation, and to strike a fair balance between their respective
interests.
Some argue that the reasonable pricing clause should
be eliminated altogether.
Others, critics in the Congress and
elsewhere, propose that additional restrictions be placed on
private-sector CRADA partners. Our Coalition believes that a
balance can be reached by retaining flexibility at the laboratory
director and agency level to include "reasonable relationship to
pricing" language in CRADAs where it is warranted.
Making it
mandatory drives away industry partners. We oppose changes in
the CRADA process that unreasonably limit discretion to tailor
terms and conditions to the particular circumstances of each
collaborative research project, or to provide meaningful
incentives necessary to attract private-sector research and
development partners.
The Future Of Technology Transfer
In considering these policies, the CRADA Forum
panelists and staff at NIH should look to the future.
Perhaps
there are ways to further enhance the goals of the technology
transfer program by providing more incentives for members of the
collaborative research enterprise to enter into important CRADAs
that currently have no sponsors. There are many examples of
important research projects that need more collaborative funding
and resource pooling -- the development of anti-addiction
therapies at NIDA; AIDS vaccine research at NIAID; the
performance of long-term chemo-prevention trials at NCI -- to
name a few.
If Congress decides to amend the Technology Transfer
Act of 1986 we advocate that it do so to add incentives to funnel
more private money into research.
One of our technology transfer
policy's greatest successes has been getting industry more
involved in the funding of basic research. The policy has
contributed to a significant increase in the funding of
university R&D by industry.
In the past decade, industry support
of public and non-prof it research grew faster than did any other
source of funding.
Since 1971, the portion of U.S. industry R&D
expenditures going to academic institutions has nearly doubled.
Greater government scrutiny and interference with funding
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arrangements that it first set out to encourage, is not what we
need to continue this funding trend.
Government oversight of industry's funding of
collaborative biomedical research must ~eflect certain basic
principles.
First, basic research does not pay for itself.
As
Federal funding for such research declines, universities and
research labs must retain the flexibility to negotiate agreements
that attract industry funds.
Second, innovations do not reach
the marketplace by themselves; if industry is not allowed to
profit from bringing innovative products to market, they will not
be commercialized. Government should not deny business the
incentive to take substantial risks that only comes from
commensurate financial returns.
Third, when taxpayers enjoy a
return on their investment in basic research, the form of that
return is the availability of innovative technologies and
products to improve their quality of life and the lives of their
loved ones.
This is the kind of return envisioned by Congress
when it identified the benefits of technology and industrial
innovation:
"improved standard of living, increased public and
private sector productivity, creation of new industries and
employment opportunities, improved public services and enhanced
competitiveness of United States products in world mark.ets."
Finally, these are not the best of times for the
A recent 11 GovernmentUniversity-Industry Research Roundtable" report concludes that
"[C]urrently, there is considerable distrust by each party of the
other's good faith, and doubt regarding the extent of
constructive planning." The report goes on to state, "[T]here is
a need to recreate a sense of partnership, trust, and shared
vision among government, universitites, and industry about what
we as a nation wish to accomplish."
I hope that this Forum will
go a long way towards recreating that necessary sense of
partnership.
collaborative research enterprise.

On a daily basis, scientists and physicians work, and
patients and their loved ones watch, filled with hope that a new
scientific breakthrough will bring a cure or treatment for
illness.
I have a personal stake in biomedical research.
A
loved one of mine has recently been diagnosed with an incurable
disease.
I sincerely hope that the researchers here and in the
hospitals and private industry will do all they can, together, to
conquer the disease.
If not in time for her, then for me and
you, and for all of our children.
Thank you.
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'I'ESTIMCI ·n' Ol' DIREC'l' ACTION FOR TREATMENT ACCESS
ON NIH 'FAIR PRICE' CLAUSES

Direct Actio ·1 for Treatn.ent Access (DArA) is a national
patient advocacy or JC.nii:ation centered in Pal'.) Alto and San
Francisco Californi '·. DATA is committed to defending patient choice
in treatment option> and to improving research and regulatory
incentives for deve 1.c:.ping new treatments for AIDS, cancer,
Alzheimer's and otl'Hr 1;Eoicicus diseases.
We are conce::r:ed that de facto price controls in the so called
"fair price" clause.,, attached to National Inst.itutes of Health (NIH)
intramural cooperat .. ·ve r"E~search and development agreements (CRADAs)
defeat the pm:pose n:f C1:1ngre•s1~ in funding NIH research for serious
diseases. That purpr.::se is to generate produm:s that can extend and
improve the lives o;' pat.ients. This can be a1;hieved only if NIH
research is transfei·red to private firms that develop products which
are eventually approved by FDA and used to treat to patients.
Increasingly, privubr:P. firms .:i.re refusing NIH technology transfer
agreements containi119 'fair price' clauses.
Congres1s has rej<.;,cted a similar de facto price control scheme:
the Clinton Adminis1 .:1:·atic>n' s proposal for a "breakthrough drug
committee."
As a l'•;>sult, it has become clear that NIH's "fair
price" policy lacks '~ Congressional mandate.
NIH enacted the policy
by administrative f'.at; NIH should now heed the intent of Congress
and terminate the pt .l.icy by fiat.
In addition '11:) C:(.mtroverting the good purposes of congress,
NIH 'fair price' cl< usea impBde our national effort against AIDS.
The Public/Pr.ivate l 1>suE1s Subc!ommittee of the National AIDS Taslt
Force has identifiec NIH's :L) "fair price" clauses and 2) its
refusal to grant ex< lusJ.ve patent licenses as major barriers to +.J1e
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rapid development o '' treatnw:·,cs for HIV/ AIOS. Moreover, the barriers
are not confined tc• HIV.'.,.IDS. These same unwise CRADA policies
impede development .•t tr•aatraents for cancer, Alzheimer's, and many
other diseases.
The "fidr p:r :.,::.e" :;la1 . .;;; and lack of eicclusive licensing
affect every the rap· •.t t t•.::• p~ J JC't ·1sing intramural NIH research, even
where the role of ·':i.: t ~ .!!f' ~~L n ~ z minor. Because of the "fair
price" clauses on <:: . ..J·,i;;,~ oi• '·.ech and drug colllpanies are bypassing
NIH research.

Bio«." ch l n?e. i::t:rs balk at financing development of any

product subject co pi:icf:' cont:cols. And major drug companies seek to
avert agoni'." ~ng CRAii.~. ot··:teaJ 1 such as Bristol-Myers endured at the
hands of ,,ep. Ronald Wyden <.:•V'Elr taxol. The number of CRADAs has
falle'. sharply. Incl-"ed, foux of the largest research pharmaceuti::::al
cc· ..panies, led by Mi1:r.·ck, hav.~ told NIH that they plan to forgo new
CRADAs <!nt.il the "f1.Jr r;:t•ice'" clauses are removed. Thus, price
controls «tttached tr· CRADAs are obstructing development by the
biotech ;,nd d:r·ug im 1.1stl:ies c)f new treatments utilizing NIH
research,
1att of:Eicial[

have stated that several promising AIDS and
c~n':ez" 61scoveries t a:te. intramurally at NIH are not being developed
ir :.o ~- :eatmen<::s bee:.; 1.1.!1E1 of the 'fair price 1 clause. Fluorinated ddc
'.s an , xample. Thi:; :irug promises the efficaicy of nucleoside
analogue antivirals: ~>Tithout the.Lr toxicities. All currently approved
nucleosides have se\ u re t.oxici.ties which can E.•ither damage patients•
quality of life or .t orce1 ther.i to stop treatment. Because of t:-ie
'fair pr ice' clause1;" Al:DS patiHnts are denieci the benefits of
fluorinat. .. :! .-JdC and !'•)reed t() take drugs that are more toxic and,
possibly, less effect. Lve:. """" .LalL· pr ice' cl a use '"~:; oe shorten:ing
the lives of people 11lth. AIDS and increasing their suffering. Surely
this is not what Col" 1;1:::es.s wants"
Why do pri vate.1 investors react so strongly against NIH' s
defacto price contrcl:;? ordinarily, biotech and drug companies must
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invest between 5 anJ 20 tinurn as much as NIH to develop a product
from NIH research. Mo:reovei:, the companies must assume the entire
financial risk. In. 1<1stcirs simply will not put up most of the money
and assume a high r Lr.1k unlei>s that risk is balanced by the chance of
high gains: price c "ntr()ls ar·~ designed to eliminate high gains.
NIH already :1•,•ts fair compensation for its contribution
through itli' royalty 1::ystem.
"Fair price" clauses, however, have
nothing to do with "1\ir compensation. They are imposed for
extraneous politica L ret1som;. Indeed, they prevent fair compensation
for important resea :·uh by thwarting its develcipment.
What is the ,n:1lut.ionj• "Fair price" clauses, DATA suggests,
must be limited to ·:..l:OS€• few instances where NIH Bethesda does the
entire research and 6eVfllOpn1ent, and the company marketing NIH's
product shoulders rP rhik. All other NIH technology transfer
agreements should g::·ant exclusive patents and be subject only to fair
royalty agreements.
NIH mui;t not J.et de facto price controls sideline research
that could improve ·:tie prospects or ease the suffering of people
fighting AIDS, cancnr, ~.. lzheimer' s, and other terrible diseases. It
is time for Nl'.H to p>.1t these• courageous people first.
Thank you fa:: your thoughtful consideration of DATA 1 s
concerns.

JAMES DRISCOLL,
OIR~CTOR

PH.

O,

FOR POLICY
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American
Autoimmune
Related DIMaset AUoclallon, Inc.

Anonprofit ossociafion bringing a national locus to autoimmunity, the ma;ar cause of chronic diseases
STATEMENT OF VIRGINIA T. LADD, PRESIDENT & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH CRADA FORUM Il
SEPTEMBER 8, 1994

• LUptH

• Insulin D2pe11dent
D1abete:; Melliru~

• Nn:lttpic Sdcrosis

Good afternoon. My name is Virginia Ladd. I am the
President and Executive Director of the American Autoimmune Related
Diseases Association, Inc. (AARDA), a nonprofit national organization
aedicated to addressing the problem of autoimmunity, one of the major

"' Pernicious Anemir;

causes of chronic disease. AARDA was founded because there was no
• Juvenile Diabetes

organization, institution or national voluntary he.a!th orga.nJzaticn
.. Rheumoroid Arthriris

focused unilaterally on autoimmunity and the manifest problems

"'Grovl!-s' Disease

commonly associated with all autoimmune diseases. The primary goal

• Anti· TMB Nephriris

of AARDA is to center national attention on a collaborative effort

• Cordiomyopathy

toward research, funding, early detection and, ultimately, a cure for

"' Juvenile Arthritis

autoimmunity and its related diseases. Because of our commitment to
this goal, we are strong proponents of biomedical research and,

• Antiphospholipid
(APL) Syndrome

focusing on the subject of this forum, of collaboration between

• Rheumatit Fever

government and industry in the search for treatments and cures.

{.. Addison·;

Diseos~

• Myasthenio Gravis

In people with autoimmune diseases, the immune system
is unable to distinguish between foreign and natural substances in the
body resulting in the immune system attacking healthy tissue and

Michigan National Bank Bldg.• 15475 Gratiot Ave.• Detroit Michigan 48205 •Phone (313)371-8600 •Fox (313) 372-1512
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organs. In short, the immune system turns on the "self," causing a variety of diseases and
conditions that are categorized as autoimmune. There are more than 80 known autoimmune
diseases (including lupus, rheumatoid arthritis, juvenile diabetes, and multiple sclerosis) and
approximately 50 million Americans suffer from one or more of these diseases.
We understand that participants in the July 21 CRADA forum -- including
industry representatives, members of the AIDS Drug Development Task Force Public/Private
Issues Subcommittee, and NIH officials -- concluded that the inclusion of a so-called
"reasonable pricing clause" in the standard NIH CRADA agreement acts as a barrier to
collaborative biomedical research. As such a barrier, AARDA believes that the reasonable
pricing clause should be removed from the standard agreement. When appropriate, however,
on a case-by-case basis, the government should reserve the right to negotiate the inclusion of a
reasonable pricing provision in particular CRADA agreements -- just as the gove1111Fent
negotiates royalties, resource allocation and other important conditions.
AARDA agrees that a mandatory reasonable pricing clause drives away industry
partners. We urge the NIH to allow individual laboratory directors the discretion to negotiate
some reasonable pricing language in those CRADAs where it makes sense. If NIH is unable or
unwilling to negotiate such agreements they should be able to contract with private consultants
who know how to negotiate. New layers of bureaucracy should not be involved in the process.
Faced with the disincentive presented by a pricing provision in the standard CRADA agreement,
several companies have opted out of the CRADA process, including many small companies with
novel and promising approaches. In tum, the development of effective therapies for
autoimmune disorders that could possibly alleviate the suffering of millions of sick Americans
may have been needlessly delayed or missed altogether.
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GOVERNMENT PURCHASING PROJECT
PO BOX 19446
WASHINGTON, DC 20036
202/387-8054

Secretary Donna Shalala
September 8, 1994
Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20201
Dear Secretary Shalala:
The Government Purchasing Project writes to express its support for a
reasonable pricing clause in contracts which transfer rights in federally
funded pharmaceutical research to the private sector.
We believe that a
reasonable pricing mechanism is necessary for several reasons.
First, if the reasonable pricing mechanism is eliminated' the price
consumers pay for many drugs will increase.
In some cases, government
funded programs such as Medicare and Medicaid pay for a majority of some
specific prescription drug purchases.
The elimination of a reasonable
pricing mechanism will cause an increase in the monies spent by Medicare
and Medicaid for those prescription drugs that formerly would have been
subject to a reasonable pricing mechanism. Federal and state government
purchases of drugs is significant if one considers all the expenditures
made through Medicare; Medicaid; jails and prisons; students at state
colleges; state-run institutions for the blind, handicapped, elderly,
insane, deaf, retarded and disturbed, etc; and for participants in infant
and maternal health programs and other government subsidized clinics for
the poor.
In addition, the resulting increase in government spending described above
may violate the Gramm-Rudman Section of the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990.
Therefore, we believe the Office of Management and Budget should be
consulted before NIH, makes a final decision concerning the elimination of
the reasonable pricing mechanism.
The elimination of the reasonable pricing mechanism will have an advers·e
impact on controlling health care costs. I t will have a particular:Cy
significant adverse impact on government spending i f and when a national
health insurance system is created.
Further, the country's population is aging and with age, use of
prescription drugs increases. Thus, the elimination of a reasonable
pricing mechanism will subject an increasing number of people to increased
medical costs,
For all of these reasons, we urge NIH to maintain and strengthen the
readonable pricing mechanism for federally funded pharmaceutical products,

~~Q,V .
Eleanor J'j ~
Director
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Pricing of Drugs
Developed with Public Funds

Comments Presented to the Second NIH CRADA Forum
September 8, 1994

James Love
Director, Taxpayer Assets Project

P.O. Box 19367, Washington, DC 20036
voice: 202/387-8030; fax: 2021234-5176; internet: love@tap.org
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I.

Introduction

My name is James Love. I work for the Center for Study of Responsive Law, where
I am Director of Economic Studies and also the Director of the Taxpayer Assets Project
(TAP), a group created by Ralph Nader to monitor the management and sale of government
property, including intellectual property rights from government funded research.
Beginning in 1991, TAP has undertaken a number of studies of the federal government's
role in funding research and development for pharmaceutical drugs. I have presented
testimony or comments on this subject to the U.S. Congress on several occasions, and I
have written articles for public policy, trade and general interest publications. Prior to
joining the Center for Study of Responsive Law I was senior economist for the Frank
Russell Company, a large pension funding consulting firm, and I have held teaching and
research positions at Princeton University, Rutgers University, and the National Bureau of
Economic Research.
We are pleased that NIH is holding a second forum to solicit ad vice and
recommendations from the public on the agency's use of Cooperative Research and
Development Agreements (CRADAs). The first forum, held on July 21, 1994, was
principally a forum for pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies to register objections
to the NIH model reasonable pricing clause, which is included in some NIH CRADAs.
One presumes, based upon the published notice and Draft Mandate, that this second forum
is designed to provide additional balance to the comments provided by the industry at the
July 21 forum.
II.

The Timing and Notice of the Second CRADA FORUM

The Draft Mandate says that the NIH Director is asking for recommendations from
"primarily consumers and other public interest groups." However, the presentations and
advice received today will necessarily be limited, because the notice for the meeting was
issued in late August, during peak vacation time, and the forum is being held three days
after labor day. Because of the short timetable, consumers and public interest organizations
have not been given an adequate opportunity to prepare for this meeting.
We ask that NIH give the public an additional 60 days to prepare comments on this
important topic.
III.

The Framing of the Issue

While the Draft Mandate for this Second CRADA forum says that the meeting will
be "solely on 'reasonable pricing"', the organization of the three "issues" and panels are
largely framed in the terms emphasized by the industry, which wants to eliminate the
reasonable pricing clause, and persuade NIH officials to consider negotiated royalties or
simply the availability of the drug as only public interest returns on the public's
investments.
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The first panel at the September 8th forum is asked if the public investment in R&D
is "adequately reflected through the payment of royalties and the expeditious development
of new products," or if NIH should be "involved in 'downstream' issues of marketing and
distribution, such as the pricing of such products?" The second panel appears to be asked
what types of royalty payments should be negotiated with the industry. Only the third
panel focuses entirely on the reasonable pricing clause, and then only with a highly selective
set of questions which focus on the potential conflicts between reasonable pricing and
product development -- a trade-off which does not exist at all for some government funded
drugs.
NIH could have organized the forum much differently, and indeed, if NIH had
bothered to work closer with its critics, it would have avoided the appearance of yet another
one-sided assault on the reasonable pricing clause. For example, the three panels could
have been asked to consider such questions as:

*

If a firm obtains rights to an invention developed principally with public funds,
should the company be free to charge consumers what ever the market will bear'
without limit?

*

What can be done to prevent the public from paying twice for drug development,
first as taxpayers, and then as consumers?

*

Should the government routinely collect information on the economics of drug
development and marketing, for those drugs developed with significant public
support? For example, should the government obtain information .on the annual
sales revenue, manufacturing costs and marketing costs for ddl or T axol?

*

For those drugs which are developed with significant public support, how much of
the sales revenue is obtained from patients who are insured by the government,
through medicaid, medicare, the military or other programs?

*

How should the public's investment in drug development be valued, when compared
to the industry's investments? For example, should the government's investments be
adjusted for risk, inflation and the time value of money, similar to the methodology
typically used to reckon the private sector's costs of drug development?

*

Was the methodology used by NIH to evaluate the "reasonableness" of the price of
ddl or Taxol a good one? (Under this methodology, a drug such as levamisole could
be increased in price by more than 1,700 percent and still be considered reasonably
priced.)

*

Should NIH use the median prices of drugs used for similar therapeutic purposes as a
benchmark for a reasonable price? What if 95 percent of the cost of the drug's
development was paid for by the taxpayers?
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If NIH framed the reasonable pricing issue with questions such as these, the
discussions would likely focus on constructive changes in the administration of the
reasonable pricing clause, rather than a debate over whether or not to eliminate the clause.
IV.

Why is the NIH Reasonable Pricing Clause Important?

Industry's heated opposition to the NIH reasonable pricing clause must seem like a
mystery to some observers. On the one hand, the pharmaceutical industry is making
extravagant assertions that the government's role in new drug development is extremely
minor compared to that of private industry, and yet at the same time industry groups are
becoming increasingly strident over the grave dangers of NIH reasonable pricing agreements
for NIH research projects which involve NIH funded staff or contractors. If the
government's role is as minor as we are constantly being told by the industry, then why is
there so much industry concern about a fair pricing clause that only applies when the
government is directly involved in the research?
Indeed, the NIH reasonable pricing clause, which has only been used in NIH
CRADAs and patent licenses, does not apply to the more than $7 billion per year in grants
and contracts to Universities and other institutions who obtain patent rights under the
Bayh-Dole Act.
Why then is the NIH reasonably pricing clause so important? The answer is two
fold. First, the one fifth of the NIH research budget which is spent on intramural research
is a substantial amount of money that is highly productive in terms of new drug
development. The new drugs which are developed with direct NIH involvement are
important in terms of their efficacy, innovation and the severity of the illnesses which they
treat. Unfortunately, because of the innovative nature of the drugs and the severity of the
illnesses, companies know that it is possible to charge very high prices, as indicated by the
prices of new drugs such as Ceredase, which costs some patients more than $500,000 for a
year of treatment. Since a single new drug can generate billions of dollars in revenue, even
if it has a tiny population of users, companies want to preserve as much pricing flexibility as
possible.
Secondly, the existence of any reasonable pricing mechanisms creates a model which
may someday be applied in broader applications. Apparently the current Congress isn't
prepared to regulate drug prices, but if the "roll out" prices of drugs continue to soar and
the cost of drugs becomes an increasingly important component of the nation's health care
bill, there may be efforts to limit marketing exclusivity under the Orphan Drug Act,
exercise government march-in rights under the Bayh-Dole Act, or apply price controls
across the board when drugs are priced excessively. Before such actions are likely, the
government will have to confront the thorny issue of a reasonable pricing methodology.
The existence of a methodology for determining the reasonableness of a drug's price is thus
perceived to be an important step toward broader efforts to reduce drug prices.
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V.

Will reasonable pricing mechanisms reduce industry investments in pharmaceutical
R&D?

The pharmaceutical industry has raised the specter of huge reductions in industry
R&D efforts if the government engages in any attempts to regulate drug prices, including
those drugs developed with government support. This is an important question, which
deserves thoughtful analysis. Of course, if all variables are held constant, except that drug
prices are reduced, there will be a negative impact on private sector new drug R&D of some
unknown magnitude. But, this simplistic scenario is not appropriate for several reasons.
1.

The need for efficient R&D incentives.

First, there are limits on the public's ability to pay for drugs and new drug research.
If that was not true, we would instantly increase the NIH budget by large multiples and
cease all efforts to reduce drug prices through the use of generics, formularies, or other
mechanisms. Attempts to control expenditures on pharmaceuticals are necessary, not
because of moral outrage over drug company profits, but because as taxpayers and
consumers we have limited resources. While everyone wants to encourage the private sector
to participate in new drug R&D, it is important to consider the efficiency of the various
financial incentives that reward industry R&D investments.

If a drug company is allowed to earn what amounts to a windfall on a government
funded drug invention, it will have profits that may or may not be reinvested in R&D. But
the effect of giving this windfall to a drug company is similar to dropping money on the
company from an airplane -- it may have some impact on future R&D, but the incentive is
highly inefficient.
Most of the companies which now obtain NIH licenses and CRADAs are large and
face few liquidity constraints. R&D investments are forward looking. Current R&D
spending will be funded if and only if the company expects future returns to be adequate.
One might conceivably argue that companies expect to receive these windfalls from
government funded drugs as a reward for R&D investments, but the evidence doesn't
support even this rationale. The NIH has not linked the windfalls on government funded
drug inventions to a company's past or future R&D performance. Bristol-Myers Squibb, for
example, is a frequent beneficiary of government funded cancer research, despite the fact
that the company has little to show for its own cancer R&D program. 1 Rather than award
windfalls to companies who obtain government funded drug technology at bargain
basement prices, the government should target its incentives toward those companies who
invest and succeed in the R&D process.

1

While Bristol-Myers Squibb is the world's largest vendor of cancer drugs, and by far
the largest vendor of cancer drugs developed by government funded research, it has yet to
discover a cancer drug on its own:
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2.

In a wide range of.important cases, changes in drug prices will not delay or
discourage development.

When the government's role in funding a new drug invention is extensive and the
government controls the intellectual property rights, it can negotiate a lower consumer price
without prejudicing the commercialization of the drug. For example, in the cases of ddl and
Taxol, the government funded the preclinical research, sponsored the clinical trials, and
controlled the intellectual property rights. 2 NIH could have awarded the ddl license or the
Taxol CRADA to the firm that offered to charge the lowest consumer price or agreed to a
pricing formula that would have benefited consumers, subject to whatever diligence
requirements NIH believed were necessary.
We recognize the drug development process is complex, and in some cases it may be
appropriate for NIH to waive or modify the fair pricing agreement, particularly when the
government's contribution to the drug's development is minor or when NIH does not
control the intellectual property rights. 3 However, there are both hard cases and easy cases,
and the existence of hard cases should not provide a rationale for eliminating the reasonable
pricing clause for both the hard and the easy cases.

3.

The government can balance reasonable pricing or cost containment mechanisms
with other instruments which increase investments in new drug R&D.

The NIH reasonable pricing clause is only one of several mechanisms that the
government can use to control health care costs. Among the range of options are broader
review of drug prices patented under the Bayh-Dole Act, loss of exclusive marketing rights
under the Orphan Drug Act, deeper Medicaid and Medicare discounts, use of generic drugs
and formularies or a general program of compulsory licensing or price controls for
pharmaceutical drugs which do not face effective price competition. All of these
mechanisms are designed to lower current expenditures on pharmaceutical drugs, and this is
expected, in some measure, to reduce incentives for new drug R&D. Of course, if Congress
extends insurance coverage for pharmaceutical drugs, this will increase demand and increase
R&D incentives. Since the exact terms of any new health care are highly uncertain, it is
difficult to predict what new initiatives will be enacted and what the net impact of will be
on R&D. However, there are clearly other measures which can more than compensate for
any negative impacts. For example. earlier this year several members of the U.S. Senate
proposed that one percent of all health care premiums be devoted into a fund for health
care R&D, vastly increasing the current level of federal support for health care R&D.

2

These included a patent for ddl and exclusive rights to patient records for T axol.

3

0f course, NIH already has the authority to do this, and has often modified the model
reasonable pricing agreement, even when there was no apparent rationale for the changes.
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A somewhat different R&D proposal was discussed at a July 27, 1994 hearing of the
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs on the topic of pharmaceutical pricing. Dr.
Peter Arno and Jam es Love both separately recommended that the federal government
require drug companies to reinvest a minimum percent of their gross sales into R&D
projects. TAP recommended a 20 percent minimum R&D reinvestment, although this
number could be subject to debate or change. What is important about this proposal, or
the Senator's one percent of total premium's proposal, is that the government can guarantee
that R&D levels are as high as are socially optimal. Indeed, if every company was required
to reinvest 20 percent of revenues from pharmaceutical sales into new R&D projects, every
generic drug company would become a source of venture capital for research on new drug
therapies. While the government would set a minimum level of reinvestment, the
companies would be free to follow market forces in choosing particular investment projects,
as they are today, ·
Similar proposals are being considered elsewhere. A proposal regarding targeted
R&D reinvestment was made by the Eastman Commission in Canada in 1985, although it
was never implemented. We have urged national R&D royalties or R&D reinvestment
requirements in Argentina and Brazil, two countries that are currently considering sweeping
changes in laws regarding intellectual property rights for pharmaceutical drugs. 4

VI.

Higher royalties are not a substitute for a reasonable pricing clause.

While there is widespread amazement that NIH royalty income is so low, given the
huge amounts of government R&D in pharmaceutical development, there is no support
outside of the pharmaceutical industry to replace the reasonable pricing clause with higher
royalties. Taxpayers have some interest in higher government royalties, particularly insofar
as exports of the technology are concerned, but the overwhelming issue remains the prices
the public faces as consumers. Any serious effort to get the government to recoup its

4

Argentina and Brazil do not currently recognize patents on pharmaceutical drugs.
Both countries are facing pressure from the United States to enact new patent laws, The
United States negotiators are asking both countries to adopt provisions which are more
strict than are required by the new GATT, and in respects, more strict than now exist for
members of the European common market or in the United States. Brazil, which has a
minimum wage of $65 per month, expects to face significant increases in the prices of
medicines, as a result of the changes in the patent laws, My comments about the Argentina
situation were made to a meeting of the Argentine Congress on May 10, 1994, and in May
12, 1994 comments delivered at the International forum on "Health Care Reform in the
United States and the Situation in Latin America," held in San Carlos de Bariloche,
Argentina, sponsored by the Centro Industrial de Laboratories Farmaceuticos Argentinos
(CILFA), and the Association Latinoamericana de Industrias Farmaceuticas (ALIFAR). The
written statement from the May 12, 1994 meeting is available upon request.
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investments through royalties will fail on several counts. Among the more important
considerations:
Efficient royalty schemes would be complex, and in many important ways, even more
complex to administer than a reasonable pricing clause.
Truly aggressive royalty schemes would present a conflict between the nation's public
health goals and its revenue maximization strategy. Should the government be party
to a policy that denies poor segments of society access to a therapy in order to
increase government royalties?
Patients who have already paid for research as taxpayers will object to being asked to
pay a second time as consumers.
From the standpoint of economic efficiency, the marginal cost of making a new
pharmaceutical technology is often extremely low, and policies which artificially raise prices
above marginal costs will reduce social welfare. When the R&D was funded by the
taxpayers, the public interest is best served by policies which lead to lower consumer prices,
not higher prices.

VIL

Reasonable Pricing Methodology.

Over the past several years I have come across several versions of the NIH "model"
reasonable pricing clause. The one distributed at the July CRADA forum read as follows:
NIH have a concern that there be a reasonable relationship between the
pricing of a licensed product, the public investment in that product, and the
health and safety needs of the public. Accordingly, exclusive
commercialization licenses granted for NIH intellectual property rights may
require that this relationship be supported by reasonable evidence.
This model language is often modified through negotiations. The January 13, 1988
NIH license with- Bristol-Myers for the development of ddl read as follows:
LICENSEE acknowledges the concern of the Government that there be a
reasonable relationship between licensee's pricing of Licensed Product and the
health and safety needs of the public and that this relationship be supported
by evidence.
The reasonable pricing clause for the National Cancer lnstitute's January 1991
(NCI)/Bristol-Myers Squibb Taxol CRADA read:
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NCI has a concern that there be a reasonable relationship between the
pricing of Taxol, the public investment in T axol research and development,
and the health and safety needs of the public. Bristol-Myers Squibb
acknowledges that concern, and agrees that these factors will be taken into
account in establishing a fair market price for T axol.
What happened to the "model" language? In the case of ddl, NIH removed the
phrase "the public investment in that product." In the case of T axol, the government
removed the phrase about providing "evidence" to the government to support the
reasonableness of the price. Both changes significantly weakened the provision.
In February 24, 1993 hearings before the Senate Committee on the Aging, then NIH
Director Dr. Bernadine Healy was stung by criticism of the agency's feeble efforts to obtain
lower prices for NIH funded drug inventions. She described the NIH reasonable pricing
clause as though it had religious significance.
The difficulty with the reasonable pricing clause is it was a spiritual statement.
It was a statement of trust, of understanding that we thought that the
companies should recognize the public investment, but in fact, if you look at
the contractual agreement, there are no teeth. There is no mechanism at
NIH for enforcing it. There is no contractual responsibility on the part of
any of the partners to divulge information that would lead to a mechanism to
achieve a price. There is not articulation of what pricing strategy might even
be ....
In response, Senator Cohen and Dr. Bernadine had the following exchange:
Senator Cohen. When you say it is a spiritual thing, or a spiritual provision,
it is really a meaningless provision, is it not?
Dr. Healy. I think spiritual things are very meaningful, but they aren't
necessarily things you can put your arms around and act on and implement.
I think that we believe at NIH that the statement that the public should have
a return on its investment is an important thing to articulate in those
relationships, even if we don't have the ability to function as a regulatory
agency and even if we don't have the ability to put together the teams of
economists and lawyers to figure out a price.
Senator Cohen. Let me not engage in any kind of teleological argument with
you about the value of spirit in our lives. Let me suggest to you that when
the Government undertakes to put provisions in a contract which give the
appearance that we are concerned and that we are going to insist upon
"reasonable prices," when in fact we have no expertise, no basis, no ability to
determine what a reasonable price is. We have no way to monitor what a
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reasonable price is and no mechanism to enforce it. We are doing a greater
disservice than by not having a clause in any event, because we are giving the
appearance that we are doing something in fact, when we are doing nothing.
The problems in the present NIH fair pricing clause were well documented in the
February 24, 1993 Senate hearing as well as in several hearings held by Representative Ron
Wyden's House Subcommittee on Regulation and Technology. Rather than repeat
criticisms that we have provided elsewhere, I will focus on the particular factors which are
important for rehabilitating the usefulness of the reasonable pricing clause.
From the point of view of the contract language, it is fair to say that the model
language is quite vague with respect to pricing methodology. Of course, NIH did itself no
favors by weakening the clause in the ddl and Taxol contracts, particularly since the
government was in a very strong bargaining position in both cases. Indeed, even with the
modified contract terms that were used for ddl and Taxol, NIH still retained a good deal of
power to insist on a much lower price. The evidence, however, suggests that NIH's
principle problem was not the contract clauses, but the agency's lack of resolve in getting a
better price for consumers. It is fair to say that many NIH officials are so hostile to the
reasonable pricing clause that we expect them to actively sabotage the provision. One
wonders how much matters would change if even a small fraction of the money to pay for
the NIH developed therapies was paid for from the salaries of the NIH officials who are
responsible for the reasonable pricing clause. We have concluded that many of the high
paid NIH officials, all of whom enjoy excellent health care benefits, have little appreciation
for the burdens faced by citizens who earn lower salaries and pay for medications out of
pocket. The Secretary of Health and Human Services should consider a reorganization
which places the responsibility for the reasonable pricing negotiations in the hands of an
agency outside of NIH that has a clearer mandate to protect consumer interests.
The industry has rightly pointed out that the extremely vague language in the
present model reasonable pricing clause presents uncertainty. Of course, the industry is
unlikely to welcome reductions in that uncertainty, if a new more detailed methodology
results in lower drug prices. Nevertheless, it is important to move beyond the "spiritual"
statements of the present clause, to a more concrete methodology.
In order to move forward, bey,and this increasingly tiresome debate over whether or
not to control prices, it is a good idea to establish some basic concepts.
1.

Information is important.

The government cannot do a good job of evaluating the reasonableness of a drug
price without better data. One type of very useful data is the cost of R&D, disaggregated
by key benchmarks, such as Phase I, U or III clinical trials or pre-clinical investments. The
federal government has historically funded one fourth to one fifth of all clinical trials.
These data alone would make a very useful database, but it would be even more useful if
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the government had the power to compel reporting by the private sector as well. The
government needs to collect and evaluate data on the probability of moving from one stage
of R&D to another. There is also a great need for data on prices and sales revenues and
production costs. Of course, NIH can obtain information of this type through contractual
provisions, but the broader reporting under a statutory authority to compel disclosures
would be preferred. Of course, it should be added that the price and sales revenue data are
already available to the industry from private vendors such as Dun and Bradstreet's IMS
service, and the industry already discloses detailed R&D data to its own trade associations
and academic consultants, so the government would hardly be breaking new ground by
compelling disclosure to the government.
2.

Think globally.

The relevant market for pharmaceutical drugs is international. The relevant drug
revenues are from international sales, not domestic sales. The government should routinely
collect and study drug prices from other countries, including countries that use compulsory
licensing to lower drug prices. The U.S. government should work with other countries to
coordinate its data collections, and to set goals for sharing the burdens of R&D.
3.

Reward companies for value added contributions to research.

In T axol and ddI the government made a fundamental error. It evaluated prices
based upon the costs of other drugs, rather than the value added contributions of the
license holder or CRADA partner. It makes little sense to allow a firm that contributes one
percent of the expected R&D costs to charge the same price as a firm that contributes 80
percent of the expected R&D costs.
4.

Reward risk taking.

Investments in the riskier stages of development are more valuable than investments
in more mature development stages. Out of pocket investments should be adjusted for risk.
These rules apply to both the government and company investments. To appreciate these
risks, the government needs to collect and analyze data on the R&D process, disaggreated
by key R&D benchmarks, and to consider expectations rather than ex post results.
5.

Don't underestimate the value of the government's research.

Industry consultants make generous adjustments to out of pocket investments, to
reflect risks and the time value of money. For example, when the industry invests $1 in
Phase I trials, the investment is counted as $11, to reflect inflation, risks and lost profits.
Government officials report taxpayer investments in nominal terms, without any
adjustments at all. This gives a distorted view of the relative contributions by the
government and the industry. The largest area of undervaluing concerns pre-clinical
research. The industry estimates that more than two thirds of the cost of a new drug is due
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to the cost of pre-clinical research, once the investments are adjusted for risk and the time

value of money.

6.

When possible, rely upon market forces.

In a number of cases, NIH should be able to rely upon market forces to determine
reasonable prices. If NIH can articulate a sound pricing rule or method, it should be
possible to allow firms to competitively bid to obtain a CRADA or license agreement, on
the basis of a bid variable that is related to the eventual consumer price. That bid variable
could be the price itself, or a related item such as the gross or net revenue from sales, or
even the years of marketing exclusivity.

7.

Don't waive the reasonable pricing clause without a public interest finding and
public comment.

NIH should retain the flexibility that it already has to waive or modify the
reasonable pricing clause, but it should do so only after a finding that the wavier or
modification was in the public interest, and after public comment.

8.

Take the job seriously.

This is important stuff, and it deserves more than the symbolic attention that it has
received in the past. Give more than the "appearance" that something is being done. The
government has the opportunity to save taxpayers and consumers billions of dollars, and
the industry stands to lose billions of dollars in windfalls on government funded research.
Put together a team that is equal to the task.
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The NIH price review process creates perverse incentives. It will, for
example, ensure that the CRADAs and licenses of the Department of Energy's
genome program, which do not include any pricing review requirement, will be
more attractive to CRADA and license partners than those of NIH's genome
program, which do include the price review clause .
NIH price review will create a special incentive for companies to enter into
agreements with the universities and foundation grantees of NIH, and the Army
and Navy biomedical research programs, none of which inc;lude price control
clauses, rather than with NIH.
NIH price review will amount to a form of self-imposed exile or
quarantine for NIH scientists and their research.
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Given the developments with health care refonn and these perverse incentives, one
could continue to advocate across-the-board drug price controls and argue that it is counterproductive for NIH to go it alone in imposing such controls. At the first Forum Peter Staley
of the New York Treatment Action Group (TAG) testified that he supports across-the-board
price controls but opposes the NIH price control scheme. I have attached a copy of Peter's
eloquent statement to ensure that you have an opportunity to review it.
Going it alone on price controls carries obvious liabilities for NIH because
biotechnology companies enter into CRADAs and license government technology on an
entirely voluntary basis. No company is compelled to enter into CRADAs or licenses.
The biotechnology industry has just devoted an entire year vigorously opposing
various proposals to impose drug price controls as part of the health care refonn legislation.
If biotechnology companies strongly oppose legislation to impose drug price controls, NIH
should not expect that they will voluntarily agree to be bound by NIH's price controls.
Biotechnology companies and their investors believe that the NIH price review policy
is a fonn of price controls. NIH may not wish to characterize its "reasonable price" clauses
as price controls, but it is absolutely clear that biotechnology companies and their investors
do hold this belief. In this case the perception of these executives and their investors is the
reality and no amount of rhetoric will change that reality.
The biotechnology industry opposes drug price controls because these controls make it
impossible for our companies and their investors to estimate the potential to generate a
reasonable rate of return on their research investment. Investors will not provide the capital
to fund research and finns cannot justify a research expenditure under these circumstances.
Biotechnology research already involves extraordinary risk and the additional risk of price
controls, coming at the very end of the drug discovery process, tips the balance against the
investment.
Only one percent of the biotechnology industry is profitable, very few have revenue
from sales of existing products, the industry as a whole lost $3.6 billion last year, and our
capital markets are severely depressed. The biotechnology industry would prefer to be in a
much stronger economic position, but it must seek to survive with the reality as it finds it. It
must focus its research where it has the greatest prospects for generating a reasonable rate of

return.
This economic reality cannot be ignored by NIH. This is the economic reality for
the CRADA and licensing partners who are the most excited about developing NIH
technology into commercial products.
When NIH technology is not successfully transferred and commercialized, needed
therapies do not reach the bedsides of patients. This is the ultimate tragedy for consumers.
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The threat here is not just the marginalization of NIH scientists and their research.
Legislation has been introduced which would require NIH to control the prices of all
products developed by its licensees and impose this requirement on CRADA partners and
licensees under the NIH extramural program. For this panel and the NIH to ratify the
current policy will invite Congress to enact this legislation. Enactment of this legislation
would permanently disable both the intramural and extramural technology transfer programs
of NIH.
This legislation would set a precedent which jeopardizes the CRAD A and licensing
program of every other government agency, all of which would suffer if price review clauses
were included in their agreements.
As the NIH drug price control program undermines the effectiveness of the NIH
technology transfer process, it also undermines the rationale for appropriations for NIH basic
research and the Harkin-Hatfield proposal.
Unfortunately the NIH notice for this Forum fails to address any of these critical
issues.
It fails to take recent developments with the health care reform legislative into
account.
It fails to mention the perverse incentives created when NIH goes it alone on price
controls.
It does not acknowledge the firm belief of biotechnology companies and their
investors that these clauses operate as price controls.
It fails to recognize the difficult economic reality of the biotechnology industry.
Surprisingly it does not mention the interest of patients in the successful
commercialization of NIH' s basic research.
It fails to recognize the fundamental threat that this policy poses to the NIH
extramural program and the technology transfer program of other agencies.
And, it fails to note the potential adverse impact on NIH appropriations and the
Harkin-Hatfield proposal.
The issue which is raised - protecting the government investment - is a legitimate
and important issue.
To begin with it is obvious that the government's and taxpayer's research investment
is completely squandered when companies refuse to enter into CRADA and licensing
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agreements.
When CRADAs or licenses are successfully negotiated, the government's financial
investment is directly reimbursed when companies pay licensing fees and royalties to the
government on the sales of any products developed from transferred technology.
Our companies expect to pay reasonable fees and royalties. There is no dispute about
them. This is what is expected when one private company enters into an agreement with
another.

In addition the government's larger economic interests are protected when these
companies create jobs, pay taxes, and increase the competitiveness of America.
BIO has urged NIH to abandon the pricing clause altogether. The Panel may be
tempted to recommend that NIH limit its pricing clauses only to very late stage development
agreements, where NIH research has developed a drug which is essentially ready to be
marketed to the public.
We submit that there aren't any drugs in this category and never will be. But, even if
there were, such a restriction would ensure that NIH would have the greatest difficulty in
licensing the products which could immediately provide medical benefits to patients.
Barriers and disincentives for technology transfer in these cases would be not just be unwise,
it would be tragic.

In addition, if NIH restricts its use of the pricing clause to these nonexistent or rare
cases, it will still have a chilling effect on the whole technology transfer program. Every
licensee would be concerned that any research it undertakes with the NIH would eventually,
as it focuses more and more on a specific product, come under the pricing clause.
Companies often enter into a series of CRADAs, each with its own specification of the work,
and they would be reluctant to enter into the first CRADA for fear that the second or third or
fourth would contain the pricing clause.
The Panel might also be tempted simply to clarify the terms of the clause and the
which will be followed in its implementation. The only impact this will have is to
confirm the threat and the risk of entering into a CRADA or license with NIH. The issue is
not vagueness about how the review will be conducted; it's the fact that the review is
required and that this review supplants the market place as the arbiter of the prices for the
drugs.

procellll

As a government agency which is uniquely familiar with the scientific discovery
process, NIH knows that many experiments fail and that we need to learn from these
failures. The pricing clause has failed, indeed, it has proven to be counter productive.
NIH must renew its commitment to the technology transfer process and provide for
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government reimbursement through reasonable fees and royalties. It must abandon its
unsuccessful experiment with price controls.
Thank you again for this opportunity to testify. I am happy to answer your questions.

Attached: Testimony of Peter Staley from First CRADA Forum
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BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDUSTRY

News Release

ORGANIZATION

1625 K Street, N.W. · Suite 1100 · Washington, D.C. 20006 · (202) 857-0244 · FAX: (202) 857-0237

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CONTACT:

Dan Eramian
Eric Christensen
(202) 857-0244

BIO PREDICTS NIR CRADA POLICY MAY LEAD TO
'SELF-IMPOSED EXILE' FOR NIR SCIENTISTS
(WASHINGTON, DC, September 7, 1994) ••• In testimony to be
delivered tomorrow, the Biotechnology Industry Organization
(BIO), predicts that National Institutes of Health (NIH) policies
for Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) with
private companies will, "amount to self-imposed exile or
quarantine for NIH scientists and their research."

Chuck Ludlam, BIO government relations vice president, will
testify before a NIH advisory panel that NIH CRADAs allowing the
agency to review the prices of drugs developed through such
agreements, is in fact a drug price control program.
ensure one result," Ludlam will say.

"This will

"It will isolate NIH from

the drug development process and ensure that its inventions will
be the least likely to be developed into products to treat deadly
and costly diseases."

(more)
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Ludlam will further explain that, "NIH may not wish to
characterize its 'reasonable price' clauses as price controls,
but it is absolutely clear that biotechnology companies and their
investors do hold this belief.

In this case the perception of

these executives and their investors is reality and no amount of
rhetoric will change that reality."

Ludlam will note that the biotech industry opposes price
controls because such controls make it difficult for companies to
attract the investors necessary to fund the early stages of
product development for new biotech drugs.

It can take seven to

10 years, and millions of dollars to bring a biotech drug through
the research and development, clinical trial and approval stages.

He will also explain that, "Legislation has been introduced
which would require NIH to control the prices of all products
developed by its licensees and impose this requirement on CRADA
partners and licensees under the NIH extramural
program ••• Enactment of this legislation would permanently disable
both the intramural and extramural technology transfer programs
of NIH," Ludlam will say.

(more)
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"When CRADAs or licenses are successfully negotiated, the
government's financial investment is directly reimbursed when
companies pay licensing fees and royalties to the government on
the sales of any products developed from transferred technology.

"Our companies expect to pay reasonable fees and royalties.
There is no dispute about them.

This is what is expected when

one private company enters into an agreement with another,"
Ludlam will say.

"As a government agency which is uniquely familiar with the
scientific discovery process, NIH knows that many experiments
fail and that we need to learn from these failures.

The pricing

clause has failed, indeed, it has proven to be counterproductive," Ludlam will conclude.

BIO represents more than 540 companies, academic
institutions, state biotechnology centers and other organizations
involved in the research and development of health care,
agricultural and environmental products.

(END)
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National Coalition for Universities in the Public Interest
1806 T Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
(202) 234-0041
Fax (202) 387-4549

September 7, 1994
Dr. Harold Varmus
Director, NIH
Bldg I Room 126
9000 Rockville Pk.
Bethesda, MD 20892
Mr. William Corr
Public Health Service
Room 7160
200 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201
Dear Dr. Varmus and Mr. Corr;

NCUPI opposes any agreement by the government that would remove the federal
government's current ability to review the prices of drugs created through CRADA's that
would be marketed by pharmaceutical companies.
The Coalition has long opposed university-industry partnerships which served as a model for
the CRADA on the grounds that research was perverted by an industrial relationship that
emphasized product and profit outcomes at the expense of research integrity. In 1988, Ted
Weiss's Governmental Operations Sub-committee held hearings titled "Are conflicts of interest
hazardous to your health" which documented numerous instances of fraud and misconduct
resulting from the university- industry connection . The Coalition believes that it is
outrageous to ask the taxpayer to pay for research that aims at producing profitable products,
since it has become clear that such "sponsored" research produces pharmaceuticals whose
safety and effectiveness are often much exaggerated, and sometimes kill. (see Weiss, Hearing)
Before the Bayh-Dole Patent Law emendations in 1980, the government was also concerned
that patent law protect taxpayers from the double burden of paying for research and paying
monopolistic prices for the resulting inventions. Universities, for example, were forbidden to
give exclusive licenses for developing and marketing such inventions on the grounds that
monopolistic pricing would be the result, and that the taxpayer would pay twice for the same
product - first to develop it, then to buy it. The government was right then to want to protect
the taxpayer from rip-off pricing that would result from the granting of exclusive licenses,
and, having dropped its objection to such exclusive licensing in order to promote technology
transfer, it should maintain its vigilance on behalf of the consumer and taxpayer by retaining
the price review now in place.
Sincerely,d
... •· ·· 7 .

l

c

·.·.·

~"""'
Leonard· Minsky

..

11,~

, ,,.,.- a
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September 1, 1994

Ms. Elyssa Tran
Office of Science Polley md T1ichn0Jogy Transfer

NIH
Building 1, Room 218
9000 Rockville Pike
Rockvllle, MD 20892
Dear Ms. Tran:
I would lik.e to sut 1riit my view for the 2nd CRADA Forum Panel as a consumer of
the products of medical 1m1earch. Athotigh I appreciate the Idea that the federal
government represents 1110 pul>lic via tax dollars and also feel that the public should get
something back from the mone!y spent on medical research at NIH when It becomes
commercially valuable, I tilon't 1lhlnk that putting restrictions on technology transfer will
facilitate the production ;)f new and better medical treatments. I am afraid that
regulations, suct1 as the ··easc111able pricing clause, will FURTHER discourage
pharmaceutical and blot1'"1 companies from doing business with NIH. The result of this
will be that rese.9rch find rh ;1S at NIH wlll be academically disseminated to the public but
won't be directly translal 'id Int•> us1?ful medical products or there will be a significant
time lag. This means pe1 ~~1le will die sooner and have a lower quality of life.
NIH should be doi 1t1 everything It can to facilitate the process--NOi restrict it. I
would rather my tax dolh rri1 go into innovative research at NIH and have NIH hand over
everything to someone 111 1·1,J can rapldly put It into better treatments. People are dying. I
would like more and belt ~r drugs and would rather pay high prices than see fewer and
less effective drugs due· ·1J government restrictions. Although the intent is good, we are
already benefiting by bet :11~' trna.tments which is the bottom line. Don't mess up the
bottom line by playing w tll less imporlant points. The outcome here is most important.
Instead of forcing c:ompranles to not do business with NIH (or forcing them out of
business) with a reasona Me pricing clause, why not streamline the regulatory process
at FDA by eliminating an! mal tE1sting and using volunteer human subjects right after in
vitro screens. This wou! J reduce the time to market and reduce the price. We don't
need more government t <knler:s to l)()tter medical treatment, we need less.
Another aspect to I his in that pharmaceutical and blotech companies are not
greedy parasites on soci 't'f. They are providing the treatments which improve and save
our lives. If they need a I 1·l!lh price to fund their development of new drugs then we have
to pay it. Not only do thE l' provide a service to society but they provide jobs and
contribute to academic n ·1~dical research, charities and the arts. They are a GOOD thing
and they are productive·· not a parasite!
Please Clo everyth n!J to ENHANCE the flow o~chnology transfer from NIH.
Otherwise my tax dollars l:llere ARE wasted!
Sincerely,
Vasillana V. Mow~satos
Registered Voter & Taxp; 1:~·er
682 Whitney Avenue
New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 787-2527
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From Peter Staley

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND FAIR PRICING CLAUSES IN
AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND
PRIVATE INDUSTRY RELATING TO RESEARCH ON
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR SERIOUS OR
LIFE-THREATENING DISEASE
The Pulbic/Private Issues Subcommittee of the National Task Force on AIDS Drug
Development has ideniified two barriers that may prevent the rapid development and
evaluation of treatments fer HIV/AIDS:

1) the National Institutes of Health (NIH) has

declined to Include clauses granting exclusive patent licenses for inventions made during
research conducted under cooperative research and development agreements (CRADAs)
and other research agreements with the pharmaceutical industry, and 2) the NIH began in
1989 to insist on the Inclusion of so-called "fair price" or "reaS<.lnabie price" clauses In
CRADAs and other research agreements with the pharmaceutical industry.
The Subcommitee believes that these two policies have reswlted in a stifling of
ccllaboration between the federal government and the pharmaceutical :ndustry, and could
prevent the rapid development of treatments for HIV/AIDS.

The lack of appropriate

ir.teilectual property clauses and the inclusion of fair pricing clauses represent
administrative decisions that are not required by congressional enactment.

The

Subcommittee recommends that appropriate Intellectual property c!auses should be
included in, and pricing clauses should be excluded from, CRADAs and other collaborative
agreements relating to pharmaceutical products (including drugs, biolcgics, and medical
devices) for serious or life-threatening diseases (an established category of products for
which the FDA considers treatment INDs under 21 C.F.R. §312.34 and accelerated
approval of NOAs under 21 C.F.R. subpart H).
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The Subcommittee recognizes the issue of pharmaceutical prices as it relates to
access to health care, but believes that any response to this issue should be
comprehensive.

By targeting only those pharmaceuticals resulting from collaboration

between industry and government, the NIH has inadvertently stifled such collaboration.
As an alternative to fair pricing clauses, the payment cf royalties to a government
agency wl1ich develops and transfers a technology to a private firm for commercialization
might be considered. This would serve to compensate for the public investment in a
marketed product, provide additional revenues for government research, and provide a
special incentive for government agencies to enter into collaborative agreements.
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Publications and Information SeNices in Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals

1700 Rockville Pike, Suite 400
Rockville, Maryland 20852

News Release:

Phone: (301) 424-0255
Fax: (301) 424-0257

Originally released 8/22194; revised 9/8/94 including new data for 43 NIH CRADAs

Federal Labs and NIH are Number One in Bio-Technology Transfer
The first comprehensive study clearly shows that federal (U.S. government) laboratories are by far
the leaders in technology transfer in the biomedical, biotechnology and pharmaceutical areas. In
these areas, the federal laboratories and the Public Health Service (PHS) and its main component,
the National Institutes of Health (NIH), are number one in:
• inventions available for licensing;
•patents received and patent applications pending;
• inventions that have been licensed out; and
•therapeutics in active development (even compared to the largest pharmaceutical companies),
both in terms of those licensed out and those being developed internally.
The federal labs, PHS and NIH are:
•the U.S. biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries' leading sources for new technologies, both
new products and broadly enabling technologies;
•the leaders in collaborative research and development with the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries, including therapeutics in development and clinical trials; and
•the source for many products and technologies in the marketplace. However, federal technology transfer is relatively new, and many (hundreds) more technologies and products are currently
in development, both licensed inventions and those being developed collaboratively through
CRADAs with industry. This includes well over 100 therapeutics having reached clinical trials.
Mr. Ronald A. Rader, President, Biotechnology Information Institute, Rockville, MD, has presented.
data from the Federal Bio-Technology Transfer Directory, a recently published reference book he
authored describing all federal biomedical, biotechnology and pharmaceutical U.S. patents, patent
applications, licenses granted and Collaborative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs)
from 1980-1993. This is the largest directory of biotechnology and pharmaceutical inventions available for licensing. The Directory describes 2,100 federal inventions (1,200 patents; 900 applications); nearly 1,000 licenses (including 270 exclusive and 640 nonexclusive patent licenses); and
over 500 CRADAs; along with information about the commercial potential of inventions and the
status of products/technologies in development and the marketplace. Much of this information has
never before been published, particularly patent licenses and CRADAs. The 678-page book has
over 400 pages of text/abstracts and 250 pages of indexes, including a 37 ,000 entry subject index.
The Federal Bio-Technology Transfer Directory database will be available this fall.
The Federal Bio-Technology Transfer Directory shows that:
• Federal agencies and labs have 2, 100 U.S. patents granted or pending in the biomedical, biotechnology and pharmaceutical ("biomedical/biotech") areas from 1980-1993. PHS (with 60%) and
NIH (with 49%) are by far the leaders among federal agencies.
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•Biotechnology is involved in the majority of federal bio-technology transfer. This includes over
50% of inventions; about 70% or more of patent licenses granted; and up to 70% of CRADAs.
Biotechnology involvement is highest and has been increasing in recent years.
•The numbers of inventions, licenses and CRADAs are related to R&D funding, mandates and
technology transfer efforts. The federal labs' biomedical/biotech R&D budget is about $2.5 billion/year. The NIB intramural R&D budget ($1.3 billion) is comparable to that of the largest
pharmaceutical companies and over 40% of total U.S. biotechnology industry R&D funding.
•Most federal bio-technology transfer is recent and continues to increase steadily. Over 60% of
inventions are from 1990-1993; 75% of CRADAs were active in 1993; and well over 1,000
federal biomedical/biotech patent applications are currently pending.
•The federal labs and PHS and NIH are consistently the leading recipients of U.S. patents in
biotechnology and genetic engineering, including those with pharmaceutical uses.
• The federal labs, PHS and NIH are consistently among the leading recipients of drug and other
bio-active agent patents, ranking with many of the world's largest pharmaceutical companies.
Licensing, particularly exclusive licensing, of federal inventions is an issue involving much public
debate. This is especially true as PHS/NIH is currently considering dropping or significantly modifying its "reasonable pricing" clause in exclusive licenses and CRADAs.
The Federal Bio-Technology Transfer Directory shows that:
•About 27% of federal inventions have been licensed one or more times, including 34% of PHS
and 3.2% of NIH inventions. These are rather high percentages of invention licensing, since only
about 10% or less of inventions are ever used commercially.
•Nearly 1,000 licenses have been granted to industry, mostly from PHS (84%) and NIH (75% ).
•The majority of invention licenses are nonexclusive (no restrictions on granting further licenses).
PHS and NIH inventions are more likely to be licensed nonexciusively and to have more licenses/
invention (licensed to more companies). A few inventions, mostly broadly enabling technologies and screening assays, have been licensed by up to 20 companies.
•About one-quarter of invention licenses are exclusive licenses, and about 40% of licensed
inventions have been exclusively licensed. Many of these involve major commercial products
in development. About 75% of federal and 87% of NIH exclusive licenses involve therapeuticsrelated inventions (mostly therapeutic agents). Many of these therapeutics-related licenses involve
biopharmaceuticals and drugs in development.
•Over two-thirds of licensed inventions are therapeutics-related and about one-third of exclusively
licensed therapeutics-related inventions have reached the clinical trials stage of development.
Regarding CRADAs, the Federal Bio-Technology Transfer Directory shows that:
•Collaborative R&D with industry ranges from basic speculative research through product
development and testing, including clinical trials.
• PHS with 51 % (279) and NIH with 37% (205) lead all federal agencies/labs with CRADAs in
the biomedical/biotech areas. However, CRADAs remain an insignificant part of the PHS/NIH
total R&D, unlike some other federal agencies/labs where CRADAs are up to 10% of total R&D.
•About two-thirds of federal, 73% of PHS and 80% of NIH CRADAs involve therapeutics-related
technologies (mostly therapeutic agents). About one-third of all federal, PHS and NIH therapeutics-related CRADAs involve therapeutics that have reached the clinical trials stage. Many
of these CRADAs involve ongoing clinical trials, with most conducted by PHS and NIH.
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Mr. Rader has also documented that:
• The federal labs, PHS and NIH each rank number one or among the leaders in the number of
drugs and biopharmaceuticals in development (even compared to the largest pharmaceutical companies), both in terms of those licensed out and those being developed internally.
• PHS and NIH rank among the top recipients of licensing income among U.S. universities and
nonprofit research organizations-$12.2 million licensing royalty income in FY! 992, with about
80% or more of this from the licensing of HIV diagnostic patents.
• Federal labs are filing over 450 new patent applications/year (PHS alone over 300), licensing
activity is increasing, and CRADAs are growing rapidly (except for PHS/NIH).
• The PHS/NIH "reasonable pricing" exclusive licensing clause has contributed to many biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies of all sizes avoiding PHS/NIH CRADAs and licensing.
• Cancer and infectious diseases, particularly viral infections and HIV; are the main disease areas
for federal inventions, licenses and CRADAs (most of these within PHS/NIH).
•Federal labs, PHS and NIH are each the leading reCipients of antiviral/virus-related patents and
have the most antiviral drugs and vaccines in development, including those licensed out and those
being developed internally. NIH co-discovered HIV, claims co-discovery of the utility of AZf
and exclusively licensed the next two drugs approved for HIV-infection (DDI; DDC).
• Federal labs in Maryland (particularly NIH) are the source for over 70% of federal biomedical/
biotech inventions, licenses and CRADAs. These labs (and NIH alone) make the suburban MD/
Montgomery county area the world's leading area for biomedical, biotechnology and pharmaceutical technology transfer opportunities. MD and DC organizations have over 70 CRADAs.
Although only a small portion of the nation's total R&D, the federal labs are a major national resource
for inventions and technology transfer. The federal labs as a whole, and PHS and NIH each have
the largest and most important portfolios of biomedical and biotechnology inventions available for
licensing. Unlike corporate inventions, these are all available for licensing. Federal labs, PHS and
NIH each are the most important sources for the licensing of new technologies and for collaborative R&D with the U.S. biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries. The federal and, especially,
the PHS and NIH invention portfolios and technology transfer activities are unsurpassed in many
areas including cancer; HIV, viral and other infectious diseases and vaccines; gene therapy and
sequencing; therapeutics screening; radiopharmaceuticals; and fundamental aspects of molecular
and cellular biology. Federal technology transfer is relatively new and more federal inventions are
in development than are currently in the marketplace. Hundreds of examples are described in the
Federal Bio-Technology Transfer Directory. Many federal inventions will form the basis for a
significant portion of the U.S. biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries' future products and
technologies. Federal inventions tend to be the types most needed by industry-fundamental breakthrough technologies (e.g., gene therapy), broadly enabling technologies (e.g., therapeutics screening assays) and biopharmaceuticals and drugs for diseases for which therapeutics are not available.
No technology, market or competitive assessment in the biomedical, biotechnology or pharmaceutical areas is complete without considering federal technology transfer. The Federal Bio-Technology Transfer Directory is the only information resource providing the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries and the biomedical and life sciences research communities with access to federal technology transfer opportunities and activities.
[For further information including a 22-page study, contact: Mr. Ronald A. Rader, President, Biotechnology
Information Institute, Phone: 301-424-0255; FAX: 301-424-0257].
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Federal Bio-Technologv Transfer by Agencyl

federal Labs. PHS and NIH Ranking In
Bio-Technology Transfer

Inventions available for licensing
Patents received
Patent applications pending
Patent licenses granted
Industry source for new technologies
Collaborative R&D with industry
Therapeutics in dev.-licensed out
Therapeutics in dev.-internally
Therapeutics in dev.-collaborative R&D
Therapeutics in clinical trials
U.S. biotechnology patents
U.S. biopharmaceutical patents
U.S. genetic engineering patents
U.S. drug/bio-active agent patents

A1:<n<J:
No. 1
No. I
No. I
No. 1
No. I
No. I
No. I
No. 1
No. 1
No. I
No. I
No. I
No. I
Leader

PHS
NIH
USDA
Army
DOE
NASA
Navy
Air Force
DOC
EPA

11.S. Goyt.

2.5
80%
2,096
1,197
899
l,279
61%
56%
47%
992
1.76
270
27%
669
67%
200
74%
68
34%
563
27%
76
230
41%
52
339
27%
69
20%
543
320
241
354
140
232
65%
30%
43%

fllS

1,274
617
657
851
68%
57%
44%
835
1.95
182
23%
584
70%
156
83%
56
36%
428
34%
62
161
38%
44
267
31%
61
23%
279
197
111
203
74
149
73%
30%
53%

A!IJli,

Liwim2

CRADAs

617
545
133
120
118
88
78
35
5

657
564
68
57
52
19
33
4
7

835 (188)
745(178)
48 (8)
38 (29)
29 (20)
18(17)
20 (7)
1
2(1)

279
228
6
127
60
I

38
12
18

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

1,197

To ta! 3

899

992 (270)

543

Federal Tech. Transfer by Technology/Usesl
Tecb./Um

federal Bio-Technology Transfer. 1980-19931
BiomedicaVbiotech R&D 1993 ($ billion)
% of total biotech industry R&D
Inventions, 1980-1993
U.S. patents
Pending applications
Inventions, therapeutics-related
% of totaJ inventions
Inventions, biologics/biotech (%)
Inventions, drugs/chemical technology (%)
Patent (invention) licenses
Average licenses/licensed invention
Exclusive patent licenses
% of patent licenses
Patent licenses, therap·eutics-related
% of patent licenses
Exclusive patent licenses, therapeutics-related
% of exclusive licenses
involving inventions reaching clinical trials
o/o involving inventions reaching clinical !rials
Inventions (technologies) licensed
% of inventions
reaching clinical trials slage
Exclusively licensed inventions
o/o of licensed inventions
therapeutics-related reaching clinical trials
Inventions licensed, therapeutics-related
o/o of therapeutics-related inventions
reaching clinicaJ trials stage
% reaching clinical trials stage
CRADAs
involving biologics/biotechnology
involving drugs/chemical technology
involving therapeutics technologies/uses
reaching clinical trials stage
involving biophannaceuticals
% ofCRADAs involving therapeutics
% of CRADAs involving clinical trials
% ofCRADAs involving biophannaceuticals

fBknls.

Ifill
1.2
39%
1,109
545
564
772
70%
59%
46%
745
2.09
173

23%
550
74%
150
87%
56
37%
356
32%
61
152
43%
44
234
30%

faltDI> A!IJll,

Drugs/chemical
Biologicslbiotech
Apparatus/devices
rDNA/genetic eng.
Genes-cloned/seq.
Antibodies
Therapeutics
Diagnostics
Cancer
Therapeutics
Diagnostics
Infectious ·Diseases
ViraVantiviral
HIV-infection
Therapeutics
Diagnostics
Radiopharm.
Screening (drugs)
Clinical trials stage

661
480
386
126
IOJ
148
679
534
186
151
70
279
136
56
50
26
119
63
68

359
606
118
353
331
176
600
413
162
126
81
349
240
122
106
42
37
129
46

Ltwwr
312 (137)
734 (138)
121 (45)
308(67)
267 (63)
325 (46)
669 (200)
564 (88)
240 (67)
213 (55)
137(26)
423 (82)
329 (63)
178 (34)
166 (33)
23
92 (23)
164(33)
141 (75)

CBADAs

241
320
115
131
84
58
332
172
74
56
17
183
112
46

45
3
36
31
161

Inventions In the Federal Blo-TllChnatogy
Transtsr D/mctorv
Applications @:]

-900 total

Patents 111111 -1,200 total

60

26%
205
149
80
163
61
123
80%
34%
60%

1Numbers refer to the total of patents, applications orCRADAs relevant to a technology/use or assigned to a federal agency/
laboratory. Entries are indexed with as many technologies/uses as are relevant. Data are not to be considered as official.
2Total of the licenses granted for licensed intellectual properties (U.S. patents or patent applications) followed by the number of exclusive licenses in parentheses. This is not the number of licensed inventions or company licensing packages.
3Totals for all federal agencies (l?epartments of Interior, Justice and Veterans Affairs not shown; negligible entries).
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National Institutes of Health (NIH\ Technology Transfer!
NIH Technology Transfer by Technology/Uses 2
Tech.!Usesl
Totals
Biotechnology/biologics
Biopharmaceuticals
BiopharmJclinical trials stage

Vaccines
Drugs/chemical technology
Drugs/clinical trials stage
Apparatus/devices
Medical devices/clin. trio.ls stage
rDNA/genetic eng.
Genes-cloned/seq.

lberapeutics
TreatmenWclinical trials stage
Diagnostics
Diagnostics/clinical trials stage
Gene therapy

°"'""
Treatments
Treatments/clinical trials stage
Diagnostics
Infectious Diseases
ViraVantiviral
HIV-infection
Treatments
Treatments/clinical trials stage
Diagnostics
Cardio/vascul./blood
Neurological
Radiopharmitreatments
Immunology (diverse aspects)
Antibodies
Screening (agent activity)
Clinical trials stage of development

falmts
244
156
20
60
309
35
178
I
81
63
351
49
234
4
9
133
112
25
50
129
93
45
28

41
21

84
72
59
109
81
37
49

Ai>DL Littolli'
408
297

18
87
205
18
69
2
271
259
421
33
244
7
36
147
118
9
69
214
ISi
108
78
94
35
60
61
25
170
118
113
35

578 (98)
431(81)
79(30)
200(28)
217 (92)
60(30)
72 (7)
3 (3)
260 (55)

234 (52)
550(150)
123 (57)

426 (45)
7
40 (18)
223 (57)

202 (SO)
63 (22)
123 (19)
310(56)
290(54)
171 (32)
(30)
160(31)
110 (2)
96 (15)
70(33)
88 (15)
343 (45)
274 (34)
146(24)
124 (SS)

so

CRADA Activltv by Technology!Uses 2
Teyb.!Use.f

l'.Wrill

Totals
Biotechnology/biologics
Biophannaceuticals
BiophannJdinical trials stage

Vaccines
Drugs/chemicaJ technology

Drugs/clinical trials stage
Apparams/devices
Medical devices/din. trials stage
rDNA/gcnetic engineering

Genes-cloned/sequenced
Therapeutics
Therapeutics/clinical trials stage

Diagnostics
Diagnostics/clinical trials stage
Gene therapy

°"'""
Treatments
Clinica1 trials stage

Diagnostics

543
320
215

84
98
241
69
115
19
131
84
354
140
179
23
16
74
56
30

17

Infectious Diseases
Vmil/antiviral
HIV-infection
Therapeutics
Clinica1 trials stage
Diagnostics
Cardio/vascul.Jblood
Neurologica1
Raillopharmltreatments
Immunology (diverse aspects)
Antibodies
Screening (agent activity)
Clinical trials stage of development

IS3
112
46
45
19
3

33
64
36
78
61
31
161

ms

Ifill

279
197
149
43
52
111
35
25
3
100
62
203
74
86

228
161
131
36
38
94
33
17
3

II
II
61
46
24
14
99
78
37
36
12
3
19
48
14

56
45
19
85

90
56
179
68
50
9

II
60
46
24
14

64
56

33
33
10
I
13
47
13
39
32
19
578

Pl:!li Ie~hnQIQg~ Ima1l@r II~ Qrg1ml;mll!!D
Llwl.ru' lJIAllM
74S (178)
12 (I)
419(77)

NII:! lnyenlioa• in the federal 8/o-T11chaO(oqv

228
4
I
79

Transfer D/rec(Qly

Appllcallons
27 (3)

4
7

30 (6)
(4)
2 (I)
108 (19)
I
23 (6)

s

s

'

Patent•

I!:] 564 total

B

545 total

2
I

3l
9
3

29 (21)
13 (6)
3 (I)

21
12
I

29 (22)
29 (6)

24
17

1Includes all U.S. patents, applications, licenses andCRADAs from 198Q..FY1993 for which public domain infonnation was
available and U.S. patents through the end of 1993. Data are not recognized as official by any PHS/NIH or federal office.
Criteria differ from those used by OTT (and are further explained in the Federal Bio~Technology Transfer Directory).
2Inventions and CRADAs are indexed with as many technology/uses as are relevant.
3Total of the licenses granted for licensed intellectual properties (U.S. patents or patent applications) followed by the number
of exclusive licenses in parentheses. This is not the number of licensed inventions or company licensing packages.
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Dr. Harold varmuu
Director
National Institutes c :· He&lth
Building 1, Room 126
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland ;r.,1:92

Dear Dr. V•rtnY111
Since l cannot attend i·our memtin9 on Septemk>er a regarding tho "fail" price"
elauH in CRADA' a, I''' wdtinq you this latter and ulc that you nad it aloud
at tho .,...ting.

lly way of introductic n,, r am Preai<lent and Chiaf
Nationt.l Kidney cane•,. Aao,>ciation, a non•profit
intormo.tion to pat!•r.t." an•1 physicians, apon•ors
advocate on behalf of t.he nation'• 75, 000 kidney

ll:x•cutiva Offl.cur ot tho
charity whieh provi<IH
reoaarch, and act• H an
car.car patients.

'·''""'"""t

I hold a Ph.D. in Ma"
from the J. L. Kalloqg Graduate Sohaol of
Managamant at Northwe e1t.ez;:n. I have aluo worked •• a new product canaultant in
the Adv11nc:ad Met'hods ;:z·o4p of N. II. Ayer, a major advert i i in; aqency. In
addition, I hava •tu t.G1cl fiv• hiqh tBc:h cCJmputur-relat.ed compania11, includinq
ona that has been pul: Hehillq 11c:on01T1ic information or. reaaarch and cluvulopment
axpandl.turaa for 1S y '"'""' Th• c:uat..nun•a of t:hia COOlpany include every major
drug cOMpany, 111•11 L•bsr, tlln St&nford Reoearch In•titut:e, 11111ttelle i.emorl.al
Institute, major unive11'e"tiee, and government. agenoiaa.
I have no financial Jrrt....,eot in any drug, l>io tech C>r hHlth care company.
I'm
writing to you u a Heiney cancer patient whose lif& may clepand upon NIH •nd
private industry eff~ :'U to fi.ni:t a cure fo:e my di&11ue.

NIH CllADA'a are critlc:ul to th• millions cf Americana who auffer from di11111ase11
ouch as kidney oance,, A~Ds, Alzheimer•, and othar ~i•••••• tor which th11r11 are
no effect! ve traatm""'" qr ""raa. ror this .. Haon, th• Natl.anal !Udney cancer
Aaaocial:l.on !I opposed t<1 the !ncludon of "fair price clauae111" in CJIAOA'•·

Tha "fair price olau"'" was moU.vatad by poUtica and it ill not baoed on aouni:t
uconoml." pl'inel.plas. i:t is bad public policy and it will c&uH the fa.ilura of
t.h'~ N::.11 CR!IDA proqran .,. woll "" thw failure of individual CRAl>A •a.
Thar .. are basic ec:onc mJ.c: ':.ruths and principles which muet be racognbecl in the
dHi9n and implamantnJ.on of NIH' a CAADA program, ThHe truth• may ...,... salt
evident, but th•y are no~ alway& honor•d. The social and politieal agenda Of
thll IUll <J•h in tha '"l'• diatarting rational economic t:hinltin9, laadl.n9 to tba
failure of individual •Lgi;eament1S and the CllADA program ituelf, Allow ma to
explain.
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The NIH hat a fiduciar· • t&1(>0neibility tC> tha taxpaysu of the United Stat••·
NIH manaqara are entru 1ted with tang~bla aaseta 81.lCh u bul.1din9s ancl
equipment, and intangL

resources.

YOY

~le

auaeta such a.a k.novlodga, patenta, and human

are ex :iected to rr,ana.ge these aaseta in a way that produce• the

maxim.1Jm benefits for t

1&

public,

Tho value of theaa benefits can always be

maaaured in terms of m)ne1.
l!van life itself can b' mea11"r"c! in ·oarma of monay. l!:conomists routinely
estimate the value of 1uma.n life in wrongful death lawouita in order to
determine appropriate Jam1.9<1 claim1. When •=ial and politieal aqenda aattero
deny thi• economic rea:ity, NIH thinking 9etB confused.

In licensing NIH teehn::oqy or in entarinq U.to a CllADA, the NIH contribute•
tan9ible and intangJ.bl e
to a private eect.or firm. The private Heter
firm whl.oh gets the .
muet ri•k aclditiocal capital and add its own knowhow in ordar to make a financial return. The willini;neee ot a firm to enter
into a CRAilA depends he,.,vuv upon the potential return it can derive from tha

H•••t•
._.,,,u

a111reament.
All firme have al tern• Uve uau !or their capital and know-hew. Senior
executives in th• prb eit'e aactcr have a fl.due iary reeponaibl.ll.ty to their
shareholders to invest c:apLtal fer the highest possible return.
If the NIH malce• CRADI :J• unattractive, firme will not inveat in CRJ\DA'• and
will put their money l!~~thar inveatmanta. Demand for CRADA'a indicate• how
~ttractive NIH ha• ma{!~£..-Jl!DA'& a1 an inveet...1nent oetion fer the private aector.

Th• "fair price clause'' make• CRAOA'• 1eDS attractive ... an inveatment
opportunity becauH ti o:r limit pote"tial return on !nvaatment while such
clauaaa do nothing to :L LmLt potential loeaes. From this perepactive, "fair
pric:e" olaueea oraat .. 11,:onomic ""ymmetry··an "unfair deal" for investorm. wealc
damand for CRADA' e wi1 11 "fair price" clauses raflecte this economic reality.
The market value of N: H uo.ets or any CRADA is simply what someone la willing
to pay to obtain the 1~!°••fs1 or part.i.cipat• i.fll the CRADA.
These economic truths trUtGi the whr;ile queetion of th" 11 fair pric:e" alauwe in
NIH CllAllA' a and how t: 1·• Nb1 can baat &erve the public.

If the NIH truly want >d to 111axirr,1"e the benefit of CRADA' a to tha pulllio, it
woulcl hold pl.lbliC auc:!one and offer each CRADA to all potential bidder•.

Auctionin9 each CRADA wou~d 911ar&ntQa the 9overnmant the highaat price for itlll
uaet•. By 9ettinq. t >ia boat price, the NIS would a11t0111aticalll' fulfill J.tm
fiduciary obligatione to 1<111• peepl• of the United states. Note that the pi-ice
for a CRAllA is nQt th' samo aa the price for produete derived from the CRADA.
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The money from an auct :.1>1\ ••oulcl ;o aither into the Treasury to benefit all
taxpayers and citizeni ,. or it cou).d be ratdnecl by the NIH to fund additional
reuearc:h.

The affect. of auctl.01,,. on the NIH are important to conolder, Th'" product ct
th" NIH is knowled9e 1:11Lnec1 thrcu!Jh the r&oaarch pr"""""'· Producing knowl•dga
with th" highest econ1>1~Le> value U important because th• economic value
r•flecta pot"ntial be111•fl c to ecdety and tile Americ .. n people, Auc:tJ.oning th•
product of th• NIH col.I~ ~Gt extremely motivational tor NIH scientists H
managad properly. Th11 :hal.l .. n9<> and reco9nition af producing a valuabl" chunk
of know-how could add ·o) ~ti" e•dtement and rewards of working at the NII!.

The affacto of auct.!.o. •• or. pd va.te oompanl.am ara als,. important, The IOC>tQ a
company payo for a CR.•Dl\ 1 "h" 11ruter l.tu oon'11itment to perform thw follow on
work and to eraate a :ang~hla product frcm the CJIAPA, For exampla, a CllO oan
keep his jcb it he mat$&~ omall investment mistake, However, a board of
directors will replac:; a cico for makin9 a big invamtment that doean 't pay oft.
Thue, when the NIH ob:ainm the highest poaaible price for a CRADA, it actually
lncreHH tha probabi lit:.y 1 1;hat the CAADA will rHll!t in a produet which is
effectlve and market.e: sup.,uefully. HiQh prl.ea• drl.va cOft\11\l.tmant and
motivation to aucc11•d, anp prov Lele th• greatest aeou ..anoe or publle ban•tit,

'l'har• ia wide pracRcle it f>o:r auctions by 9ovarnmant a9encieo. When the Fed"ral
auction~ pJl:lic aaaete, it doea not. require "fair price" elauaa11 u
part of tha transact!. lr,, :Such a >:Htriction would raduce the amount of l!IOney
.i:abed by th• auctl:cn a.nc'! .reduce public benefit.

9overnment

'!'ha Department Of the ln~mrior auctions oil l••••• on public lands. The value
of tha laa•a ia unoerta.l.n and is only realizad when a company inveeta in
creating a warking oil w~ll. But can you ima9ine the goverllJllent requiring a
"fair price" clauee in,
oil le,u• and havin9 thlil power to set oil prices for
oil obtaina<I from th• 1...11u site',:

••1

The Federal communl;cat.J.ons Ccll\ll\i' .,, ..,·. 1-uci:ion11 off c:ommunl.cation Hc:enselll such
a• cellular phone lke'""'i•. Nona ot 'thesa lieenGH has a "fair price• clause
or allows thm 9ov11rrnte1nt to met cellular t.alaphune rat••·
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'l'ha xntarnal Ravanue S orvic•J uoeo auction& when l.t llqul.dat•• ttl• &Hate of a.
delinquent taxpayer. In tit<> settlement of tax dell.nt;"ent accounts, it l.e
legally bound by the ci"r~a to obtain the higheet poouibla price for a debtor'•
aaset• al.nee any arooun' realized over and above an I~S tax claim is refunded to
the debtor or to hie

or.~.ar

These aueticne 11111rve

t.it!·

government has obtainaj

1::redi.t.ors.

pul:>li.c intereut beeauaa ther Q\1&.ra.ntl!lle that th•
t~e

beat price for the

asaat~.

The market of competing

bidders determines th41 t.rue economic value of the a11s.ata.

1.eullolllll for llill

Th<i faot that ttle prl.0E1 ml'chaniem work• 18 indl.aputable, H auctions were
adopted by NIH, t.hay • ""ld prov id• instant feedback to the NIH on what
charactariatica make 1 c:AAllA attractive or unattractive to 1.nveotora, l.ncluclinq
the "fair price'' cleuE Ii~.
Throuqh auctions, t.h11 11::H could offer CRl\DA' e with and without tha "fair price"
clauaa. The p"rcenta1 n differenc"" l.n aueticn prl.cea would raflect thD ccet of
the "fair price" claui" ttl> the publi.c. By runnin9 a simple economic
experiment, NH! can d11;11rmine the effect• of the "fair prl.oe" clause.
Auction Ari~l.c Mal II> lliniploo

How can the qover,,....n1 :,ol~. an auction for 11om11tth!.n9 u l.ntangible "" a CllMA?
Dcea an auction mean 1.hiilt •r:id of .royaltiGs as part of CAA0J\'e7 These a:ta aimpl•
matters to raaolve.

'?o auction a CM!)A, ti"' Nnl would offer a combl.nati.cn package of knowledge,
patenu, or a commJ.tm,,:.1·0 ec1 perfcrm certain scl.entitl.c: work. The bl.cldarm would
make a financial offG: · for tha entire packaqe, Acceptabla bids wculd eonml.at
of a eombl.nat.l.on of1
(1), •1 caah down payment, (2) a follow on etr•am of caeh
payments, and (l) a r1 rv alt l' p<>rc&ntaga.
The net preuent value of the cash otr1111m plus the net p""ment value of 111xp<>cted
royalty payments repr·1oent11 tho total valu• of th• bl.d. The highest bl.cl valu•
wine the CRADA,
One firm may offer al 1 caeh an<I no royal ti••·
~oyaltiea.

Another may 11v11n offer all

St1.ll oth ilrD m~•Y of far a combination.

Jn all casaa, the net
present value calc:ula ''""' i:aducH all bids to tl>e ~ame meauur11 of value,
Selecting the hi<;1he1t valu<1 bid follows logJ.caH:~,
where •••

Net CHh Flow.

Net Pr•••nt. Value • \"'

L.

(1

+ Diecount Rate)•
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It ehoul<I b• notad tho< ••her. tha gov .. rnment has attam;ited to nt prioH for its
asset• without auctioo1., ie ha• uaually failed. A recent •~ample ia the sale
of mining rights

wort:~

blll.ton• to a C•nadia.n company for a few thoueand

<1ollars. Thia sala, w .<1ely critlciz,.d as failed, public policy, waa require<! by
an obsolete and littla :<nowri radual law from tha lu" century.

scme people may argue ;hat "ocis.l aM political coneiderationa must be takan
into account when NIH •~ter11 into a CRA!lA, such peopl" do not underatand
economics and haw mark ii'!.:. pr:~ces &lways take into account eocial and political
considerations. The p1blie le alway• served when markets efficiently allocate

raaouroaa to their

bea~

economic 1.1aa.

Tha view that the 9ove:nmen1, should have a role in eettin9 rinal product prices
when it contributes as •Et .. ''O development of a product ia fun<l.....,ntally flawed.
The 9ovarnment hu nc '"1>$r'~iae :..n aettin9 prl.ees, It does no market rHHrch
or oon•um•r reaaarch. It o:?eratao no marketing uyat..., or channal• of product
distribution. It buil;• no inventcriee er manufacturing plants. It paya no
aales eonimiaa!ona, It n~e·•• no capital. It hH no reuponsJ.bilitiH to
customers. It provid.e' no ,:umtomer or end-user aervicin9 for products cr•ated

through a

Cl\l\DA,

If tha 9overnment wanh to control pricea, l.t. ahould invaat in au of the other
factor. of production t'eiquire1d to bring a produet to market and it should

create and operat• a • ,,,1,t11 run enterprl.111!, The hhtory, he>wever, of government
managed enterpr iH J.e ""H known. :!'he ti. a, Poat al Bl.Irv ica is the c lassie
exB111pla but there are many others.
I don't believe that I m is prepared to create a st;Ste run product
manuOcturin11 M<I dist i;:,buHon syuU1m, and I don't botlieve the public want• to
have a atate run ante1 p1:ha aupplytng criticdly needed product& and narvl.oH.

I asauma that the pur1<>H ~·r thu "fair prioe• claume !a to assure that produc:u
produced as a result "I a c:RADA ara aold at a "fair prica" to the public.
However, NIH n..ad not 111jt I1ricas to provide auch asourance.
Since NIH l.s far ramo• .,..~ f<'om the public and ultimate end-users of a prOduot,
J.t is i1.lmoat eartain 1,,, eet. nwronq" prices, eit.har too high or too low
vie-•-vis the product

1i

int·,;-inaic market value.

Givan that th• .NIH cannot. "get

1t right,• i t should 111>0 at;tampt to Ht prioam or uv0n bother having a "fair

pr J.ce" olin.t•• in a cru l~~.ftl.
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NIH can learn a lesaor l'rom th• lradanl Comrnunicaclona CC>lmliHion. Whan the
FCC auctioned off eel!Lil.ar phone licenees, it 11old tvo licenaaa in every
metropolitan area. h ''"mp&titive market was created in each metropolitan area.
The NIH can do the BllJ11'!1 thin; Wi't.h its a.ueete and CRIJ)A' u. If auc:tioni.ng a
CRADA qua.ranteee the I: etot price, auctionin43 t.ke Batt\& CltADA twice ia even
better. Every CRADA .c>11lc1 be sold to the two highest. bic:ldara. Two firma would

gat exc:luaive r iqhto t" the kn<>Wlad9e produced by the CRADA. Each bid would be
Len than if tl\e CRAil! C>fferad 100 percent •n<cluaivity to one company.
However, tha combined valu<1 of both bid• may be higher than a ul.n9Le Offer.
The dual bl.d eituatior , hQWevar, provides additional banefite to tha public and
au1,1ras the public of "::ai.r price&" without the CMDA ha.vi.no a. "fair price"
clause or tha NIH eveJ 1Je~t ing a ptica.
The two c:ompanl.ee which win a CRIUlA bid would be forced to c:ompete in order to
get a financial returi 'm their l.nvoatment in th• CAADll. Thie competition will
benefit the public. ''"" ¢C·mpany will try to !>eat the other to market fl.rat.
The other compeny, wh: .:h oc>mH to the market ••cone!, will be fOrced to out
prices to attract cus1 ,,, ... l'"E, from thtt first company. ln thl.m fl.9ht to ba fl.rat,
companies wl.ll commit '"')re reoourc:ea to speed the proceaa. Aho, with two
companies trying to cc ,,runard.all.ze the knowledge produced by the CRADA, the
public: haa a hi;her P'''):oa1>l.lity of getting a viable product from the CIVl!IA.

The NIH may wonder
•hara the same NII!
need not rasul t l.n
diff•rent products

wh: · :01>panies would bl.cl for a CR.ADA knowing that another may
kn• >'•let111a. Tiie reoocin i• that having tha same knowledge
th" u11>11 product. ThA u111e knowlar!g• may be ueed to produce
ta:',;eted l:o dl.ffarant dieeaua.

Even whan companies p :,oclucu the •ama product, they ruy employ different met.hoda
of production and may patlmt theol.r production method•. Further, even when
companiau produce the •ame product with the same methods and l:A%gat the eame
market, their marketi '9 aei~ate11!.•• may be different. The cellular telephone
induatry i• an outata:~inR example of thi• form of oompatition.

Tl\era I.a no need for rurtt111r moeial er political consideratl.ona.
sJ.tu11ti<m .will mo.xi.mi c<!I ;.Jl>lic benefits and competitive price•.

The dual bid

Moreover, NIH should rEcoq"ize that corporate aueceae itmnlf is in the public
intarast. lf a compai~ pr,>fite from a product developed with NIH aaa1atanco,
the govarnment take• """ ')ne-third of the profit& thro119h the income tax
ayotam. It takee et<l.ll mon ta~ea from the people who are amplor•d aa a result
of tha success of ths prod,Aot. Thus, the 9overnrM1nt: and tne publ!" directly
benefit frOlll the prl.c lr.r;i Ji">licl.oo ot every company. IUH ahould hope that
oomP,11nieo whioh in""" o in ':RA!lll' • succeed and maka a lot of P10nay.
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'l'h• alternativllt ia fai Lura ani:I public lou. When the NIH offer• 41 C!Ull)A and no
company J.nvesu in the oppoi~tunity, ther .. is no public banafJ.t o! any kind.
Whan a company inveota in o CRADA and no product i• produced, the public
raceives no benefits.
When a company invests in ~ CRADA, prOd.uceu a product but loeea rnonay, the
company will eventuall I abandon the product J.f it car.not raise prioee and earn
a profit. In •hort, "' pU!>Lic benefit can ever be generated without profits
and a return on inveet~en~.
'l'he public actually oulfe~• a lees when a company looea money because scarce
ec:onomic reooureas hgva· bemn invest.,d without producing a profitable reDult.
Only wh"n profits an i'"'nerotad does th;t public: b•naHt. Profits indicate that
the public has bought '· p"oduc:t or eerviea at a prJ.ct which covers the costs of
davelopmsnt, manufact,dnq, distribution, and capital.

'l'he rol• of up-front I "l'Me~t• and royal tin are to &••ure the NIH and the
public: that tranafmrrl rL\J !<Ir. naets to a private antArprise produees " ir:at:urn
for the 9overnment an: l:h• public.
Asauml.ng that the NIH hnowo its coots, it will nuver offer an asset or e!IADA to
the private oactor fc1 11n •mount leoo t.han the NlH'a coat of producing J.ta
knowledge proeluct. lllll ill•alf oan l!H profit 118 a m"aaure of !ta own 11uoceaa.
'J'ha combined net pre•• 111: V•lue of the two bids a<:<:epted for " ctUUlA should
alway• exceed llIH' a cc.,,.. c,f producing th• aueta tr11nsf•rracl to !:.h• priv•te
""ctor plue the coot • f NW' a participation in th .. CAADA 1 whicih can be viawed
ao the NIH'• co"t of • o:~vLcin9 ite :?rivate 11eetor cuotomer. Anything i .....,, and
the NIH ia not fulfil: ""9 its fiduciary roieponaibili-;y to taxpayer•. 'l'lle faot
that NIH is a Federal '''l .. MY J.a irrelevant.

In recant times, meve:.·.!ll ec•n•umar organi.zatJ.ona ha.va taatified in Federal
hearing• ragarding .th•• need for government involvement. in uattl.ng pricH for
drug• and health care •ervJ.cH. Indeed, soma people may attend your meeting on
s ..ptemb11r 8 anl1 compl.1 in 1>hout the high cast of drug a.

I have ott11n observe<\ chat even when auoh people are educated and mean well,
often they do not. und •rstand economic• or how market• work, Good intentions or
r"cognl.Uon of a prob•em el<> not 9uaro.ntee 01 .. ar thinking.
I know that you Bnd g;her rnemb"r• of your panG! wl.1! lJ.mtan attentiv.. ly and
compaul.onately to th> med:Lcal prol>lems and horror atorin ao tr .. iauanl!ly
trottad out by uuch p>ople, However, you owe the American peopla clear,
abj .. ctive and cliape .. L~na,t<> thinking, and you muot not be miagul.ded by thoH
who believe governm~nc h"" a role in netting prices.
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The law• of oeonotn!.c• '1~1• c;itaater than the law• of all 9overnmentu, incluclin;
oure, There l.a not a 1 b91 .. economy in the world whe.:!'e etata administered
pricing has worked. 11 •1,•r Ubly such economiae prod\lc>I 11hortaqaa and typically
meat consumer demand tk,,u;ir. black marl<11te rather than official channels,
I am not a r19ht win9 t i~1)ncn1iet or evan a laieea:& fai.t"e economist. I believe
that the atate hu a r1<L11 i<• aclmi.ni1terin9 the affaira of aociety, partie\llarly
in providing an enviro1101ont where frAI markata and competition ean flouriah.

However, I remind you 1.1\.lt the soviet Union did not fail for lack of acientl.fic
know-how or from a al101 ·1:.19e of governn1ent committeee, It failed becauae a
state run economy with "'ministered prlcu failed to allocata ruourcem
effectively to meet th1• ,,..<le of the people, It La hubrie to think that NIH
can adnlinistar prices 1.11 ~ )le1tter,
As a scl.entiat, 1 wan: Y''u to keep in mind that tha l<>wa of eeonomica are just
aa .-aal aa the laws of :;>y,l.ca. You cannot violate the law• Of economic• any
more t.han you ean viol;,\:1! the l.awa nature. You may create economic illuaiona
juet aa one may creat.e ;?oyei.cal illuaiona. But illusion• are not real or
luting, The notion o:· "hl.r price" ie juut one such lllualon.
Failure to adhere to m"uet princl.plaa will doom the 1'1IH CAADA pr09rall\.
large degree, the decl .. 11·& 1n CRADll'e ainc:a the ••fair price" clausa was
introduced ie ai9nif1c""• p1•oef of thil auartion.

To a

I ur;a you to create a..11 envj.ronrnent where "competitive pri.cee" determined by
market force• are uead ·c• 1>'1naf.l.t tha public.
lie a cancer patient wh11H li.fe may depend upon the aucceH of thlil NIH and aa an
bllst chaneea for survival reet on the effective
aconomi11t, I know that
allocation of reaearch :<•sourcea to nealth can prob lam•. Mia!Jllidad ooc:ial or
political thinkin9 wil. no• ••rv• me wall.

'"i

Officer
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Vincent E Simmon. Ph.D.
President and
Chief Executive Otliccr

Two Democracy Center
6903 Rockledge Drive• Suite 1200
Bethesda, Maryland 20817
301 /564-4400 • Fax 301 /564-4424

Ms. Elyssa Tran
Office of Science Policy an !. Technology Transfer
NIH
Bldg. I, Room 218
9000 Rockville, MD 20892

August 25, 1994
Dear Ms. Tran,
I am writing to express my ;:oncern about a "reasonable price clause" in CRADAs. I
would also like the oppol1u iity to express my opinion at the upcoming meeting on Sept.
8.
Alpha I Biomedicals is on~ of hundreds of development stage biotechnology companies
that rely on ventw:e capital :1r public investment to develop new therapeutic products.
Although there is technoloi y of interest located very near to us at the NIH, we have
avoided research contract:; c'.1:1 CRADAs with the NIH because of the reasonable price
clause. The poten1ial for gc "'errunent ir1tervention in pricing is a negative that far
outweighs any value that might bt~ achieved by being a partner with a US government
research group. Unlike est ;1blislu1d pham1aceutical companies, we do not have a revenue
and profit stream to provid1' fae n1:cessm-y financial resources to Nnduct research.
Investors bet on us and on 1nur peers in rhe hope that we will be able to bring one or more
FDA regulated products to 1111arkN. Th1i additional risk of price controls has had a
tremendous chilling effect' •.n the: ability of small companies to raise money for clinical
trials and research.
Unfortunately, in the last f( ·w yeam, the1e have been more clinical disappointments in
biotechnology than positiv1: r·esult:s. In truth, this is a mirror of th~ experience of
profitable pharmaceutical 'ompruiies; many potential drugs are tested, but few are ever
approved. Finally, when a. drug i:i approved, competition is sure to follow. One of the
earliest biotechnology dru~:; was alpha interferon which was initially approved for the
treatment of hairy-cell leuk P-mia; there is now a better, non-biotechnology replacement,
deoxycoformycin. Severn. huneured million dollars was invested in alpha interferon
(initially by biotech compa 11bs (Genemech and Biogen among many) and by their
licensees Schering-Plough f1r:,d Roche) before interferon was approved for a very narrow
indication. What would hi l'C:: be1~ri a ree,sonable price for alpha interferon if a) no other
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indications were approved. : .nd b) the approval of deoxycoformycin resulted in the loss of
all interferon sales?
The moral of the smry is thn >'OU can only tell ifa drug price is (was) reasonable
retrospectively. In the meat time, investors risk their money, managers, scientists and
clinicians devote and risk tl1,1ir' c.ar~ers in the hope that their compnny, their drug will
prove successful and there ••.ill b(: any r(:UL."n at all.
The government a:.1d the puJ 1.ic already enjoy a form of cost recovery from successful
drug developments. Profirn :ile companies pay corporate taxes. Tlie government also
receives royalties in some c:. 1;:;1~s. And the public benefits from improved health care,
possibly at an overall reduc• :on in health care costs. Epogen benefits patients on dialysis
and is cost effective. So is' JM-CSF. And so are many other drugs that have been
approved or are waiting to l c: approved.
The risk of a "reasonable pr .1:1~ clause" is ver; hlgh. Rather than accept the clause,
companies such as ours wo11'l work under a CRADA. Therefore, some government
research will be wasted, i1w ;,rited mrow1d, or 1gnored. The government won't receive
royalties. The price of a dn 'iJ carmot be deemed reasonable just bi:cause it is sufficient to
recover the research investr 1.~nt. That won't pay for all the past dru.g development
failures in a company or th( fot1m: research that is needed to bring new drugs to market.
The "reasonable price" is b1 ;;t detcnnined by the market. The large development
investments in a drug are m :1de by assessing the existing market first. Then assuming a
successful product can be d weloped at some research cost and that the product can be
shown to be safe <U1d effect 111:, imd that it can be manufactured and sold at a profit. This
system will not work if at tl io~ end of the day, the control of the price is determined based
on some government comrr itLee's view of what a "reasonable price" should be.
Many pharrnaceu1ica1 and 1:oteclmology executives have reached the same conclusion
that we have. If there is a" '":Ms<mable pric:e clause" in the contract, then we are not
interested.
Sincerely yours,

~'

Vincent F. Simmon, Ph.D.
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''E~~>nable

Is your company curre1.1ly a (W'I)' to a Cooperative ~h and Development Agn:cment
CC.RADA) or license w th the National lnstitutes of Health (NIH)?

1)

Yes

2)

Pricins" Clause Survey

lfo

..J:::'.~f 'yes" please provide details in a cover letter.

The current NIH "rcaso1ablc pricing• clause included in its CRADAs and licenses

i;t.ale$:

• PHS [Public H ~a::th Servic.e] may require Licensee to submit documentation in
confidence sho1' i·ng a 1'eaSOnable relationship between the pricing of a 1..icenscd
Product, the put lie investment in that product, and the health and safety llC41ds of the
public. This pa1 2igraph shall not restrict the right of t.iceasce to price a Licensed
Product or Licer 1;ed Pracc$S so as to obtain a reasonable prufit for ilS sale or use.
This Paragraph •ltJes nfll permit PHS to set or dictate prices for Licensed Products or
Licensed ?race;; .1i~. •
a.

Has your com pa 1y enlf:red into an agrccment(s) with NIH which incl ude(s) this clause
or one similar te ir'I
No~

Yes

b.

Would your company he wiUing, in the future, to enter into an agreement with NIH
which includoo t 1e "reasonable pricing" clause?

No~

Yes

c.

If your HOswer IJ ~£!!Wion 2b was~, then mia:ht your company be intercs!OO in
e111eri11g into agr• ~!ments with NIH if the agreement would nol include ll1is clause?

v

Yes

d.

/,...

No

Are yuu, or wou d you be, c:oncemed that the •reasonable pricing" clause would, in
cffcc:t, permit N1 'l to siit a ceiling on the price you could charge for a product you
devclop baiiW on licensc:d technology'/

v,/

Yes~.

c.

Are yo~. or would you be, coneerned that the "n:a.'IOnable pricing" clause will limit
your ability to r.ii se cap!tal which would fund the development or the technology you

are licensing?
Yes
f.

No

v-:

,,_-

No

If agreements wil 1 univ1cr.;ity and foundation grantees cf NIH (the CJ<lrnmural
includl'l I 'l"l!abonable pricini:" clauses, would this undllrminc your
willingness to ent ;c.1nto such an agreemenr7

program)

Yes ( /
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Other------

4)

We invite you to write a 1>a.r.«graph or two about your views on this issue for inclusion in the
RIO rep1.1rt to acrompa1::r the survey results. The survey will be confidential, with results
compiled in the aggreg; .tc; however, we would like to identify the names of companies which
provide narrative Staten m1ts.

PLEASE FAX SJJRVBY 10 ! $ &idd!e at (2()2) 857..Q237 by 5:00 PM Friday,
September 2, 1994. Thanlc.i.QY.
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CRIMP ON RESEARCH

Control Price of Drugs, And Lives May Be Lost
s the father of an 8-year-o!d fighting a
deadly neuromuscular disease. I follow
the health reionn debate \~1th more
than a little interest. There is. of course.
much that needs refonning, but there are
dangerous ideas creeping through Congress
that should be stopped dead in their tracks.
One of the worst I know of is drug price
controls.
If the prices of drugs are set by Washington, investment in pharmaceutical and biotech companies wi!l dry up, research will
slow down, and lives will ------~
be Jost. It's that simple.
And it's that bad.
Sometime after mv son
Andrew was diagr\osed
with spinal muscular atrophy or SMA, I formed a
little non-profit group
called Andrew's Buddies
to raise money in Richmond for SMA research.
In a remarkable outpour- JOSEPH
ing of support, the people SLAY
of Richmond contributed
over $200,000, which has been used to speed
up the search for the gene that causes SMA.
Their generosity has allowed the search for
the rogue gene to move 20 times iaster, and
we are now closing in on its disco\·ery.

A

BUT IT \VILL TAKE more than bake sales
to cure this disease, and others. The average
cost for bringing a new drug to market is
$300 million. It is a long and complex process, as we!! it should be, for a new drug to be
reckoned effective and safe. And developing
these new treatments requires major financial commitments from in\·estors who can
tolerate risk and who can tolerate waiting
years before they see a return on their
investment. Increase the risk or lessen the
reward at the end of a long drug development
pipeline, and investors will drift away.
The Clinton administration and several
key committees in Congress are advocating
price control provisions that would slow
pharmaceutical research and development.
One provision would give the Secretary of
Health and Human Services the power to
"blacklist" new drugs and deny i'viedicare
coverage if HHS deems them too expensive.
Another proposal - something called the
Prescription Drug Payment Review Commis-
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sion - could determine the reasonableness
of drug prices and make recommendations to
Congress regarding payments for prescription drugs.

" Frankly, as a parent, I
believe u;e should be doing
everything possible to make
sure pharmaceutical and
biotech companies are
. . ,,
th riving.

In other words, the ability of a company to
see a return on its inYestment would be left
up to the whim of a bureaucra[ in \\'ashington
who is miles away from the realities oi capital
markets, miles awav from research labs. and
miles awnv from ·little children who are
waiting for.drugs that won't be coming.
Drug prices aren't the problem. Prescription drugs account for only I percent oi the
nation's health care bill. and their pnces have
been coming do\vn. The rate of pnce increase
for prescription drugs has been below the
cost~oi-living index for the past two ~·ears.
And drugs can head off expensive surgery.
Thev are the most cost-effective wav to treat
illne.ss.
·
Frankl\., as a parent, I believe we should be
doing e\·Crything possible to make sure pharmaceutical and biotech companies are thriving. We should be dismantling bureaucratic
obstacles to investment and growth. not
erecting new ones.
And, we should be alert to an\' "refonns"
that sound good on the sudace ·but actually
hamstring the pharmaceutical industry. One
I've learned of recently is "unitary pricing,"
which could, in effect, eliminate discounts to
purchasers of drugs. Unitary pricing will
undermine the ability of the marketplace to
control costs and will raise prices for those
consumers who are using competition to
negotiate lower prices.

Andrew Slay
THE INDCSTRY IS already on the right
track. Since 194!), dru_gs have saved an
estimated 1.6 million liveS in JU st four disease
areas alone - tuberculosis. polio, coronary
heart disease. and cerebrovascular disease.
In the process. there were savings of $141
billion in avoided health care costs. In the
1980s, phannaceutical companies doubled
their research budgets to $10 billion a year.
And in the 1990s. they are incredibly close to
new breakthroughs, even in the deadliest
childhood diseases. like SiVL.\ that cripples
thousands of children and kills more newborns than any other inherited disease.
This summer. our countrv marked the
25th anniversary of the Apol!O landing. That
was an inspiring accomplishment. but pharmaceutical research is the moonshot of the
1990s. U we strengthen - and not weaken
- the researchers and corporations who
create biotech miracles, we will accomplish
something even more magnificent than the
moon landing. We will look upon a child who
had never been able to walk before and say,
"One small step for a child ... one giant leap
for mankind."
B Ricl11nond native Joe Slay is president of
.V!artin Public Relations.
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Consumer Federation of America

September 7, 1994

Secretary Donna Shalala
Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20201
Dear Secretary Shalala:
C:onsumer Federation of America writes to express our support for a reasonable
pricing clause in contracts which transfer rights in tederally funded phanm<ccutic;;;l
research to the private sector. We believe a reasonable pricing clause is an important
mechanism to protect the public from paying twice for inventions, first as taxpayers, and
then as consumers.
At present some form of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) model reasonable
pricing clause is used in some agency Cooperative Research and Development
Agreements (CRADAs) and patent licenses, with modifications in the model clause
negotiated between NIH and CRADA partner or license holder. This agreement was
created by NIH after a public outrage over the pricing of AZT, a drug which benefited
significantly from public investment.
The model NIH reasonable pricing agreement states:
NIH have a concern that there be a reasonable relationship between the pricing of
a licensed product, the public investment in that product, and the health and
safety needs of the public. Accordingly, exclusive commercialization licenses
granted for NIH intellectual property rights may require that this relationship be
supported by reasonable evidence.
Apparently, it is common for NIH to significantly weaken the model language.
For example, in the January 13, 1988 NIH license with Bristol-Myers for the development
of ddl, NIH specifically deleted the phrase "the public investment in that product," from
the reasonable pricing clause. likewise, in the January 1991 National Cancer Institute's
(NCI)/Bristol-Myers Squibb taxol CRADA, the reasonable pricing clause was modified to
eliminate the phrase that required Bristol-Myers to provide NCI with evidence that its
price was reasonable. Thus, it is dear that NIH has used the model reasonable pricing
1424 16th Street. N.W., Suite 604 • Washington. D.C. 20036 • (202) 387-6121

.......
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clause as a starting point for negotiations.
As you may know. NIH has been criticized for the way it administers the fair
pricing clause. In the cases of ddl and Taxol, NTH allowed Bristol-Myers Squibb to price
these products based upon some measure of median prices for similar therapies, without
regard to the public's investment in the drugs, 1 and in neither case did the government
obtain the types of information that were necessary to make better decisions. Fonner
NIH Director Dr. Bernadine Healy described the agency's experience with the reasonable
pricing clause at a February 24, 1994 hearing as follows:
The difficulty with the reasonable pricing clause is it was a spiritual statement. It
was a statement of trust, of understanding that we thought that the companies
should recognize the public investment, but in fact, if you look at the contractual
agreement, there are no teeth.
We had hoped that under this new Administration the government would learn
from past mistakes and improve and strengthen the wording and administration of the
reasonable pricing clause, so that the public enjoys more of the benefits from taxpayer
funded research and development of new drugs. Instead, we now understand that NIH
is considering an elimination of the reasonable pricing clause altogether. The arguments
used by the industry for the elimination of the reasonably pricing clause appear to be
twofold. First, in the limited number of cases where the reasonable pricing clause has
been used (ddI and Taxol), it has done little to limit the prices of the drugs, and
secondly, the existence of the reasonable pricing clause has a negative impact on
investment in new drug R&D.
With respect to the first issue, the failures of NIH in its administration of the
reasonable pricing clause can and should be corrected. The fact that NCI did a poor job
evaluating the Taxol price (roughly twenty times production costs) should not be used to
eliminate the reasonable pricing clause, but to develop a sounder methodology for
detennining a reasonable price, that takes into account the government's role in the
development of the drug.
With respect to the second issue, it is clear that drug development is a very
heterogeneous process, and it may, in some circumstances, be appropriate to modify a
reasonable pricing clause for some CRADAs or license agreements, as NIH has done in
the past. However, we believe NTH should develop a meaningful reasonable pricing
clause and pricing methodology, which would be presumed to be adequate, and only
allow modifications of the model reasonable pricing clause after public notice, and an
agency finding that the modification was in the public interest. This provides a
framework for balancing the public interest in reasonable pricing and new drug
development in those cases where there is evidence that modifications of the agreement

1

In the case of Taxol, there was also a controversy concerning the selection of the
"benchmark" drugs which were used.
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are needed lo attract investment.
Clearly the government has more power to obtain lower consumer prices when
the government's role in the development of the drug is extensive, and when the
government controls important intellectual property rights, and has less power when the
government's role is minor, or when it does not control intellectual property rights. NIH
already has the authority to consider these factors when negotiating a reasonable pricing
clause.
In those cases where the government has played an extensive role in the
development of a drug and it controls the intellectual property rights, there is a very
strong presumption that the agency should seek a low consumer price for the drug. For
example, if the government has funded drug development through Phase III trials, and
holds the patent for a drug, it should investigate licensing mechanisms which allow
competitive bidding based upon a low consumer price, or a similar mechanism that
would benefit consumers.
Finally, it is important to recall that most of the NIH funding for new drug
development is channeled through Universities and other research institutions which
obtain intellectual property rights under the Bayh-Dole Act. The Bayh-Dole Act has
always provided for compulsory licensing under government "march-in" rights if drug
companies do not make the technology available to public on reasonable terms. If NIH
totally eliminates the reasonable pricing clause it will lower the public interest
accountability for drugs developed directly by the government below that which now
exists for research funded at the university level.
Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

Bradley
n
Legislative Counsel
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STA!D.'IENT OF iU..lEN STOVALL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

THE NATIONAi, COALITION FOR CANCER SURVIVORSHil'
BEF )JU: THE NIH CRADA FORUM II
:SEPTI\MBER !I, 1994
Good afternoon. My r :nne i8 Ellen Stovall. I am here today in my role as Executive
Director of the National Coati fon for Cancer Survivorship and as a 22 year survivor of two
bouts with cancer. The Natio. ;.;;d Coalition for Cancer Survivorship is the largest nonprofit
cancer group whose member;! ir is comprised of thousands of individuals, community cancer
organizations and most of thi ~ ;:.ountry' s l.mding cancer treatment institutions. NCCS has

spawned many grassroots cam ttr groups throughout the country and was one of several
organizations that fo<mded the: llJational Breast Cancer Coalition in 1991; however, NCCS's
central mission always has be1 n to advocate on behalf of people wi::h l!.ll types of cancer.
While we are pleased to count :tmong our members hundreds of physicians, nurses and social
workers, our most important ( 011stitt.l(:ncy are the 8 million people living in this country
today, including myself, who · t :i ve received a diagnosis of cancer; ;md it is on their behalf
that I offer this statement.
Like people with AIDS and r.ither chronic and life-threatening illnesses, people living
with a diagnosis of cancer fre< u1!ntly mu~t: face. the devastating fac:t that there is no known
cure for their disease. Until t <(•re is known about the prevention and c-0ntrol of cancer, our
greatest hope lies in the disco' eiy a11d development of new anticancer agents. The National
Coalition for Cancer Survivor: bip st:mngly endorses any initiative·- public, private or
collaborative-that will increa1 e.: the ]prospects for cancer survival.
NCCS feels very stron1 :i!y that restrictive pricing enforcement would discourage
collaboration between the gov• :rnment and private sector. We do not support the use of the
pricing clause in Cooperative. ~.esearch and Development Agreements (CRADAs), because
we cannot support any mechar ii.m that would create disincentives to the private or public
development of new agents di: <:oven:d through federally-funded reS"..arch. As it is, there are
few industrial sponsors seekin; ~ lo participa.te in public/private cooperative initiatives; thus we
believe the dollars involved w :11ld !ll)t be significant enough to run the risk of discouraging
any qualified partner in such c c:yeloprnent efforts. Furthermore, w·~ feel that if NIH plays a
larger role in the "downstrearr" marketing and distribution of new products, the likely result
will be the decrease in new pr :iduct development. This is an unac.ceptable trade-off for
people with cancer whose live: are dependent on more effective and less debilitating
therapies.
B-72
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NCCS has been very ir volved in working with other cancer organizations to increase
funding for cancer research, ai 1d through that process we have become painfully aware of the
lack of adequate NIH funding :o carry forth the promising basic rerearch that will result in
new treatments for cancer. W,. are '1ery concerned that to burden the Institutes with
laborious and detailed pricing '~valuations and negotiations would result in taking away
valuable time and resources fr Jm wl:at should be its main emphasis-the rapid development
of new products that will add rn~L:able quality to the lives of pecple dealing with this
devastating disease that will st J:e cine in three Americans and kill one in four. If NIH plays
am: role regarding CF.ADA ai n:em1~nts, it should be one of creatin~ a positive environment
that offers incentives and not c :i.scourageoent to the J>rivate sector. As a result, people with
cancer and other life threateni11,?, diS<~tses will be able to realize the benefits of new product
development so vital to their dtimat1~ survival.
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Technology Transfer Activities at NIH
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Related Technology Transfer
Policies and Legislation

PUBLIC LA\\'

%-~>\l~OCT ~l. l!l~ll

!l.1

ST ..\T

Public Law ~G-,180
96th Congress
An Act
Oct

To promote United Slates technological 1nnovat1on for the achievement of national
econom1c, environmental, and social goals. and for other purposes.

JS

~:. 1~ 1 ~\\
L~.-10]

Be it enacted bv the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United Stales of A.menca zn Congress assembled, That this Act may be Stevenson·
\\'vdl('r
cited as the "Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980". Technology
SEC. 2. Fl'Dl,GS.

The Congress finds and declares that:
(]I Technology and industrial innovation are central to the
economic, environmental, and social well-being of citizens of the
United States.
(21 Technology and industrial innovation offer an improved
standard of living, increased public and private sector productivity, creation of new industries and employment opportunities,
improved public services and enhanced competitiveness of
United States products in world markets.
(3J Many new discoveries and advances in science occur m
universities and Federal laboratories, while the application of
this new knowledge to commercial and useful public purposes
depends largely upon actions by business and labor. Cooperation
among academia, Federal laboratories, labor, and industry, in
such forms as technology transfer, personnel exchange, joint
research projects, and others, should be renewed, expanded, and
strengthened.
(4J Small businesses have performed an important role in
advancing industrial and technological innovation.
15l Industrial and technological innovation in the United
States may be lagging when compared to historical patterns and
other industrialized nations.
161 Increased industrial and technological innovation would
reduce trade deficits, stabilize the dollar, increase productivity
gains, increase employment, and stabilize prices.
(7 J Government antitrust, economic, trade, patent, procurement, regulatory, research and development, and tax policies
have significant impacts upon industrial innovation and development of technology, but there is insufficient knowledge of their
effects in particular sectors of the economy.
(8) No comprehensive national policy exists to enhance technological innovation for commercial and public purposes. There is a
need for such a policy, including a strong national policy supporting domestic technology transfer and utilization of the science
and technology resources of the Federal Government.
(9) It is in the national interest to promote the adaptation of
technological innovations to State and local government uses.
Technological innovations can improve services, reduce their
costs, and increase productivity in State and local governments.
(10) The Federal laboratories and other performers of federally
funded research and development frequently provide scientific
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and technological developments of potential use to State and
local governments and private industry. These developments
should be made accessible to those governments and industry.
There is a need to provide means of access and to give adequate
personnel and funding support to these means.
(! 1) The Nation should give fuller recognition to individuals
and companies which have made outstanding contributions to
the promotion of technology or technological manpower for the
improvement of the economic, environmental, or social wellbeing of the United States.

l:> USC 3-;-02

SEC. 3. Pt:RPOSE.

It is the purpose of this Act to improve the economic, environmental, and social well-being of the United States by(!) establishing organizations in the executive branch to study
and stimulate technology;
(2) promoting technology development through the establishment of centers for industrial technology;
(3l stimulating improved utilization of federally funded technology developments by State and local governments and the
private sector;
(4) providing encouragement for the development of technology through the recognition of individuals and companies which
have made outstanding contributions in technology; and
(5) encouraging the exchange of scientific and technical personnel among academia, industry, and Federal laboratories.
i.1

use 3iU:.I.

SEC. 4. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, the
term(!) "Office" means the Office of Industrial Technology established under section 5 of this Act.
(2! "Secretary" means the Secretary of Commerce.
(3) "Director" means the Director of the Office of Industrial
Technology, appointed pursuant to section 5 of this Act.
(4 l "Centers" means the Centers for Industrial Technology
established under section 6 or section 8 of this Act.
(5) "Nonprofit institution" means an organization owned and
operated exclusively for scientific or educational purposes, no
part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual.
(6) "Board" means the National Industrial Technology Board
established pursuant to section 10.
(7) "Federal laboratory" means any laboratory, any federally
funded research and development center, or any center established under section 6 or section 8 of this Act that is owned and
funded by the Federal Government, whether operated by the
Government or by a contractor.
(8) "Supporting agency" means either the Department of
Commerce or the National Science Foundation, as appropriate.
Office of
lndustrinl
Technology,
establishment.
10 use 3704.
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SEC. 5. COMMERCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION.

(a) IN GENERAL-The Secretary shall establish and maintain an
Office of Industrial Technology in accordance with the provisions,
findings, and purposes of this Act.
(b) DIRECTOR.-The President shall appoint, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, a Director of the Office, who shall be
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compensated al the rate provided for level V of the Executive
Schedule in section 5316 of title 5, United States Code.
(cl DuTIES.-The Secretary, through the Director, on a continuing
basis, shall(!) determine the relationships of technological developments
and international technology transfers to the output, employment, productivity, and world trade performance of United
States and foreign industrial sectors;
(21 determine the influence of economic, labor and other
conditions, industrial structure and management, and government policies on technological developments in particular industrial sectors worldwide;
(31 identify technological needs, problems, and opportunities
within and across industrial sectors that, if addressed, could
make a significant contribution to the economy of the United
States;
(41 assess whether the capital, technical and other resources
being allocated to domestic industrial sectors which are likely to
generate new technologies are adequate to meet private and
social demands for goods and services and to promote productivity and economic growth;
(51 propose and support studies and policy experiments, in
cooperation with other Federal agencies, to determine the effectiveness of measures with the potential of advancing United
States technological innovation;
161 provide that cooperative efforts to stimulate industrial
innovation be undertaken between the Director and other officials in the Department of Commerce responsible for such areas
as trade and economic assistance;
(7) consider government measures with the potential of
advancing United States technological innovation and exploiting
innovations of foreign origin; and
(8) publish the results of studies and policy experiments.
(d) REPORT.-The Secretary shall prepare and submit to the Presi- Report to
President and
dent and Congress, within 3 years after the date of enactment of this Congress.
Act, a report on the progress, findings, and conclusions of activities
conducted pursuant to sections 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, and 13 of this Act and
recommendations for possible modifications thereof.
SEC. 6. CENTERS FOR INDl"STRIAL TECHNOLOGY.

15 USC 3i05.

(a) EsrABLJSHMENT.-The Secretary shall provide assistance for the
establishment of Centers for Industrial Technology. Such Centers
shall be affiliated with any university, or other nonprofit institution,
or group thereof, that applies for and is awarded a grant or enters
into a cooperative agreement under this section. The objective of the
Centers is to enhance technological innovation through(!) the participation of individuals from industry and universities in cooperative technological innovation activities;
(2) the development of the generic research base, important for
technological advance and innovative activity, in which individual firms have little incentive to invest, but which may have
significant economic or strategic importance, such as manufacturing technology;
(3) the education and training of individuals in the technological innovation process;
(4) the improvement of mechanisms for the dissemination of
scientific, engineering, and technical information among universities and industry;
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(5) the utilization of the capability and expertise, where appropriate, that exists in Federal laboratories; and
(6) the development of continuing financial support from other
mission agencies, from State and local government, and from
industry and universities through, among other means, fees,
licenses, and royalties.
(b) ACTJVITIES.-The activities of the Centera shall include, but
need not be limited to(1) research supportive of technological and industrial innovation including cooperative industry-university basic and applied
research;
(2) assistance to individuals and small businesses in the generation, evaluation and development of technological ideas supportive of industrial innovation and new business ventures;
(3) technical assistance and advisory services to industry,
particularly small businesses; and
(4) curriculum development, training, and instruction in invention, entrepreneurship, and industrial innovation.
Each Center need not undertake all of the activities under this
subsection.
(c) REQU!REMENTS.-Prior to establishing a Center, the Secretary
shall find that(!) consideration has been given to the potential contribution
of the activities proposed under the Center to productivity,
employment, and economic competitiveness of the United States;
(2) a high likelihood exists of continuing participation, advice,
financial support, and other contributions from the private
sector;

Inventions, title
acquisition.

C-18

(3) the host university or other nonprofit institution has a plan
for the management and evaluation of the activities proposed
within the particular Center, including:
(A) the agreement between the parties as to the allocation
of patent rights on a nonexclusive, partially exclusive, or
exclusive license basis to and inventions conceived or made
under the auspices of the Center; and
(Bl the consideration of means to place the Center, to the
maximum extent feasible, on a self-s11Btaining basis;
(4) suitable consideration has been given to the univeraity's or
other nonprofit institution's capabilities and geographical location; and
(5) consideration has been given to any effects upon competition of the activities prowsed under the Center.
(d) PLANNING GRANTS.-The Secretary is authorized to make
available nonrenewable planning grants to universities or nonprofit
institutions for the purpose of developing a plan required under
subsection (cX3).
(e) RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT UTILIZATION.-(1) To promote
technological innovation and commercialization of research and
development efforts, each Center has the option of acquiring title to
any invention conceived or made under the a11Bpices of the Center
that was supported at least in part by Federal funds: Provided,
That(A) the Center reports the invention to the supporting agency
together with a list of each country in which the Center elects to
file a patent application on the invention;
(B) said option shall be exercised at the time of disclosure of
invention or within such time thereafter as may be provided in
the grant or cooperative agreement;
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1C1 the Center intends to promote the commercialization of the
invention and file a United States patent application;
1D1 rovalties be used for compensation of the inventor or for
educational or research activities of the Center;
tE1 the Center make periodic reports to the supporting agency,
and the supporting agency may treat information contained in
such reports as privileged and confidential technical, commercial. and financial information and not subject to disclosures
under the Freedom of Information Act; and
tFI any Federal department or agency shall have the royaltyfree right to practice, or have practiced on its behalf, the
invention for governmental purposes.
The supporting agency shall have the right to acquire title to any
patent on an invention in any country in which the Center elects not
to file a patent application or fails to file within a reasonable time.
(21 Where a Ci'nter has retained title to an invention under Supporting
lirens1n~
paragraph 11 J of this subsection the supporting agency shall have the :..1gency
rights
right to require the Center or its licensee to grant a nonexclusive,
partially exclusive, or exclusive license to a responsible applicant or
applicants, upon terms that are reasonable under the circumstances,
1f the supporting agency determines, after public notice and opportunity for hearing, that such action is necessarytAI because the Center or license~ has not taken and is not
expected to take timely and effective action to achieve practical
application of the invention;
181 to meet health, safety, environmental, or national security
needs which are not reasonably satisfied by the contractor or
licensee; or
1C1 because the granting of exclusive rights in the invention
has tended substantially to lessen competition or to result in
undue market concentration in the United States in any line of
commerce to which the technology relates.
(31 Any individual, partnership, corporation, association, institu- U.S. Courts of
tion, or other entity adversely affected by a supporting agency Claiins, petition
determination made under paragraph (21 of this subsection may, at
any time within 60 days after the determination is issued, file a
petition to the United States Court of Claims which shall have
jurisdiction to determine that matter de nova and to affirm, reverse,
or modify as appropriate, the determination of the supporting
agency.
lD ADDITIONAL CoNSIDERATION.-The supporting agency may re- Antitrust laws.
quest the Attorney General's opinion whether the proposed joint
research activities of a Center would violate any of the antitrust laws.
The Attorney General shall advise the supporting agency of his
determination and the reasons for it within 120 days after receipt of
such request.
SEC. 7. GRA:-iTS A:-iD COOPERATIVE AGREDIESTS.

15 USC 3706.

(a) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary may make grants and enter into
cooperative agreements according to the provisions of this section in
order to assist any activity consistent with this Act, including
activities performed by individuals. The total amount of any such
grant or cooperative agreement may not exceed 75 percent of the
total cost of the program.
(b) ELIGIBILITY AND PROCEDURE.-Any person or institution may
apply to the Secretary for a grant or cooperative agreement available
under this section. Application shall be made in such form and
manner, and with such content and other submissions, as the Direc-
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tor shall prescribe. The Secretary shall act upon each such applicotion within 90 days after the date on which all required information is
received.
(c) TERMS AND CoNDITIONS. (1) Any grant made, or cooperative agreement entered into,
under this section shall be subject to the limitations and provisions set forth in paragraph (2) of this subsection, and to such
other terms, conditions, and requirements as the Secretary
deems necessary or appropriate.
(2) Any person who receives or utilizes any proceeds of any
grant made or cooperative agreement entered into under this
section shall keep such records as the Secretary shall by regulation prescribe a<1 being necessary and appropriate to facilitate
effective audit and evaluation, including records which fully
disclose the amount and disposition by such recipient of such
proceeds, the total cost of the program or project in connection
with which such proceeds were used, and the amount, if any, of
such costs which was provided through other sources.
1:) USC' JIUI.

42 USC 1861
note.

15 USC 3708.

SEC. 8. NATIONAL SCIE1'CE FOUNDATION CE!\"TERS FOR INDUSTRIAL
TECHNOLOGY.

(a) EsrABUSHMENT AND PROVISIONS.-The National Science Foundation shall provide assistance for the establishment of Centers for
Industrial Technology. Such Centers shall be affiliated with a university, or other nonprofit institution, or a group thereof. The objective
of the Centers is to enhance technological innovation as provided in
section 6(a) through the conduct of activities as provided in section
6(b). The provisions of sections 6(e) and 6(0 shall apply to Centers
established under this section.
(b) PLANNING GR.ANTS.-The National Science Foundation is
authorized to make available nonrenewable planning grants to
universities or nonprofit institutions for the purpose of developing
the plan, as described under section 6(cX3).
(c) TERMS AND CoNDITIONs.-Grants, contracts, and cooperative
agreements entered into by the National Science Foundation in
execution of the powers and duties of the National Science Foundation under this Act shall be governed by the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950 and other pertinent Acts.
SEC. 9. ADMINISTRATIVE ARRA'iGEMENTS.

(a) CooRDrNATION.-The Secretary and the National Science Foundation shall, on a continuing basis, obtain the advice and cooperation
of departments and agencies whose missions contribute to or are
affected by the programs established under this Act, including the
development of an agenda for research and policy experimentation.
These departments and agencies shall include but not be limited to
the Departments of Defense, Energy, Education, Health and Human
Services, Housing and Urban Development, the Environmental Protection Agency, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Small Business Administration, Council of Economic Advisers, Council on Environmental Quality, and Office of Science and Technology
Policy.
(b) CooPERATION.-lt is the sense of the Congress that departments
and agencies, including the Federal laboratories, whose missions are
affected by, or could contribute to, the programs established under
this Act, should, within the limits of budgetary authorizations and
appropriations, support or participate in activities or projects authorized by this Act.
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(c) ADMINISfRATIVE AuTHORIZATJON.(1) Departments and agencies described in subsection (b) are
authorized to participate in, contribute to, and serve as resources
for the Centers and for any other activities authorized under this
Act.
(2) The Secretary and the National Science Foundation are
authorized to receive moneys and to receive other forms of
assistance from other departments or agencies to support activities of the Centers and any other activities authorized under this
Act.
<d) CooPERATIVE EFFORTS.-The Secretary and the National Science Foundation shall, on a continuing basis, provide each other the
opportunity to comment on any proposed program of activity under
section 6, 8, or 13 of this Act before funds are committed to such
program in order to mount complementary efforts and avoid
duplication.
SEC. 10. NATIONAL INDt:STRIAL TECHNOLOGY BOARD.
(a) EsrABLISHMENT.-There shall be established a committee to be
known as the National Industrial Technology Board.
(b) DuTIES.-The Board shall take such steps as may be necessary to
review annually the activities of the Office and advise the Secretary
and the Director with respect to-(!)the formulation and conduct of activities under section 5 of
this title;
(2) the designation and operation of Centers and their programs under section 6 of this Act including assistance in establishing priorities;
(3) the preparation of the report required under section 5(d);
and
(4) such other matters as the Secretary or Director refers to the
Board, including the establishment of Centers under section 8 of
this Act, for review and advice.
The Director shall make available to the Board such information,
personnel, and administrative services and assistance as it may
reasonably require to carry out its duties. The National Science
Foundation shall make available to the Board such information and
assistance as it may reasonably require to carry out its duties.
(c) MEMBERSHIP, TERMS, AND PoWERS.(1) The Board shall consist of 15 voting members who shall be
appointed by the Secretary. The Director shall serve as a nonvoting member of the Board. The members of the Board shall be
individuals who, by reason of knowledge, experience, or training
are especially qualified in one or more of the disciplines and
fields dealing with technology, labor, and industrial innovation
or who are affected by technological innovation. The majority of
the members of the Board shall be individuals from industry and
business.
(2) The term of office of a voting member of the Board shall be 3
years, except that of the original appointees, five shall be
appointed for a term of 1 year, five shall be appointed for a term
of 2 years, and five shall be appointed for a term of 3 years.
(3) Any individual appointed to fill a vacancy occurring before
the expiration of the term for which his or her predecessor was
appointed shall be appointed only for the remainder of such
term. No individual may be appointed as a voting member after
serving more than two full terms as such a member.
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141 The Board shall select a voting member to serve as the
Chairperson and another voting member to serve as the Vice
Chairperson. The Vice Chairperson shall perform the functions
of the Chairperson in the absence or incapacity of the
Chairperson.
(51 Voting members of the Board may receive compensation at
a daily rate for GS-18 of the General Schedule under section 5332
of title 5, United States Code, when actually engaged in the
performance of duties for such Board, and may be reimbursed for
actual and reasonable expenses incurred in the performance of
such duties.

1:-,usc:r;io
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SEC. l l. CTJLIZATIOS OF' FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY.

(a) Poucv.-lt is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Government to ensure the full use of the results of the Nation's
Federal investment in research and development. To this end the
Federal Government shall strive where appropriate to transfer
federally owned or originated technology to State and local governments and to the private sector.
(bl ESTABLISHMENT OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
0FFlCES.~Each Federal laboratory shall establish an Office of Research and Technology Applications. Laboratories having existing
organizational structures which perform the functions of this section
may elect to combine the Office of Research and Technology Applications within the existing organization. The staffing and funding
levels for these offices shall be determined between each Federal
laboratory and the Federal agency operating or directing the laboratory, except that (!) each laboratory having a total annual budget
exceeding $20,000,000 shall provide at least one professional individual full-time as staff for its Office of Research and Technology
Applications, and (2) after September 30, 1981, each Federal agency
which operates or directs one or more Federal laboratories shall
make available not less than 0.5 percent of the agency's research and
development budget to support the technology transfer function at
the agency and at its lalYJratories, including support of the Offices of
Research and TL'<'hnology Applications. The agency head may waive
the requirements set forth in (J) and/or (2) of this subsection. If the
agency head waives either requirement (1) or (2), the agency head
shall submit to Congress at the time the President submits the budget
to Congress an explanation of the reasons for the waiver and
alternate plans for conducting the technology transfer function at the
agency.
(C) FUNCTIONS OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
OFF!CES.-lt shall be the function of each Office of Research and
Technology Applications(! J to prepare an application assessment of each research and
development project in which that laboratory is engaged which
has potential for successful application in State or local govern·
mentor in private industry;
(2) to provide and disseminate information on federally owned
or originated products, processes, and services having potential
application to State and local governments and to private
industry;
(3) to cooperate with and assist the Center for the Utilization of
Federal Technology and other organizations which link the
research and development resources of that laboratory and .the
Federal Government as a whole to potential users in State and
local government and private industry; and
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(41 to provide technical assistance in response to requests from
St.ate and local government officials.
Agencies which have established organizati.onal. structures out.side
their Federal laboratories which have as their principal purpose the
transfer of federally owned or originated technology to St.ate and
local government and to the private sector may elect to perform the
functions of this subsection in such organizational structures. No
Office of Research and Technology Applications or other organizational structures performing the functions of this subsection shall
substantially compete with similar services available in the private
sector.

(d) CENTER FOR THE UTILIZATION OF FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY.-There
is hereby established in the Department of Commerce a Center for
the Utilization of Federal Technology. The Center for the Utilization
of Federal Technology shall(11 serve as a central clearinghouse for the collection, dissemination and transfer of information on federally owned or originated technologies having potential application to State and
local governments and to private industry;
(21 coordinate .the activities of the Offices of Research and
Technology Applications of the Federal laboratories;
(3) utilize the expertise and services of the National Science
Foundation and the existing Federal Laboratory Consortium for
Technology Transfer; particularly in dealing with State and local
governments;
(4) receive requests for technical assistance from State and
local governments and refer these requests to the appropriate
Federal laboratories;
(5) provide funding, at the discretion of the Secretary, for
Federal laboratories to provide the assistance specified in subsection (c)(4J; and
(61 use appropriate technology transfer mechanisms such as
personnel exchanges and computer·based systems.
(e) AGENCY REPORTING.-Each Federal agency which operates or
directs one or more Federal laboratories shall prepare biennially a
report summarizing the activities performed by that agency and its
Federal laboratories pursuant to the provisions of this section. The
report shall be transmitted to the Center for the Utilization of
Federal Technology by November I of each year in which it is due.
SEC. 12. NATIONAL TECHSOLOGY MEDAL.

Esinbhshment

l'> USC 3711.

(a) ESTABLISHMENT.-There is hereby established a National Technology Medal, which shall be of such design and materials and bear
such inscriptions as the President, on the basis of recommendations
submitted by the Office of Science and Technology Policy, may
prescribe.
(b) AwARD.-The President shall periodically award the medal, on
the basis of recommendations received from the Secretary or on the
basis of such other information and evidence as he deems appropriate, to individuals or companies, which in his judgment are deserving
of special recognition by reason of their outstanding contributions to
the promotion of technology or technological manpower for the
improvemenl of the economic, environmental, or social well-being of
the United States.
(c) PRESENTATION.-The presentation of the award shall be made by
the President with such ceremonies as he may deem proper.
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SEC. 13. PERSONNEL EXCllANGES.

The Secretary and the National Science Foundation, jointly, shall
establish a program to foster the exchange of scientific and technical
personnel among academia, industry, and Federal laboratories. Such
program shall include both(!) federally supported exchanges and (21
efforts to stimulate exchanges without Federal funding.
SEC. 14. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

(a) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary for
purposes of carrying out section 6, not to exceed $19,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending September 30, 1981, $40,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending September 30, 1982, $50,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
September 30, 1983, and $60,000,000 for each of the fiscal years
ending September 30, 1984, and 1985.
(b) In addition to authorizations of appropriations under subsection
(a), there is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary for
purposes of carrying out the provisions of this Act, not to exceed
$5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1981, $9,000,000
for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1982, and $14,000,000 for
each of the fiscal years ending September 30, 1983, 1984, and 1985.
(c) Such sums as may be appropriated under subsections (a) and (b)
shall remain available until expended.
(d) To enable the National Science Foundation to carry out its
powers and duties under this Act only such sums may be appropriated as the Congress may authorize by law.
1. -,

L'SC' :ri I~

SEC. 15. SPENDING Al'THORITY.

No payments shall be made or contracts shall be entered into
pursuant to this Act except to such extent or in such amounts as are
provided in advance in appropriation Acts.
Approved October

~1.

1980.
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Public Law 99-502
99th Congress

100 STAT.

nss

An Act

To. amend the Stevenson.\Y)·dJer Technology Innovation Act of 1980' to promote
technolo~ transfer by authorizing Government-operated laboratorit"S lo enter into
cooperauve research aln'ttmenls and by ~tablishing a fSdt>Tdl Laboratory Conser·
tium for Technology Transfer within the National Bureju
St.andards, and for
other purposes.

or

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represenlalf.'Pes 11/".lh•
United States of America in Congress assembled,
SF.CTI OS I. SllORT TITLE.

___

- Ckt.
- - 20
- 1~86,_
IH.Il. 37731

F'ed@nll
Tc>chnology
Tranafer Act of
19~6.

This Act may be cited as the "Federal Technology Transfer Act of C.Ommerc.'© @nd
1986".
trade.

sr.r. 2. COOPERATIVE RESEARCH ASD DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS.
The Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 is
amended by redesignating sections 12 through 15 as sectiollll 16
through 19, and by inserting immediately after section 11 the
following:
"SEC. 11. COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AGREF.MENTS.

Goven"tment
orgnni.mtion and
employeu.
15 USC 3701
note.
15 USC :r101

"""'·
15USC
3711-3714.

15 USC 3710._

"(al GENERAL AUTHonrrv.-Each Federal agency may permit the
director of any of its Government-operated Federal laboratories"(!) to enter into cooperative research and development Sta!& aod l=al
agreements on behalf of such agency (subject to subsection (c) of governm®nta.
this section> with other Federal agencies; units of State or local Bw.inl1'Mill and
government; industrial organizations (including corporations, hldusiry.
&:hoolm 1uid
partnerships, and limited partnerships, and industrial develop- colleg®!ii.
ment. organizations); public and private foundatioM; nonprofit
organizations (including universities); or other pereona (includ·
ing licensees of inventions owned by the Federal agency); and
"(21 to negotiate licensing agreements under section 207 of
title 35, United States Code, or under other authorities for
Government-owned inventions made at the laboratory and
other inventions of Federal employees that may be voluntarily
asoigned to the Government.
"(b) ENUMERATED AUTHORITY.-Under agreements entered into
pursuant to subsection (aXll, a Government-operated Federal laboratory may <subject to subsection (C) of this section)"(!) accept, retain, and use funds, personnel, services, and
property from collaborating parties and provide pereonnel, services, and property to collaborating parties;
"(21 grant or agree to grant in advance, to a collaborating Paten.b Bl'l<l
party, patent licenses or assignments, or optiollll thereto, in tre.delllJIU'k3,
any invention made in whole or in part by a Federal employee' under the agreement, retaining a nonexclusive,
nontransfcrrable, irrevocable, paid-up liceruie to practice the
invention or have the invention practiced throughout the world
by or on behalf of the Government and such other rights u the
Federal laboratory deer!lll appropriate; and

91-139 0 - 86 (S19l
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"(;!} waive, subject to reservation by the Government of a
nonexclusive, irrevocable, paid·up license to practice the inven·
tion or have the invention pract,iced throughout the world by or
on behalf of the Go•·ernment. in advance. in whole or in part,
any right of ownership which the Federal Government may
have to any subject invention made under the agreement by a
collaborating party or employee of a collaborating party; and
"t4J to the extent consistent with any applicable agency
requirements and standards of conduct, permit employet>S or
former employees of the laboratory to participate in effort" lo
commercialize inventions they made while in the service of the
United States.
"rel CONTRACT CoNSJDERATIONs.-( ll A Federal agency may issue
regulations on suitable procedures for implementing the provisions
of this section; however, implementation of this section shall not be
delayed until issuance of such regulations.
"t2l The agency in permitting a Federal laboratory to enter into
ngreements under this section shall be guided by the purposes of
this Act.
"t3XAI Any agency using the authority given it under subsection
(al shall review employee standards of conduct for resolving potential connicts of interest to make sure they adequately establish
guidelines for situations likely to arise through the use of this
authority, including but not limited to cases where present or
former employees or their partners negotiate licenses or assignments of titles to inventions or negotiate cooperative research and
development agr!!f!ments with Federal agencies (including the
agency with which the employee involved is or was formerly
employed I.
"tBJ If, in implementing subparagraph (Al, an agency is unable to
resolve potential conflicts of interest within its current statutory
framework, it shall propose necessary statutory changes to be forwarded to its authorizing committees in Congres.;.
"(41 The laboratory director in deciding what cooperative research
and development agreements to enter into shall"tAl give special consider:ltion to small business firms, and
consortia involving small business firms; and
"tBJ give preference to business units located in the United
States which agree that products embodying inventions made
under the cooperative research and development agreement or
produced through the use of such inventions will be manufactured substantially in the United States and, in the case of any
industrial organization or other person subject to the control of
a foreign company or government, as appropriate, take into
consideration whether or not such foreign government permits
United States agencies, organizations, or other persons to enter
into cooperative research and development agreements and
licensing agreements.
"t5XAl If the head of the agency or his designee desires an
opp-0rtunity to disapprove or require the modification of any such
agr!!f!ment, the agreement shall provide a 3().day period within
which such action must be taken beginning on the date the agreement is presented to him or her by the head of the laboratory
concerned.
"tBl In any case in which the head of an agency or his designee
disapproves or requires the modification of an agreement presented
under this section, the head of the agency or such designee shall
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transmit a written explanation of such disapproval or modification
to the head of the laboratory concerned.
"16) Each agency shall maintain a record of all agreements entered into under this section.
"id) DEl'INITION .-As used in this section"11) the term 'cooperative research and development agreement' means any agreement between one or more Federal
laborntories and one or more non-Federal parties under which
the Government, through its laboratories, provides personnel,
services, facilities, equipment, or other resources with or with·
out reimbursement ibut not funds to non-Federal partiesl and
the non-Federal parties provide funds, personnel, services,
facilities, equipment, or other resources toward the conduct of
specified research or development efforts which are consistent
with the missions of the laboratory; except that such term does
not include a procurement contract or cooperative agreement as
those terms are used in sections 6303, 6304, and 6305 of title 31,
United States Code; and
"(2) the term 'laboratory' means a facility or group of facilities owned, leased, or otherwise used by a Federal agency, a
substantial purpose of which is the performance of research,
development, or engineering by employees of the Federal
Government.
"(e) DETERMINATION OF LABORATORY M1SSIONS.-For pUrposel!l of
this section, an agency shall make separate determinatiom of the
mission or missions of each of its laboratories.
"(f) RELATIONSHIP TO 0rHER LAws.-Nothing in this section is
intended to limit or diminish existing authorities of any agency.".
SEC. 3.

Reeord,.

ESTARLISll~1ENT

OF Ff.DERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIVlll FOR
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER..

Section 11 of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of
1980 (15 U.S.C. 3710) is amended(1) by redesignating subsection (e) as subsection (fl; and
(2) by inserting after subsection (dl the following:
"(e) EsTABLISHMEN'l' OF FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM FOR
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.-()) There is hereby established the Federal
Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer !hereinafter referred to as th" 'Consortium') which, in cooperation with Federal
Laboratories and the private se<:tor, shall"(A) develop and (with the consent of the Federal lab-Oratory
concerned) administer techniques, training cour,;es, and materials concerning technology transfer to increase the awareness
of Federal laboratory employees regarding the commercial
potential of laboratory technology and innovations;
"(Bl furnish advice and assistance requested by Federal agen·
cies and laboratories for use in their technology transfer programs (including the planning of seminars for small business
and other industry);
"(C) provide a clearinghouse for requests, received at the
laboratory level, for technical assistance from States and units
of local governments, businesses, industrial development
organizations, not-for-profit organizations including universities, Federal agencies and laboratories, and other persons,

Poot, p. 1~91.

and-

"(i) to the extent that such requests can be responded to
with published information available to the National Tech·
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nical Information Service, refer such requests to that Service. and
"(iii otherwise refer these requests to the appropriate
Federal laboratories nnd agencies;
"1D1 facilitate communication and coordination between
Offices of Research and Technology Applications of Federal
laboratories;
"!El utilize Iwith the consPnt of the agency involved I 1he
expertise and services of the National Science Foundation. the
Department of Commerce, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and other Federal agencies, as necessary;
"(fl with the consent of any Federal laboratory, facilitate the
use by such laboratory of appropriate technology transfer
mechanisms such as personnel exchanges and computer-based
systems;
"iGl with the consent of any Federal laboratory, assist such
laboratory to establish programs using technical volunteers to
provide technical assistance to communities related to such
laboratory;
"(HJ facilitate communication and cooperation between Offices of Research and Technology Applications of federal laboratories and regional, State, and local technology transfer
orgnnizations;

"ill when requested, assist colleges or universities, businesses,
nonprofit organizations, State or local governments, or regional
organizations to establish programs to stimulate research and
to encourage technology transfer in such areas as technology
program development, curriculum design, long-term research
planning, personnel needs projections, ond productivity assess·
ments; and
"1J1 seek "dvice in each Federal laboratory consortium rt.'gion
from representatives of State and local government.s. large and
small business, universities, and other appropriate persons on
the effectiveness of the program land any such advice shall be
provided at no expense to the Government I.
"121 The membership of the Consortium shall consist of the Federal laboratories described in clause 111 of subsection (bl and such
other laboratories as may choose to join the Consortium. The representat1\'es to lhe Consortium shall include a senior staff member
of each Federal laboratory which is a member of the Consortium
and a representative appointed from each Federal agency with one
or more member laboratories.
"131 The representatives to the Consortium shall elect a Chairman
of the Consortium.
"(41 The Director of the National Bureau of Standards shall
provide the Consortium, on a reimbursable basis, with administrative services, such as office space, personnel, and support services of
the Bureau, as requested by the Consortium and approved by such
Director.
"(5) Each Federal laboratory or agency shall transfer technology
directly to users or representatives of users, and shall not transfer
technology directly to the Consortium. Each Federal laboratory
shall conduct and transfer technology only in accordance with the
practices and policies of the Federal agency which owns, leases, or
otherwise uses such Federal laboratory.
"(6) Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this
subsection, and every year thereafter, the Chairman of the Consor-
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tium shall submit a report to the President, to the appropriate
authoriz:1tion and appropriation committeei; of both Houses of the
Congress. and to each agency with respect to which a transfer of
funding is made tfor the fiscal year or years invoh·edl under para·
graph Iii. concerning the activities of the Consortium and the
expenditures made by it under this subsection during the year for
which the report is made.
"tiXAI Subject to subparngraph (Bl, an amount equal to 0.00~
percent of that portion of the research and development budget of
each Federal agency that is to be utilized by the luboratori~s of such
agency for a fiscal year referred to in subparagraph (Blliil shall be
transferred by such agency to the National Bureau of Standards at
the beginning of the fiscal year involved. Amounts so transferred
shall be provided by the Bureau to the Consortium for the purpose
of carrying out activities of the Consortium under this subsection.
"!Bl A transfer shall be made by any Federal agency under
subparagraph (Al, for any fiscal year, only if"(i) the amount so transferred by that agency (as determined
under such subparagraph) would exceed $10,000; and
"(iil such transfer is made with respect to the fiscal year 1987,
1988. 1989, 1990, or 1991.
"(Cl The heads of Federal agencies and their designees, arid the
directors of Federal laboratories, may provide such additional support for operations of the Consortium as they deem appropriate.
"(8XA l The Consortium shall use 5 percent of the funds provided
in paragraph (7XAl to establish demonstration projects in tech·
nology. transfer. To carry out such projects, the Consortium may
arrange for grants or awards to, or enter into agreements with,
nonprofit State, local, or private organizations or entities whose
primary purposes are to facilitate cooperative research between the
Federal laboratories and organizations not associated with the Fl'rl·
era! laboratories, to transfer technology from the Federal labora·
tories. and to advance State and local economic activitv.
"(81 The demonstration projects established und.,rsubparngraph
!Al shall serve as model programs. Such projf'Cts shall be designed to
develop programs and mechanisms for technology transfer from the
Federal laboratories which may be utilized by the States and which
will enhance Federal, State, and local programs for the transfer of
technology.
"(Cl Application for such grants, awards, or agreements shall be
in such form and contain such information as the Consortium or its
designee shall specify.
"ID) Any person who receives or utilizes any proceeds of a grant or
award mnde, or ab'l'eement entered into, under this paragraph shall
keep such records as the Consortium or its designee shall determine
are necessary and appropriate to facilitate effective audit and
evaluation, including records which fully disclose the amount and
disposition of such proceeds and the total cost of the project in
connection with which such proceeds were used.".

R.rords.

SEC. 4. L'TILIZATIOS OF FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY.
(al RESPONSIBILITY FOR Tl:CHNOLOGY TRANSFER.-Section l!(a) of
the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (15 U.S.C.
3710(a)l is amended(1) by inserting"(!)" after "Poucv.-"; and
(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new
paragraphs:
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<21 Technology transfer, consi>tent with mi.sion responsibil·
ities, is n responsibility of each laboratory science and engineering
professional.
"1;J1 Ench laboratory director shall ensure that efforts to trnnsfer
technology are considered positi\'ely in laboratory job descriptions,
employee promotion policies, and evaluation of the job performance
of>cientists and engineers in the laboratory.".
ibl RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY APPl.ICATIONS OFFICES.--(11 Section
I !<bl of such Act <15 U.S.C. 37 IO!b)J is omendedIAI by striking out "a total annual budget exceeding
$20,000,000 shall provide at least one professional individual
full-time" and inserting in lieu thereof "200 or more full-time
equivalent scientific, engineering, and related technical posi·
lions ~hall provide one or more full-time equivalent positions";
1Bl by inserting immediately before the next to last sentence
the following new sentence: "Furthermore, indh-iduals filling
positions in an Office of Research and Technology Applications
shall be included in the overall laboratory/agency management
development program so as to ensure that highly competent
technical managers are full participants in the technology
transfer process.";
1C1 by strikinlf out "requirements set forth in (1) and/or (2l of
this sub~ection' in the next to last sentence and inserting in
lieu thereof "requirement set forth in clause <2l of the preceding
sentence"; and

Statt• ::ind local
government.ls.
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<DI by striking out "either requirement (!) or (2)" in the last
sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "such requirement".
(2) Section llicl of such Act (!.'; U.S.C. 3710icll is amendedIAI by striking out paragraph (l) and inserting in lieu thereof
the following:
"1 I I to prepare application assessments for selected rcr.earch
and development projects in which that laboratory is engaged
and which in the opinion of the laboratory may have potential
commercial applications;";
·
1B1 by striking out "the Center for the Utilization of Federal
Technology" in paragraph (31 and inserting in lieu thereof "the
National Technical Information Service, the Federal Labore·
tory Consortium for Technology Transfer,", and by striking out
"and" 11ftH the semicolon;
<Cl by striking out "in response to requests from State and
local government officials." in paragraph !41 and inserting in
lieu thereof "to St.ate and local government officials; and"; and
!DI by inserting immediately after paragraph (4l the following
new paragraph:
"(5) to participate, where feasible, in regional, State, and local
programs designed to facilitate or stimulate the transfer of
technology for the benefit of the region, State, or local jurisdic·
tion in which the Federal laboratory is located."
(c) DISSE:\llNATION OF TECHNICAL INFOllMATION.-Section !l(d) of
such Act (!5 U.S.C. 3710(d)) is amended(!) by striking out "(d)" and all that follows down through
"shall-" and inserting in lieu I hereof the following:
(d) DISSEMINATION OF TECHNICAL INIF'OllMATION.-The National
Technical Information Service shall-";
12) by striking out paragraph <2J;
!3) by striking out "existing" in parsgTaph (3), 11J1d redesignal·
ing such paragraph as paragraph (2);
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W by striking out paragraph 14! and inserting in lieu thereof
the following:
"1:ll receive requests for technical assistance from Stnte and

St"'• und local

locnJ

go\'rrn111t>nlt>

~overnments,

respond to such requests v.-·ith published

inform3tion available to the Service, and refer such requests to
the Fccoral Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer to
the extPnt that such requests require a response involving more
than the published information available to the Service;";
(5) hy redesignating paragraphs (5) and on as paragraphs 14)
and 151, respt>etively; and
161 by striking out "lcM41" in paragraph 141 as so redesignated
and inserting in lieu thereof "lcX3l".
id) AGESCY REPORTING.-Section lltf) of such Act (15 u.s.c.
3il0tell tas redesii;:nated by section 3111 of this Actl is amended(! I by striking out "prepare biennially a report summarizin~
the activities" in the first sentence and inserting in lieu therrof
"report annually to the Congress, as part of the agency's annual
budget submission, on the activities"; and
<2l by striking out the second sentence.
SEC. 5. Fl'.SCTIOSS Ot' THE SECRETAR\" OF comlt:Rt'E.

~port•.

15 US!;' 3j 10.

Section 11 of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of
1980 las amended by the preceding provisions of this Actl is further

amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"fg) FUNCTIOtCS or THE SECRETARY.-{l) The Secretary, in consultation with other Federal agencies, may"<Al make available to interested agencies the expertise of the
Department of Commerce regarding the commercial potential of
inventions and methods and options for commercialization
which 3re available to the Federal laboratories, including research and development limited partnerships;
"(Bl develop and disseminate to appropriate agency and laboratory personnel model provisions for use on a voluntary basis
in cooperative research and development arrangements; and
"<Cl furnish advice and assistance, upon request, to Federal
agencies concerning their cooperative research and development programs and projects.
"(21 Two years after the date of the enactment of this subsection
and every two years thereafter, the Secretar.v shall submit a summary report to the President and the Congress on the use by the
agencies and the Secretary of the authorities specified in this Act.
Other Federal agencies shall cooper~te in the report's preparation.
"f3) Not Inter than one year after the date of the enactment of the
Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986, the Secretary shall submit
to the Presi<lent and the Congress a report regarding"(A) any copyright provisions or other ty(>l!S of barriers which
tend to restrict or limit the transfer of federally funded computer software to the private sector and to State and local
governments, and agencies of such State and local governments;
and
"(Bl the feasibility and cost of compiling and maintaining a
current and comf,rehensive inventory of all federally funded
training sof\ware. '
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SEC. 6. REWARllS FOR S('IEST!FIC. t:s1;1st:El!ING, AND n:c11s1c.\L
l't:llSOSSEL OR n:llERAL AGESCli:S.

The Stevenson-Wydler Te<:hnology Innovation Act of 1980 (as
amended by the preceding provisions of this Act) is further amended
by inserting after section 12 the following new se<:tion:
l!i USC 3i10b.

"SEC.12 RF:\\' ·\RllS FOR SCIESTIFIC, t:s1;1st:ERING, AND n:t:ll:-OICAL
PEllSO!llSEL Ot' F'EIJER.U, AGES!:IES.

"The head of each Federal agency that is making expenditures at
a rate ol' more than $;i0,000,UUO per fiscal year for research and
development in its Government-operated laboratories shall use the
appropriate statutory authority to develop and implement a cash
awards program to reward its scientific, engineering, and te<:hnical
personnel for''11) inventions, innovations, or other outstanding scientific or
technological contributions of value to the United States due to
commercial application or due to contributions to missions of
the Federal agency or the Federal government, or
"12) e•emplary activities that promote the domestic transfer
of science and te<:hnology development within the Federal
Government and result in utilization of such science and te<:h·
nology by American industry or business, universities, State or
local governments, or other non-Federal parties.".
SEC. 7. OISTRIBL'TION OF ROYALTn:s Rl::CF.l\'EIJ RY n:IJERAL AGESCIES.

The Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (as
amended by the preceding provisions of this Act) is further amended
by inserting after section 13 the following new se<:tion:
15 USC 37!0c.
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"SEC. 1;; DISTRIBl!TION OF ROYALTO:S 1n:o:1vED llY n:nf:R.IL
AGEN<::fES.
"(a) l:oi GENERAL.--11) Except as provided in paragraphs (2) and 141,

nny royalties or other income re<:cived by a Federal agency from the
licensing or assignment of inventions under agreements entered
into under section 12, and inventions of Government-operated Fed·
eral laboratories licensed under section 207 of title 3f>, United States
Code, or under any other provision of law, shall be retained by the
agcney whose laboratory produce<! the invention and shall be disposed of as follows:
"(AXi) The head of the agency or his designt"e shall pay at least 15
percent of the. royalties or othel' income the agency receiv<S on
account of any invention to the inventor (or co-inventors) if the
inventor lor each such co-inventor) was an employt"e of the agency nt
the time the invention was made. This clause shall take effect on th~
date of t.he enactment of this section unless the agency publishes a
notice in the Federal Register within 90 days of such date indicatin!";
its election to file a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking pursuant to
clause liil.
"(ii) An agency may promulgv.te, in accordance with section 5;,;1 of
title 5, United States Code, regulations providing for an alternative
program for sharing royalties with inventors who were employed by
the agency at the time the invention was made and whooe names
appear on licensed inventions. Such regulations must"(!) guarantee a fixed minimum payment to ench such inven·
tor, each 1ear that the agency re<:eives royalties from that
inventor's mvention;
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"!Iii provide 3 percentage royalty share to each such inventor,
each year that the agency receives royalties from that inven·
tor's invention in excess of a threshold amount:
"till! provide thut total payments to all such inventors shall
exceed 15 percent of total agency royalties in any given fiscal
year: and
"(!Vl provide appropriate incentives from royalties for those
laboratory employees who contribute substantially to the tech·
nical development of a licensed invention between the time of
the filing of the patent application and the licensing of the
invention.

"(iiil An a~ency that has published its intention to promulgate
regulations under clause tiil may elect not to pay inventors under
clause (i) until the expiration of two years after the date of the
enactment of this Act or until the date of the promulgation of such
regulutions, whichever is earlier. If an agency makes such :in election and after two years the regulations have not been promulgated,
the agency shall make payments <in accordance with clause I ill of at
least 15 percent of the royalties involved, retroactive to the date of
the enactment of this Act. If promulgation of the regulations occurs
within two years after the date of the enactment of this Act,
payments shall he made in accordance with such rPgulations, retroactive to the date of the enactment of this Act. The agency shall
retain its royalties until the inventor's portion is paid under either
clause (i) or <iil. Such royalties shall not be transferred to the
agency's Government-operated laboratories under subparnl(rnph !Bl
and shall not revert to the Treasury pursuant to paragraph (~l as a
result of any delay caused by rulemaking under this subparagraph.
"!Bl The balance of the royalties or other income shall be transferred by the agency to its Government-operated laboratories, with
the majority share of the royalties or other income from any inven·
tion going to the laboratory where the invention occurred; anrl the
funds so tr:>nsfcrred to any such laboratory may be usPd or obligated
ty that laboratory during the fiscal year in which they are received
or during the succeeding fiscal year"ti I for payment of expenses incidental to the administration
and licensing of inventions by that laboratory or by thP agency
with respect to inventions which occurred at that laboratory,
including the fees or other costs for the services of other agen·
cies, persons, or organizations for invention management and

Rcgulat1on•.

licensing services;

"(iil to reward scientific, engineering, and technical employees of that laboratory;
"<iii) to further scientific exchange among the Governmentoperated laboratories of the agency; or
"(iv) for e<lucation and training of employt'<'S consistent with
the research and development mission and ob.iectives of the
agency, and for other activities that increase the lic~nsing
potential for transfer of the technology of the Government·
operoted laboratories of the agency.
Any of such funds not so used or obligated by the end of the fiscal
year succeeding the fiscal year in which they are received shall be
paid into the Treasury of the United States.
"(2l If, after payments to inventors under paragraph (ll, the
royalties received by an agency in any fiscal year exceed ;, percent of
the budget of the Government-operated laboratories of the agency
for that year, 75 percent of such excess shall be paid to the Treasury
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of the United States nnd the remaining z;; percent may be used or
obligated for the purposes described in clauses Iii through livl of
parm:rnph tlXBI during that fiscal year or the succeeding fiscal year.
Any J'unds not so used or obligated shall be paid into the Treasury of
the T..:nited States.
''131 Any payment made to an employee under this section shall be
in addition to the regular pay of the employee and to any other
awards made to the employee. and shall not affect the entitlement
of the employee to any regular pay, annuity, or award to which he is
otherwise entitled or for which he is otherwise eligible or lin>it the
amount thereof. Any payment made to an inventor as such shall
continue after the inventor leaves the laboratory or agency. Payments mnde under this section shall not exceed $100,000 per year to
any one person, unless the President approves a larger award !with
the excess over $100,000 being treated as a Presidential award under
section 4504 of title 5, United States Code>.
"t41 A Federal agency receiving royalties or other income as a
result of invention management services performed for another
Federal agency or laboratory under section 207 of title :l!i, United
States Code, shall retain such royalties or income to the extent
required to offset the payment of royalties to inventors under clause
Iii of paragraph ( lXA>. costs and expenses incurred under clause Iii of
paragraph tlXBl, and the cost of foreign patenting and maintenance
for such invention performed at the request of the other agency or
laboratory. All royalties and other income remaining after payment
of the royalties, costs, and expenses described in the preceding
sentence shall be transferred to the agency for which the services
were performed. for distribution in accordance with clauses til
through liv1· of paragraph(! XB>.
"(bl CERTAIN AssmNMENTS.-!f the invention involved wns one
assigned to the Federal agency·
"(! l by a contractor, grantee, or participant in a cooperative
agreement with the agency, or
"(21 by an employee of the agency who wns not working in the
laboratory at the time the invent.on was made,
the ngency unit that was invlllved in such assignment shall be
considered to be a laboratory for purposes of this section.
"(cl REPORTS.-(!) In making their annual budget submissions
Federai agencies shall submit, to the nppropriate authorization and
appropriation committees of both Houses of the Congress, summaries of the amount of royalties or other income received and
expenditures made (including inventor awards! \Jnder this section.
"f2l The Comptroller General, five years after the date or the
enactment of this section, shall review the effectiveness of the
various royalty-sharing programs established under this section and
report to the appropriate committees of the House of Representa·
tives and the Senate, in a timely manner, his findings, conclusions,
and recommendationa for improvements in such programs.".
SEC. d.

E~IPLOYEE

ACTl\'mES.

The Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 fas
amended by the preceding provisions of this Act) is further amended
by inserting after section !.4 the following new .ection:
Patenta and
trndemarlul.
Busineaa and

industry.
15 USC 37 !0d.
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15. EMPLOYEE ACTIVITIES.

IN GENERAL-If a Federal agency which has the right of
ownership to an invention under this Act does not intend to tile for
"(a)
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a patent nto;ilkotion or otherwise to promote commercialir.ation of
such in\'ention, the agency shall allow the inventor, if the in\'entor
is a Government employee or former employee who made the inven·
tion during the course of employment with the Government, to
retain title to the in\'ention (subject to reservation by the Govern·
ment of a nonexclusive, nontransferrable, irrevocable, paid-up
license to practice the invention or have the invention practiced
throughout the world by or on behalf of the Govcrnmentl. In
addition, the af:ency may condition the inventor's rii;:ht to title on
the timely filing of a patent application in cases when the Govern·
ment determines that it has or may have a need to practice the
invention.

"cbl DEFINITION.-For purposes of this section, Federal employees
include 'special Go,·ernment employees' as defined in section 202 of
title 18, United States Code.
"Ccl REL.ATIO~ISHtP TO OTHER LAws.-Nothing in this section is
intended to limit or diminish existing authorities of any agency.".
SF.C. 9. mSCELLA!\:F.Ol'S ASI> ('OSt'OR~llSG

AMF.NmlF.:>.~.

<al REPEAL OF NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL TECHNOUX:Y BoARD.-Section
10 of the Ste\'enson·Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (1,5
U.S.C. 3i091 is r~pealed.
1bl CHANGES tN TERM1Nowcv oR AoMtNtSTRATtVF. STRVC"l'VRE.-(ll
Section 3C2l of the Stevenson-Wydler Technulugy Innovation Act of
1980 is amended by striking out "centers for industrial technology"
and inserting in lieu thereof "cooperative research centers".
!21 Section 4 of such Act is amendedCAl·by striking out "Industrial Technology" in paragraph (I)
and inserting in lieu thereof "Productivity, Technology, and
Innovation";
CBI by striking out " 'Director' means the Director of the
Office of Industrial TechnolOb'Y" in paragraph cal and inserting
in lieu thereof " 'Assistant Secretary' means the Assistant Sec·
retary for Productivity, Technology, and Innovation";
1CJ by striking out "Centers for Industrial Technology" in
paragraph 141 and inserting in lieu thereof "Cooperative
Research C.enters";
CD! b.v striking out paragraph (6), and redcsignating parn·
graphs 171 and 18! as paragraphs (6) and (7), respectively; and
CE! by striking out "owned and funded" in paragraph 161 as so
redesignated and inserting in lieu thereof "owned, leased, or
otherwise used by a Federal agency and funded".
t31 Section Seal of such Act is amended by striking out "Industrial
Technology" and inserting in lieu thereof "Productivity, Tech·
nology, and Innovation".
(4! Section 5(bl of such Act is amended by striking out "DIRECTOR"
and inserting in lieu thereof "ASSISTANT SECRF.TARY", and by strik·
ing out "a Director of the Office" and all that follows and inserting
in lieu thereof "an Assistant Secretary for Productivity, Technology,
and Innovation.".
<SJ Section S<c> of such Act is amended(Al by strikinv out "the Director" each place it appears and
inserting in lieu thereof "the Assistant Secretary";
!Bl by redesignating paragraphs (7) and (8) as paragraphs C9l
and 001, respectively; and
!Cl by inserting immediately after paragraph (6) the following
new paragraphs:
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"17) encourage and 0"9ist the cre:ition of centers and other
joint initiatives by State of local governments, rf'gion:il
organizations, private business~s. institutions of higher
education, nonprofit organizations, or Federal laboratories to
enrourage technology transfer, to stimulate inno\'ation, and to
promote an appropriate climate for investment in technologyrelated industries;
"18) propose and encourage cooperati,·e research in•·olving
:ippropriate Federal entities, State or local governments. re·
gional organizations, colleges or universities, nonprofit
organizations, or private industry to promote the common use of
resources, to improve training programs and curricula, to
stimulate interest in high !erhnology careers, and to encourage
the effective dissemination of technology skills within the wider
community;".
16> The heading of section 6 of such Act is amended to read as
follows:
"SEC. G. COOPERATl\'E RESEARCH CESTERS."

35 USC 200 11
uq.

15 USC 3107.

15 USC 3114.

Ant., p. 1785.

15 USC 3103.
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(7) Section 61a) of such Act is amended by striking out "Centers for
Industrial Technology" and inserting in lieu thereof "Cooperative
Research Centers".
181 Section &bXl) of such Act is amended by striking out "basic
and applied".
(9) Section 6(e) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"le) RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT UTILIZATION.-ln the promotion
of technology from research and development efforts by Centers
under this section, chapter 18 of title 35, United States Code, shall
apply to the extent not inconsistent with this section.".
(101 Section 6(0 of such Act is repealed.
011 The heading of section 8 of such Act is amended by striking
out "CENTERS FOR INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY" and inserting in lieu
thereof "COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTERS".
021 Section 81al of such Act is amended by striking out "Centers
for Industrial Technology" and inserting in lieu thereof "Cooperative Re!!earch Cent<'rs".
(l3l Section 19 of such Act (as redesignated by section 2 of this
Act> is amended by striking out "pursuant to this Act" and inserting
in lieu ehereof "pursuant to the provisions of this Act (other than
sections 12, 13, and !~)".
(c) RELATED CoNFOllMING AMENDMENT.-Section 210 of title 3/l,
United States Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsection:
"(el The provisions of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology lnnova·
tion Act of 1980, as amended by the Federal Technology Transfer
Act of 1986. shall take precedence over the provisions of this chapter
to the extent that they permit or require a disposition of rights in
subject inventions which is inconsistent with this chapter.".
(d) AoomoNAL DEnN1T10Ns.-Section 4 of such Act (as amended
by subsection lbM2) of this sectionl is further amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new paragraphs:
"(8) 'Federal agency' means any executive agency as dPfined
in section 105 of title 5, United States Code, and the military
deRartments as defined in section 102 of such title.
'<9> 'Invention' means any invention or discovery which is or
may be patentable or otherwise protected under title 35, United
States Code, or any novel variety of plant which is or may be
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protectable under the Plant Variety Protection Act (7 U.S.C.
2321 et seq.).
''(10) 'Made' when used in conjunction with any invention
means the conception or first actual reduction to practice of
such invention.
"(!})'Small business firm' means a small business concern as
defined in section 2 of Public Law 85-5:16 (15 U.S.C. 6:J2> and
implementing regulations of the Administrator of the Small
Business Administration.
"(12) "Training technology' means computer software and
related materials which are developed by a Federal agency to
train employees of such agency, including but not limited to
software for computer-based instructional systems and for inter·
active vidP.O disc systems.".
<e> REDESIGNATION or SECl"IONs To REFLECT CHANCES MADE av
PRECEDING PRO\"ISIONS.-( 1) Such Act las amended by the preceding
provisions of this Act) is further amended by redesignating sections
11through19 as sections 10 through 18, respectively.
l2XAl Section Sidi of such Act is amended by inserting "(as then in
effect)" after '"sections 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, and 13 of this Act".
18> Section 81a> of such Act is amended by striking out the last
sentence.
<Cl Section 9ld> of such Act is amended by striking out "or 13" and
inserting in lieu thereof"lO, 14, or 16".
t3> Section 131aK.l) of such Act (as redesignated by paragraph 11 >of
this subsection) is amended by striking out "section 12" in the
matter preceding subparagraph (Al and inserting in lieu thereof
0
section i 1·•.
(4) Section 18 of such Act (as redesignated by paragrnph (!)of this
subsection> is amended by striking out "sections 12. 13, and 14" and
inserting in lieu thereof "sections 11, 12, and 13".
(f) CLARIFICATION or FINDINGS AND Pt:RPOSES.-il) The second
sentence of section 2( IO> of such Act (15 U.S.C. 37011 IOI! is amended
by inserting ", which include inventions, computer software, and
training technologies," immediately after "developments".
12> Section 3t3l of such Act (15 U.S.C. 3i02t:JJl is amend...d by
inserting ", including inventions. software, and training technologies," immediately after "developments".

tr. USC

3710-:ril~.

15 USC :li04.

15 USC 3707.
15 USC 370R.
la USC !17111<.

ts usr 3i14.

Approved October 20, 1986.

LEGISLAI!YE HIS"!Q.!!¥-H.R. 3773:
HOUSE REPORTS: No. !19-4U !Comm. on Science and TechnolOf!Yl and No. 99-953
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SENATE REPORTS: No. C9-283 (Comm. on
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
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TITLE
III-MISCELLANEOUS
AMENDMENTS TO STEVENSON-WYDLER TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION ACT OF 1980
SEC. 301. COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS.

Section 12 of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of
1980 (15 U.S.C. 3710a) is amended(!) in subsection (aX2), by striking "at the laboratory and
other inventions" and inserting in lieu thereof "or other
intellectual property developed at the laboratory and other
inventions or other intellectual property"; and
(2) in subsection (b)-(A) by striking "and" at the end of paragraphs (2) and (3);
(BJ by redesignating paragraph (4) as paragraph (5); and
(C) by inserting after paragraph (3) the following new
paragraph:
"(4) determine rights in other intellectual property developed
under an agreement entered into under subsection (aXl); and".

Patents and
trademarks.

SEC. 302. REW ARDS.

Section 13(1) of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act
of 1980 (15 U.S.C. 3710b(l)) is amended by inserting "computer
software/' after "inventions, innovations,".
SEC. 303. DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES.

(a) Section 14(aXIXA) of the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (15 U.S.C. 3710c(aXIXA)) is amended(!) in clause (i), by striking "was an employee of the agency at
the time the invention was made" and inserting in lieu thereof
"has assigned his or her rights in the invention to the United
States"; and

(2) in clause (ii), by striking "who were employed by the
agency at the time the invention was made and whose names
appear on licensed inventions" and inserting in lieu thereof
"under cJause (i)".
(b) This section shall be effective as of October 20, 1986.
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Effective date.
15 USC 3710c
note.
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Pub.L. 99-502. § 4(d)(2), in subsec. (fl
as so redesignated struck out pro\'ision
"'hich had required that the repon be
. transmitted to the Center for the Utilization of Federal Technology by ~O\'. l of
each ~·car in v:hich it v.·as due.
Subscc. (g). Pub.L. 99-502. § 5, added
subscc. (g}.
Superconduclh·1ty: Natlona1 Action
Plan on Supcrconducllvity Research
and De\·elopment. Secretary of Energy's superconducti\'ity research and development program and submission of
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annual repons to Congress respecting

technology transfer activities, sec 15 L'.S.
C.A. § 5203.

Legislative History. For legislati\'C
history and purpose of Pub.L. 9µso.
see 1980 t:.S.Code Cong. :ind Adm.~e\.\.'S,
p. 4892. Sec. also, Pub.L. 99-502. 1986
C.S. Code Cong. and Adm. Ne\\'S, p.
3,42; Pub.L. 100-118. 1988 t:.S.Code
Cong. and Adm ..Sev.•s, p. 15-li; Pub.L.
100-519. 198S U.S.Code Cong. and Adm.
Xews. p. 3269; Pub.L. 101-189, 1989 t:.S.
Code Cong. and Adm. Ne\\'S; p. 838.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS
EXECCTIVE ORDER NO. 12591

Apr. 10, 1987, 52 F.R. 13414, as amended Ex.Ord. No. 12618,
Dec. 22, 1987, 52 F.R. 48661
FACILITATING ACCESS TO SCIEXCE AXD TECHXOLOGY
Bv the authoritv vested in me as Presi·
deni bv the Consiitution and la\\"S of the
United. States of America, including the
Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986
[Public Law 99-502] [Pub.L. 99-502. Oct.
20, 1986, 100 Stat. 1785], the Trademark
Clarification Act of 1984 [Public l..a\I•
98-620] [Pub.L. 98-620, Nov. 8. 1984, 9S
Stat, 3335]. and the Uni\'ersity and Small
Business Patent Procedure Act of 1980
[Public Law 96-517] [Pub.L. 96-517.
Dec. 12, 1980, 94 Stat. 3015]. and in
order to ensure that Federal agencies
and laboratories assist universitie!. and
the private sector in broadening our
technology base by moving nev• knowl.
edge from the research laboratory into
the development of nev.· products and
processes, it is hereby ordered as fol.
lov.·s:
Section 1. Transfer of Federally
Funded Technology.
(a) The head of each Executive depan.
ment and agency, to the extent permitted
by lav;, shall encourage and facilitate
collaboration among Federal laboratories, State and local governments, uni..
versities, and the private sector, panicularlv small business, in order to assist in
the 'transfer of technology to the market.
place.
(b) The head of each Executive dcpan.
ment and agency shall, within overall
funding allocations and to the extent
pennincd by lav..·:
(1) delegate authority to its govern.
mcnt-owned, government-operated Fed.
cral laboratories:

(A) to enter into cooperative research
and development agreements \\"ith other
Federal laboratories, State and local
go\'ernments, universities, and the pri·
\'ate sector. and
(B) to license, assign, or \\"ai\'e rights
to intellectual propeny developed by the
laboratory either under such cooperative
research or development agreements
and from \\ithin individual laboratories.
(2} identify and encourage persons to
act as conduits betv.·ecn and among Fed·
era! laboratories, universities, and the
private sector for the transfer of tcchnol·
ogy developed from federally funded research and development effons:
(3) ensure that State and local govern·
ments, universities, and the pri\·ate sec·
tor arc provided \\ith information on the
technology, cxpenise, and facilities
a\.·ailable in Federal laboratories;
(4) promote the commercialization, in
accord with my Memorandum to the
Heads of Executive Depanmcnts and
Agencies of February 18, 1983, of patent·
able results of federally funded research
b~· granting to all contractors, regardless
of size, the title to patents made in \\ holc
or in pan \\ith Federal funds, in ex·
change for royalty-free use by or on be·
half of the government;
(S) administer all patents and licenses
to inventions made with -federal assist·
ancc, which arc o\\ncd by the non-profit
contractor or grantee, in accordance
with Section 202(c}(7} of Title 35 of the
United States Code as amended bv Public Law 98-620 [35 U.S.C.A. § 202(c}(7}],
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without regard to limitations on licensing found in t~at section prior to amend·
men! or in Institutional Patent Agreements no\.\' in effect that were entered
into before tha1 la"' was enacted on t-.;o\'ember 8, 1984, unless, in the case of an
invention that has not been marketed,
the funding agency dctcrmh:ics, based on
information in its files, that the contrac·
tor or gTantcc has not taken adequate
steps to market the inventions. in ac-

cordance "".-ith applicable la"· or an Institutional Patent Agreement;
(6) implement, as expeditiously as
practicable, royalty-sharing programs
with inventors "·ho were employees of
the agcnc~· at the time their in\'entions
were made, and cash award programs;
and

(7) cooperate, under poHc,.· guidance
provided by the Office of Federal Procurement Policv, with the !leads of other
affected depanioents and agencies in the
development of a uniform policy permitting: Federal contractors to retain rights
to soft"'·are, engineering drawings, and
other technical data generated by Feder·
al grants and contracts, in exchange for
royalty-free use by or on behalf of the
government.
Sec. 2. Establishment of the Technology Share Program. The Secretaries
of Agriculture. Commerce, Energy, and
Health and Human Services and the Administrator of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration shall select
one or more of their Federal laboratories tO participate in the Technology
Share Program. Consistent with its mis·
sion and policies and within its overall
funding allocation in any year, each Federal laboratory so selected shall:
(a) Identify areas of research and
technology of potential imponance to
long-term national economic competi·
tiveness and in "'hich the laboratory pos·
scsses special competence and/or
unique facilities;
(b) Establish a mechanism through
which the laboratory performs research
in areas identified in Section 2(a) as a
participant of a consortium composed of
United States industries and universities.
All consortia so established shall have, at
a minimum, three individual companies
that conduct the majority of their business in the United States; and

(c) Limit its panicipation in any consortium so established to the use of laboratory personnel and facilities. Ho\llo··
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ever, each laboratory may also pro\'ide
financial suppon generally not to exceed
25 percent of the total budget for the
activities of the consortium. Such financial suppon b~· any laboratory in all
such consortia shall be limited to a maximum of SS million per annum.
Sec. 3. TcchnoloP.' Exche,nge-Sclentl1Ls and Engineers. The Executive
Director of the President's Commission
on Executive Exchange shall assist Federal agencies, where appropriate, by developing and implementing an exchange
program \\"hereby scientists and engi·
necrs .in the pri\·ate sector may take tern·
porary assignments in Federal laborato·
rics, and scientists and engineers in Federal laboratories may take temporary assignments in the private sector.
Sec. 4. International Science and
Technology. In order to ensure that the
United States benefits from and fullv
exploits scientific research and technoiOgy developed abroad,
(a) The head of each Executive department and agency, when negotiating or
entering into cooperative research and
development agreements and licensing
arrangements \vith foreign persons or
industrial organizations (\1.:herc these en·
tides arc directly or indirectly controlled
by a foreign company or government],
shall, in consultation v.·ith the United
States Trade Representative, give appropriate consideration:
(1) to whether such foreign companies
or governments permit and encourage
United States agencies, organizations, or
persons to enter into cooperative research and dc\'elopment agreements and
licensing arrangements on a comparable
basis;
(2) to whether those foreign governments have policies to :irotect the United
States intellectual propeny rights; and
(~) v.·here cooperative research will in·
volvc data, technologies, or products
subject to national security expon controls under the laws of the United States,
to whether those foreign governments
have adopted adequate measures to prevent the transfer of strategic technology
to destinations prohibited under such
national security expon controls, either
through participation in the Coordinating Committee ior Multilateral Export
Controls (COCOto.1) or through other international agreements to which the
United States and such foreign governments are signatories.
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(b) The Secretary of Sµte shall develop a recruitment policy that encourages
scientists and engineers from other Federal agencies, academic institutions. and
industry to apply for assignments in embassies of the United States; and
(c) The Secretaries of State and Com·
mcrcc and the Director of the National
Science Foundation shall develop a c~n·
tral mechanism for the prompt and efficient dissemination of science and tech·
nology information developed abroad to
users in Federal laboratories, academic
institutions, and the pri\'ate sector on a
fee.for-service basis.
Sec. 5. Technology Transfer from
the Department of Defense. \Vithin 6
months of the date of this Order, the
Secretary of Defense shall identify a list
of funded technologies that would be
potentially useful to United States indus·
tries and universities. The Secrctar\'
shall then accelerate cffons to mak.C
these technologies more readily avail·
able to United States industries and universities.
See. 6. Basic Scleoce and Technology Centers.. The head of each Executive
department and agency shall examine
the potential for including the establish·
ment of university research centers in
engineering, science, or technology in
the strategy and planning for any future
research and development programs.
Such university centers shall be jointly
funded by the Federal Government, the
private sector. and, where appropriate,
the States and shall focus on areas of
fundamental research and technology
that are both scientific.ally promising
and have the potential to contribute to
the Nation's long-term economic com·
pctitiveness.
Sec. 7. Reporting Requirements.
(a) Within I year from the date of this
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Order, the Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy shall convene an interagency task force comprised of the heads of representative
agencies and the directors of representative Federal laboratories. or their designees, in order to identi~· and disseminate creative approaches to technology
transfer from Federal laboratories. The
taSk force will repon to th~ President on
the progress of and problems "'ith tech·
nology transfer from Federal laborato·
ries.
(bl Specifically, the report shall in·
elude:
( 1) a listing of current technology
transfer programs and an assessmer.t of
the effectiveness of these programs;

(l) identification of ne"· or creative
approaches to technology transfer that
might serve as model programs for Federal laboratories;
(3) criteria to assess the effectiveness
and impact on the Nation's economy of
planned or future technoiogy transfer
efforts; and
(4) a compilation and assessment uf
the Technology Share Program estab-lished in Section 2 and, \\·here appropriate, related cooperative research and de·
velopment venture programs.
Sec. 8. Relation to Existing Law.
Nothing in this Order shall affect the
continued applicability of an~· existing
laws or regulations relating to the trans·
fer of United States technology to other
nations. The head of any Executive depanment or agency may exclude from
consideration, under this Order, anv
technolo~· that would be, if transferred,
detrimental to the interests of national
security.

Ro:-..u.o RE.AGA.-.:

§ 3710a. Cooperative research and development agreements
(a) General authority

Each Federal agency may permit the director of any of its
Govemment-oper:ited Federal laboratories, and, to the extent provided in an agency-approved joint work statement, the director of
any of its Government-owned, contractor-operated laboratories(!) to enter into cooperative research and development agreements on behalf of such agency (subject to subsection (c} of this
section) with other Federal agencies; units of State or local
government; industrial organizations (including corporations,
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pannerships. and limited pannerships, and industrial develop·
ment organizations); public and private foundations; nonprofit
organizations (including universities); or other persons (including licensees of inventions owned by the Federal agency); and
(2) to negotiate licensing agreements under section 207 of
Title 35, or under other authorities (in the case of a Government-owned, contractor-operated laboratory, subject to subsection (c) of this section) for inventions made or other intellectuc.l propeny developed at the laboratory and other in\'entions or
other intellectual propeny that may be voluntarily assigned to
the Government.
(b) Enumerated authority

Under agreements entered into pursuant to subsection (a)(I) of
this section, a Government-operated Federal laboratory, and, to the
extent provided in an agency-approved joint work statement, a
Government-owned, contractor-operated laboratory, may (subject
to subsection (c) of this section)(1) accept, retain, and use funds, personnel, services, and
propeny from collaborating panies and provide personnel,
services, and propeny to collaborating panies;
(2) grant or agree to grant in advance, to a collaborating
pany, patent licenses or assignments, or options thereto, in any
invention made in whole or in pan by a labora!OIJ' employee
under the agreement, retaining a nonexclusive, nontransferrable, irrevocable, paid-up license to practice the invention or
have the invention practiced throughout the world by or on
behalf of the Government and such other rights as the Federal
laboratory deems appropriate;
(3) waive, subject to reservation by the Government of a
nonexclusive, irrevocable, paid-up license to practice the invention or have the invention practiced throughout the world by or
on behalf of the Government, in advance, in who1e or in pan,
any right of ownership which the Federal Government may
have to any subject invention made under the agreement by a
collaborating pany or employee of a collaborating pany;
(4) determine rights in other intellectual property developed
under an agreement entered into under subsection (a)(l) of this
section; and
(5) to the extent consistent with any applicable agency requirements and standards of conduct, permit employees or
former employees of the laboratory to participate in effons to
commercialize inventions they made while in the service of the
United States.
A Government-owned, contractor-operated laboratory that enters
into a cooperative research and development agreement under
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subsection (a)(l) of this section may use or obligate royalties or
other income accruing to such laboratory under such agreement
with respect to any invention only (i) for payments to inventors;
(ii) for the purposes described in section 3710c(a)(!)(B)(i), (ii), and
(iv) of this title; and (iii) for scientific research and development
consistent with the research and development mission and objec
tives of the laboratory.
(c) Contract considerations

(1) A Federal agency may issue regulations on suitable procedures for implementing the provisions of this section; however.
implementation of this section shall not be delayed until issuance of
such regulations.

(2) The agency in permitting a Federal laboratory to enter into
agreements under this section shall be guided by the purposes of
this chapter.
(3)(A) Any agency using the authority given it under subsection
(a) of this section shall review standards of conduct for its employees for resolving potential conflicts of interest to make sure they
adequately establish guidelines for situations likely to arise through
the use of this authority, including but not limited to cases where
present or former employees or their partners negotiate licenses or
assignments of titles to inventions or negotiate cooperative research
and development agreements with Federal agencies (including the
agency with which the employee involved is or was formerly
employed).
(B) If, in implementing subparagraph (A), an agency is unable to
resolve potential conflicts of interest within its current statutory
framework, it shall propose necessary statutory changes to be
forwarded to its authorizing committees in Congress.
(4) The laboratory director in deciding what cooperative research
and development agreements to enter into shall(A) give special consideration to small business firms, and
consonia involving small business firms; and
(B) give preference to business units located in the United
States which agree that products embodying inventions made
under the cooperative research and development agreement or
produced through the use of such inventions will be manufactured substantially in the United States and, in the case of any
industrial organization or other person subject to the control of
a foreign company or government, as appropriate, take into
consideration whether or not such foreign government permits
United States agencies, organizations, or other persons to enter
into cooperative research and development agreements and
licensing agreements.
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(S)(A) If the head of the agency or his designee desires an oppor·
tunity to disapprove or require the modification of any such agree·
ment presented by the director of a Government-operated labo·
ratory, the agreement shall provide a JO.day period within which
such action must be taken beginning on the date the agreement is
presented to him or her by the head of the laboratory concerned.
(B) In any case in which the head of an agency or his designee
disapproves or requires the modification of an agreement present·
ed, by the director of a Government·operated laboratory under this
section, the head of the agency or such designee shall transmit a
written explanation of such disapproval or modification to the head
of the laboratory concerned.
(C)(l) Any agency which has contracted with a non-Federal entity
to operate a laboratory shall review and approve, request specific
modifications to, or disapprove a joint work statement that is
submitted by the director of such laboratory within 90 days after
such submission. In any case where an agency has requested
specific modifications to a joint work statement, the agency shall
approve or disapprove any resubmission of such joint work statement v.ithin 30 days after such resubmission, or 90 days after the
original submission, whichever occurs later. No agreement may be
entered into by a Government-owned, contractor-operated laboratory under this section before both approval of the agreement
under clause (iv) and approval under this clause of a joint work
statement.
{ll) In any case in which an agency which has contracted with a
non-Federal entity to operate a laboratory disapproves or requests
the modification of a joint work statement submitted under this
section, the agency shall promptly transmit a written explanation of
such disapproval or modification to the director of the laboratory
concerned.

(Ill) Any agency which has contracted with a non-Federal entity
to operate a laboratory or laboratories shall develop and provide to
such laboratory or laboratories one or more model cooperative
research and development agreements, for the purposes of standardizing practices and procedures, resolving common legal issues,
and enabling review of cooperative research and development
agreements to be carried out in a routine and prompt manner.

{Iv) An agency which has contracted with a non-Federal entity to
operate a laboratory shall review each agreement under this section. Within 30 days after the presentation, by the director of the
laboratory, of such agreement, the agency shall, on the basis of such
review, approve or request specific modification to such agreement.
Such agreement shall not take effect before approval under this
clause.
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(v) If an agency fails to complete a review under clause (iv)
within the 30-day period specified therein, the agency shall submit
to the Congress, within 10 days after the end of that 30-day period, a
report on the reasons for such failure. The agency shall, at the end
of each successive 30-day period thereafter during which ,;uch
failure continues, submit to the Congress another report on the
reasons for the continuing failure. Nothing in this clause relieves
the agency of the requirement to complete a review under clause
(iv).
(vi) In any case in which an agency which has contracted with a
non-Federal entity to operate a laboratory requests the modification
of an agreement presented under this section, the agency shall
promptly transmit a written explanation of such modification to the
director of the laboratory concerned.
(6) Each agency shall maintain a record of all agreements entered into under this section.
(7)(A) No trade secrets or commercial or financial information
that is privileged or confidential, under the meaning of section
552(b)(4) of Title 5, which is obtained in the conduct of research or
as a result of activities under this chapter from a non-Federal party
participating in a cooperative research and development agreement
shall be disclosed.
(B) The director, or in the case of a contractor-operated laboratory, the agency, for a period of up to 5 years after development
of information that results from research and development activities conducted under this chapter and that would be a trade secret
or commercial or financial information that is privileged or confidential if the information had been obtained from a non-Federal
party participating in a cooperative research and development
agreement, may provide appropriate protections against the dissemination of such information, including exemption from subchapter
II of chapter 5 of Title 5.
(d) Definitions

As used in this section(1) the term "cooperative research and development agree-

ment" means any agreement between one or more Federal
laboratories and one or more non-Federal parties under which
the Government, through its laboratories, provides personnel,
services, facilities, equipment, or other resources with or without reimbursement (but not funds to non-Federal parties) and
the non-Federal parties provide funds, personnel, services, facilities, equipment, or other resources toward the conduct of
specified research or development efforts which are consistent
with the missions of the laboratory; except that such term does
not include a procurement contract or cooperative agreement
as those terms are used in sections 6303, 6304, and 6305 of Title
31;
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(2) the term "laboratof}"' means(A) a facility or group of faciliti'es owned, leased, or
otherwise used by a Federal agency, a substantial purpose
of which is the performance of research, development, or
engineering by employees of the Federal Go\"ernment;
(B) a group of Government-owned, contractor-operated
facilities under a common contract, when a substantial
purpose of the contract is the performance of research and
development for the Federal Government; and
(C) a Government-owned, contractor-operated facility
that is not under a common contract described in subparagraph (B), and the primary purpose of which is the performance of research and development for the Federal
Government,

but such term does not include any facility covered by Executive Order No. 12344, dated February 1. 1982, pertaining to the
Naval nuclear propulsion program; and
(3) the term "joint work statement" means a proposal prepared for a Federal agency by the director of a Governmentowned, contractor-operated laboratory describing the purpose
and scope of a proposed cooperative research and development
agreement, and assigning rights and responsibilities among the
agency, the laboratory, and any other party or parties to the
proposed agreement.
(e) Determination of laboratory missions

For purposes of this section, an agency shall make separate
determinations of the mission or missions of each of its laboratories.
(f) Relationship to other laws

Nothing in this section is intended to limit or diminis': existing
authorities of any agency.
(g) Principles

In implementing this section, each agency which has contracted
v.':ith a non-Federal entity to operate a laboratory shall be guided by
the following principles:
(l) The implementation shall advance program missions at
the laboratory, including any national security mission.
(2) Classified information and unclassified sensit" ve informa·
tion protected by law, regulation, or Executive order shall be
appropriately safeguarded.
(Pub.L. 96-480, § 12, as added and renumbered § II, Pub.L. 99-502, §§ 2,
9(e)(l), Oct. 20, 1986, 100 Stat. 1785, 1797; renumbered § 12, Pub.L.
100-418, Title V, § 5122(a)(l), Aug. 23, 1988, 102 Stat. 1438: Pub.L.
100-519, Title III,§ 301, Oct. 24, 1988, 102 Stat. 2597; Pub.L. 101-189, Di".
C, Title XXXI, § 3!33(a), (b), Nov. 29, 1989, 103 Stat. 1675-1677.)
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Historical and Statutory Notes
References in Text. Executive Order
No. 12344, referred to in subsec. (d)(2),
is set out as a note under 42 l:.S.C.A.
§ 7158.
1989 Amendment. Subsec. (a). Pub.L.
101-189, § 3133(a)(l)(A), inserted", and,
to the extent provided in an agency-approved joint work statement, the di.
rector of an\' of its Government-owned,
contractor-oPerated laboratories" aher
"Govcrnmenl·operatcd Federal laboratories" in pro\'isions preceding par. (1).
Subsec. (a)(2).
Pub.L.
101-189,
§ 3133(a)(l}(B), (C), substituted "(in the

case of a Government-owned, contractor-operated laboratory, subject to subsection (c) of this section} for in\'entions
made or other intellectuai propeny developed at the laboratory and other in·
ventions or other intellec!ual propeny
that" for "for Government-0\-.•ned inven·
tions made or other intellectual propeny
developed at the laboratory and other
inventions or other intellectual property
of Federal employees that".
Subsec.
(b).
Pub.L.
101-189,
§ 3133{a)(2)(A), insened ", and, to the
extent pro\ided in an agency-approved
joint work statement, a Govemmentowned, contractor-operated laboratory,"
after ..Govemment-0perated Federal laboratory" in provisions preceding par. ( 1).
Pub.L 101-189, § 3133(a)(2}(C), foJ.
lowing numbered paragraphs, added undcsignated provisions that a Govern·
ment-owned, contractor-operated laboratory that enters into a cooperative research and development agreement under subsec. (a)(l) of this section may use
or obligate royalties or other income accruing to such laboratory under such
agreement with respect to any invention
only (i) for payments to inventors: (ii)
for the purposes described in section
3710c(a){l)(B)(i), (ii), and (iv) of this
title, and (iii) for scientific research and
development consistent with the research.and development mission and objectives of the laboratory.
Subsec. (b){2).
Pub.L.
101-189,
§ 3133{a)(2)(B), substituted "a laboratory employee" for "a Federal employee",
Subsec. (c)(3}(A). Pub.L 101-189,
§ 3133(a}(3), substituted "standards of
conduct for its employees" for "employee standards of conduct".
Subsec. (c)(S}(A}. Pub.L. 101-189,
§ 3133{a)(4), inserted "presented by the

director of a Go\'emment-0perated laboratory'' after "any such agreement".
Subsec. (c)(S)(B). Pub.L. 101-189,
§ 3133(a)(5), ins.ened "by the director of
a Government-operated laboratory" after
"an agreement presented".
Subseo. (c)(S)(C). Pub.L. 101-189,
§ 3133(a)(6), added subpar. (C}.
Subsec.

(c)(7}.

Pub.L.

101-189,

§ 3133(a)(7}, added par.:;).

Subsec.

(d)(2).

Pub.L.

101-189,

§ 3133(a}(8)(B}, designated existing pro·

visions in part as subpar. (A), added sub·
pars. (8) and (C), and added pro\ir.ion,
follov,ring subpar. (C), that such te:-m
does not include an\' facilit\' co\'ereC b\'
Executive Order No: 12344, ·dated Febn.iary 1, 1982. penaining to the ~a\'al nu·
clear propulsion program.
Subsec.
(d)(3). Pub.L.
101-189,
§ 3133(a)(8)(A), (C), added par. (3).
Subsec.

(g).

Pub.L.

101-!89.

§ 3133(b), added subsec. (g).

1988 Amendment. Subsec. (a)(2).
Pub.L. 100-519, § 301(1), inserted refer·
ence to other intellectual propeny, v:hcr·
ever appearing.
Subsec. {b)l4), (3). Pub.L. 100-519,
§ 301(2), added par. (4). Former par.
(4) redesignated (5).
Magnetic
Levitation Technology.
Secretary of the Army, in cooperation
with the Secretary of Transponation. authorized to conduct research and de\'elopment activities on magnetic le\'itation
technology with funds (S 1,000,000 authorized for fiscal year 1990 and S4,000,000
authoriz.ed for fiscal year 1991) to re·
main available until expended, see section 417 of Pub.L 101-640, set out 2.s a
note under 33 U.S.C.A. § 2313.

Contract i'l'cn1•1oD£, Section 3133(d)
of Pub.L. 101-189; as amended Pub.L.
101-510, Div. A, Title VIII, § 82f(a),
Nov. 5, 1990, 104 Stat. 1607, pmvided
that:
"(I) Not later than 150 days after the
date of enactment of this Act [Nov. 29,
1989], each agency v.:hich has contracted
with a non-Federal entity to operate a
Govemment-0\\-ned laboratory snall propose for inclusion in that laboratory's
operating contract, to the extent not al·
ready included and su.bject to paragraph
( 6), appropriate contract provisions
that-
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"(A) establish technology transfer,
including cooperative research and development agreements, as a mission

for

the

laboraton·

under

section

1l(a)(1) of the Steve'Oson-\Vydler Tech-

nology Inno\·ation Act of 1980 [section
3710(a)(l) of this title]:
"{B) describe the respective obligations and responsibilities of the
agency and the laboratory \l.ith respec1
to this part isections 3131 to 3133 of

Pub.L. 101-1 f;O]; and section 12 of the
Technology Innova-

Ste\'enson-\\·~·dler

tion Act of 1980 {this section}:
"(C) require: that. excepl as pro\'ided
in paragraph (2), no emplvyee of the

laboratorv shall ha\'c a substantial role
(including an ad\'isor)' role) in the
preparation, negotiation, or approval
of a cooperative research and development agreement if. to su..:h employee's
knov.'ledge..(1) such employee, or the spouse,
child, parent, sibling, or partner of
such employee, or an organization
(other than the laboratory) in v.·hich
such employee serves as an officer,
director, trustee, panner, or employee"(I) holds a financial interest in
any entity, other than the laboratory, that has a substantial interest
in the preparation, negotiation. or
approval of the cooc::rative research
and development agreement; or
"(II) receives a gift or gratuity
from any entity, other than the laboratory, that has a substantial interest
in the preparation, negotiation, or
approval of the cooperative research
and development agreement; or
"(11) a financial interest in an\' entity, other than the laboratory,- that
has a substantial interest in the
preparation, negotiation, or approval of the cooperative research and
development agreement, is held by
any person or organization v.:ith
whom such employee is negotiating
or has any arrangement concentlng
prospective employment;
..(D) require that each employee of
the laboratory who negotiates or approves a cooperative research and development agreement shall certify to
the agency that the circumstances described in subparagraph (C)(i) and (ii)
do not apply to such employee;
"(E) require the laboratOtj' to widely disseminate information on -opportunities to panicipate with the labo-
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ratory in technolog)' transfer, includ·
ing cooperative rtsearch and development agreements: and
..CF) provides for an accounting of
all royahy or o:her income received
under cooperatin: research ar.d devC'I·
opment agreements.
..(2) The requiremc:~ts described in
paragraph ( 1)(C) and (D'1 shall not apply
in a case where the negotiating or ap·
pro\ing employee ad\'ises the agency
that re\·iewed the applicabie joint \i.:ork
statement under section 1?(c)(S)(C)(i) of
the Stevenson-\\'ydler Technolo~· Inno\.. lion Act of 1980 [subsec. (c)(S)(C)(i) of
this section] in advance of the matter in
v.:hich he is to participate and the nature
of any financial interest described in
paragraph ( 1)< C), and v.·herc the agency
employee determines that such financial
interest is not so substantial as to be
considered likely to affect the integrity
of the laboratory employee's sef"·:ce in
that matter.
..(3) ?-:ot later than 180 days after the
date of enactment of this Act (!\:o\'. 29,
1989}, each agency v.·hich has contracted
"ith a non-Federal entity to operate a
Govemment-ov.·ned laboratory shall sub·
mil a report to the Congress which includes a copy of each contract pro\i.sion
amended pursuant to this subsection.
..(4) No Government-ov.·ned, contractor-operated laboratory may enter intv a
cooperative research and de\•elopment
agreement under section 1~ of the Ste·
venson·Wydler Technology Innovation
Act of 1980 [this section] unless"(A) that laboratory's operating contract contains the provisions described
in paragraph (l)(A) through (F); or
"(B) such laboratol")· agrees in a separate writing to be bound b~· the pro\'i·
sions described in paragn ph (1 )(A)
through (F).
..(5) Any contract for a Govenunent·
owned. contractor-operated laboratory
entered into after the expiration of ISO
days after the date of enactment of this
Act [Nov. 29, 1989) shall contain the
provisions described in paragraph (l)(A)
through (F)."
..(6) Contract pro\isions referred to in
paragraph (1) shall include only such
provisions as are necessary to carry out
paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection."
[Pub.L 101-510, Dh·. A, Title VIII.
§ 828(b). Nov. s. 1990. 104 Stal. 1607.
provided that: "Paragraph (6) of 3133(d)
of such Act [par. 6 of this note} as added
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by subsection (a), shall apply only to
contracts entered into after the date of
enactment of this Act {Nov. 5, 1990].")
Le.gisladve HJstory. For legislative
histo~· and purpose of Pub.l. 99-502,
see 1986 U.S. Code Cong. and Adm.

Ch. 63

~cws,

p. 3442.
See, also, Pub.L.
100-418, 1988 U.S.Codc Cong. and Adm.
News. p. 1547; Pub.L. 100-519, 1988 t:.S.
Code Cong. and Adm.News, p. 3269;
Pub.L. 101-189, 1989 U.S. Code Cong.
and Adm. News, p. 838.
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SUBJECT:
I.

PHS POLICY FOR ENSURING FAIRNESS OF ACCESS IN
COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPXEN? AGREE..'lENTS
PURPOSE
This doc•.!-.'1\ent establish"!s guidelines for PHS Federal
Laboratories to ensure fairness in the process of
initiating and developing a cooperative Research and
Development Agreement (CRADA).

II.

BACKGROUND
The purpose of the Federal Technology Transfer Act of
1986 is to facilitate the transfer of commercially
useful technologies from the Federal Laboratories into
the private sector through collaborations under
CRADAs. These agreements are intended to increase
research and develocrnent interactions between Federal
Laboratories and industry through joint participation
in collaborative projects, including the provision of
personnel, services and property. In addition,
industry, but not the Federal Goverrunent, may provide
funding.
The legislation gives the Federal Laboratories
authority to negotiate terms and conditions with a
wide range of parties. Although the legislation does
not specify that CRADAs must be competed, the law does
require that consideration shall be given to small
business firms and consortia involving small business
firms, and preference be given to business units
located in the United States which agree that products
resulting from the CRADAs shall be manufactured
substantially in the United States.
Since procurement rules do not apply to CRADAs, the
Federal Laboratories have considerable flexibility in
determining how and with whom to enter into
collaborations. However, the manner in which
collaborators or sponsors are selected is important to
both the importance and reality of fairness. The
question of fairness will be viewed as particularly
important by others who view themselves as qualified
when the private sector partner selected stands to
benefit substantially as a result of the
collaboration.
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Many legitimate collaborations between govern,'Tient and
industry scientists have grown from informal exchanges
between them. The policy described is intended to
assist in allowing participation in CRADAs by a wide
range of organizations, many of which do not have
established relationships with PHS scientists.
III. APPLICABILITY
Four PHS agencies operate research laboratories which
are affected by the Act: National Institutes of
Health; Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health
Administration; Centers for Disease Control; and Food
and Drug AcL~inistration. For the purposes of this
policy, each of these agencies is considered a PHS
Federal Laboratory.
IV.

POLICY
"The policy of the PHS is to facilitate the
development of CRADAs with the private sector through
a process that will ensure fairness and implement the
preferences established by the Federal Technology
Transfer Act."

V.

GUIDELINES
This section establishes guidelines on the activities
that PHS Federal Laboratories are encouraged to engage
in, but are not limited to, to ensure that the
opportunity to participate in a CRADA is given to all
potentially interested organizations.
A.

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION ACTIVITIES
The various public notification activities are
described below.
1.

Routine Announcements
Each PHS Federal Laboratory should implement
a process for periodically.. informing outside
parties of availa.blo. collaborative;
opportunities and for encouraging access to
the Federal Laboratories by industry.
Federal Laboratories are encouraged to use
at least one of the following activities on
an annual basis:
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(a)

General Announcements. Publish an
announcement which generally outlines
the types of research opportunities
available for collaboration and
identifies a central point for
interested parties to contact. General
announcements can be made through the
Federal Register; Commerce Business
Daily; scientific, professional, and
trade journals; or association
publications.

(b)

Industry Collaboration Forums. Conduct
or participate in an Industry
Collaboration Forum to bring together
interested Federal Laboratory
scientists and private sector company
or other outside representatives.

(c)

Directory Listing. If financially
feasible, develop a directory listing
of potential Federal Laboratory
scientist collaborators, areas of
research interests, and Governmentowned patents available for licensin~.
This information would be provided at
cost to all interested parties upon
request. The general announcement
could indicate that this directory is
available.

Once an area of research that the Federal
Laboratory is interested in collaborating on
is included in a routine announcement, no
additional oublic notification is needed
before entering into a CR.A.DA.
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§ 401.16
contractor ownership of the Invention.
Moreover, It the agency ls concerned
only about apeclflc uaes or appllca·
tlons of the Invention, It shall consider
leavlnr title In the contractor with ad·
dltlonal conditions Imposed upon the
contractor's use of the Invention for
such applications or with expanded
government license rights In such ap·
ptlc&Uona.
(d) A determln&tlon not to allow the
contractor to retain title to a subject
Invention or to reatrtct or condition Its
title with conditions differing from
those In the clauae at f 401.14<al,
unleaa made by the he&d of the
agency, ahall be appe•lable by the con·
tractor to an agency official at a level
above the person who made the deter·
mlnatlon. Thia appeal ahall be aubject
to the procedures applicable to BP·
peals under I 401.11 or thls part.
D-401.18 8ubml11lon1 and lnqulrtet.

All aubmlsalons or lnqulrlea ahould
be directed to Federal Technology

Management Policy Dlvl!lon, telephone number 202-377-0659, Room
H4831, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Wa1!hlngton, DC 20230.
PART 404-LICENSING OF
GOVERNMENT OWNED INVENTIONS

Bee.

cot. t

404.2
404.3
404.4
404.5

Scope or part.
Polley and objective.
Definitions.

Authority to rrant Ileen.sea.
Reatrlcttons and conditions on all II·
cemea rranted under this pa.rt.
404.8 NoneKclwlve llceruea.
404.T Exclwlve and p&rtlaUy exc1ualve U-

eenaes.
404.8 Application tor a llcenae.
404..1 Notice to Attorney Oeneral.

404.10 Modification and termination or 11-

-.

404.11 Appeall.
404.12 Protection and admlnlatn.tlon or In·

ventlom.

404.13 Transrer or custody.
404.14 Confldentlallty or tnronnatlon.
AVTHoftm: 3& U.S.C. 208; aec. 3<1> or
DOOUH.
Son«. BO FR 1802, Mar. 12, 198&, unteaa

otherwtse noted.

I 404.1 Scope ol part.

This part prescribes the tenns, conditions, 8.nd procedures upon which a
federally owned Invention, other than
an Invention In the custody of the
Tennessee Valley Authority, may be II·
cemed. It supersedes the regulations
at 41 CFR Subpart 101-4.1. This part
does not affect licenses which <a> were
In eUect prior to July I, 1981; <bl may
exist at the time of the Government's
acqulsltlon of title to the Invention, In·
eluding those resultlnr from the allo·
cation of rights to, Inventions made
under Government iesearch and devel·
opment contract.a: <c> are the result of
an authorized exchange or rights In
the settlement of patent dlsputes; or
Cdl are otherwl.se authorized by law or
treaty,
1404.l Polle1 ond ohJectln.
It ls the policy and objective or this
subpart to use the patent aystem to
promote the utilization or Inventions
arlsln1 from federally aupported re·
search or development.
1404.S DeRnltlon1,

<a> "Federally owned Invention"
means an Invention, plant, or design
which ls covered by a patent, or patent
application In the United Statea, or a
patent, patent application, plant varle·
ty protection, or other form. of protec·
tlon, In a foreign country, title to
which haa been al!Slgned to or other·
wl.se veated In the United States Oov·
emment.
<b> "Federal agency" means an exec·
utlve department, ml1ltary departr
ment, Government corporation, or In·
dependent establishment, except the
Tennessee Valley Authority, which
haa cuatody of a federally owned In·
ventlon.
<c> "Small business firm" means a
small buslneBB concern as defined In
section 2 or Pub. L. 85-538 05 u.s.c.
832> and lmplementtn1 regulations of
the Administrator of the Small Busl·
neaa Administration.
(dl "Practical application" means to
manufacture In the Cal!e or a composl·
Uon or product, to practice In the cast!
of a process or method, or to opera •
In the cue of a machine or eyste:i•
and, In each cue, under auch con ·
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Department of Commerce

tlona as to establish that the Invention
Is being utilized and that Its benefits
are to the extent permitted by law or
Government reaulatlonn available to
the public on reasonable terms.
<e> "United States" means the
United States o! America, Its territories and posseBSlons, the Dlstrlct of
Columbia, and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico.
a 40t.4

Authority to annt llcenaea.

Federally owned Inventions shall be
made available for llcensln1 as deemed
appropriate In the public Interest. Federal agencies having custody of federally owned Inventions may grant non·
exclwlve, partially exclusive, or exclU·
alve licenses thereto under this part.
I 404.5

Re.trlctlo•• Md eondltlono on all

llcen1ea annted uruler thla part.

<a><ll A license may be granted only

If the applicant haa supplied the Fed-

eral agency with o. aatlfactory plan tor
development or marketing of the Invention, or both, and with lnlormatlon
about the applicant's capabUlty to fuJ.
flll the plan.
<2> A license rra.ntlns rl1hts to use
or sell under a federally owned Invention In the United Steteo shall normally be granted only to a licensee who
asrees that any products embodying
the Invention or produced through the
use of the Invention wlU be manufactured aubstantlally In the United
Stetea.
(bl Licenses shall contain such tenrui
and conditions as the Federal qency
determines are appropriate for the
protection of tho lntereats of the Federal Oo•emment and the public and
are not In conflict with law or this
part, The following terma and condltlorui apply to any llcenae:
<I> The duration of the license ahall
be for a period apeclfled In the license
aneement. unless sooner terminated
In accordance with this part.
<2> The license may be granted tor
all or leaa than all fields or use of the
Invention or In specified geographical
areas, or both.
(3) The license may extend to subsidiaries of tho licensee or other parties If provided for In the llcenae but
•hall be nonMBlrnable without approval of the Federal agency, except
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to the successor of that part

or the 11·

censee'S buslneBB to which the lnven·
Uon pertalna.
<O The licensee may provide the li-

cense the right to grant subllcensea
under the license, aubJect to the approva.I of the Federal agency, Each
aubllcenae shall make reference to the
license, lnctudlnc the rtrhts retained
by the Government, and a copy of
such subllcenae shall be furnished lo
the Federal agency.
<5> The llcenae ahall require the 11ceruee to carry out the plan for development or marketing of the Invention,
or both, to bring the Invention to practical application within a period specified In tho llceruie, and to continue to
make the benefits of the Invention
reuonably acc...lble to the public.
(6) The license shall require the licensee to rePort periodically on the
utilization or el!orta at obtaining utlllr.atlon that are being made by the licensee, with particular reference to
the plan aubmltted.
(1) Licenses may be royalty-free or
for royaJtlea or other conaldera.tlon.
(8) Where an o.sreement Is obtained
purauant to I 40UCa)(2l that any
products embodying the Invention or
produced through use of the Invention
will be manufactured substantially In
the United Btatea, the llcenae shall
recite such agreement.
(9) The license ahall provide for the
right of the Federal agency to terminate the llcenae, In whole or In part, lf;
(I) The Federal agency determines
that the licensee Is not executing the
plan submitted with Its request tor a
license and the licensee cannot other·
wise demonatrate to the aatls!actlon ol
the Federal arency that It haa taken
or can be expected to telte within a
reasonable time effective steps to
achieve practical application of the Invention:
<II> The Federal arency determines
that such action Is necel!l8&rY to meet
requirements for public use specified
by Federal rerulatlona lsaued alter the
date of the license and auch requirements are not reaaonably satisfied by
the licensee:
<Ill> The licensee haa willfully made
a false statement of or wlll!ully omitted a material fact In the license appll-
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§ 404.6
cation or 1n any report required by the
license agreement: or
(Iv) The licensee commtta a substan·
ttal breach of a covenant or agreement
contalned In the license.

(10) The llceme may be modified or
terminated. comlstent with this part.
upon mutual agreement of the Federal
agency and the licensee.
01> Nothing relating to the grant of
a license, nor the grant Itself, shall be
construed to confer upon any person
any Immunity from or defenses under

the antitrust laws or from a charge of
patent misuse, and the acquisition and

me of rlghla pursuant to this part

shall not be Immunized from the oper·
atlon of state or Federal law by reason
of the source of the grant.
Iii .f.04.6 Nonexclu1h·e llcenfle1.
(&) Nonexclusive licenses ma.y be
granted under federally owned lnventlom without publication of avallabll·
tty or notice of a prospective license.
(bl In addition to the provisions of
l 404.5, the nonexclusive license may
also provide that, after termination of
a period specified In the license agree·
ment. the Federal agency may restrict
the license to the fields of use or geo·
graphic areas, or both, In which the II·
cenBee haa brought the invention to
practical application and continue• to
make the beneflta of the Invention
reasonably accessible to the public.
However, such restriction shall be
made only In order to grant an exclusive or p&rtlally exclUBlve llcense In accordance with this subpart.

ExclualTe and partially exclualTe
llcen1e1.

I 404.T

(al<l l Exclusive or p&rtlally exclu·
aIve domestic llcenses may be granted
on federally owned Inventions three
months after notice of the Invention's

availability has been announced In the
FEDERAL RrotsTER, or without such
notice where the Federal agency determines that expeditious granting of
such a license will best serve the Inter·
eat of the Federal Government and
the public: and In either situation,
onl:v If:
<ll Notice of a prospective llceme,
Identifying the Invention and the pro·
apectlve Uceru:ee, has be~n published
In the FEDERAL REGISTER., providing op-

portunlty for filing written objections
within a 60-day period;
<II l After explr&tlon of the period In
I 404.?<al(l){I) and consideration of
any written objections received during
the period, the Federal agency has de.
termlned that;

<Al The lnteresta of the Federal
Government and the public will best
be served by the proposed license, tn
view of the appllcant'a Intentions,

piano, and ability to bring the lnven.
tlon to practical appllcatlon or other·
wise promote the tnventton's utlllza.
tlon by the public;
(Bl The desired pi\ctlcal application
has not been achieved, or ls not llkely
expeditiously to be achieved, under
any nonexclusive license which has
been granted, or which m&y be grant·
ed, on the Invention;
<Cl Exclusive or partially exclusive
licensing ts a reasonable and necessary
Incentive to call forth the Investment
of risk capital and expenditures to
bring the Invention to practical appU.
cation or otherwise promote the tnven·
tlon'• utilization by the public; and
<D> The proposed terms and scope of
exclusivity are not greater than rea·
sonably necessary to provide the In·
centlve for bringing the Invention to
practical application or otherwise Pro·
mote the Invention's utilization by the
public;
<Ill> The Federal agency has not de·
termlned that the grant of such II·
cense will tend substantially to lessen
competition or result In undue concen·
tratton In any section of the country
In any line of commerce to which the
technology to be licensed relates, or to
create or maintain other situations In·
consistent with the antitrust laws: and
<lvl The Federal agency has given
first preference to any small buslneas
firms submitting piano that are deter·
mined by the agency to be within the
capabilities of the firms and as equally
likely, If executed, to bring the lnven·
tlon to practical application as anY
piano submitted by appllcanta that are
not small business firms,
<2l In addition to tho provisions:.'
I 404.5, the following terms and con ·
tlom apply to domestic exclmlv• and
partially exclusive license•:
t to the
(I) The llcemo a hall be aubJec
e
Irrevocable, royalty.free right of th
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Government of the United States to
practice and have practiced the Invention on behalf of the United States
and on behalf of any foreign government or International organization
pursuant to any existing or future
treaty or agreement with the United
States.
01> The llceruse shall reserve to the
Federal agency the right to require
the licensee to grant subllcenses to re·
sponslble appllc8.nta, on reasonable
terms, when necessary to fulfill health
or safety needs.
(Ill) The license shall be subject to
any licenses In force at the time of the
grant of the exclusive or partl ally ex·
elusive license.
<Iv> The llcenae may grant the II·
censee the right of enforcement of the
licensed patent pursuant to the provl·
slons of Chapter 29 of Title 35, United
States Code, or other statutes, as determined appropriate In the publlc In·
terest.
(b)(I) Exclusive or partially exclu·
alve licenses may be granted on a fed·
erally owned Invention covered by a
foreign patent, patent application, or
other form of protection, provided
that;
<O Notice of a prospective llce11Be,
Identifying the Invention and prospective llce119ee, has been publlshed In the
F'mERAL REGISTER, providing opportU·
nlty for filing written objections
within a 80-day period and following
consideration of such objections;
<II> The agency has considered
whether the Interests of the Federal
Government or United States Industry
ln foreign commerce will be enhanced;
and
<Ill) The Federal agency has not de·
!ermined that the grant of such II·
cenae wlll tend substantially to leBBen
competition or result In undue concentration In any section of the United
States In any line of commerce to
•hlch the technology to be licensed
relates, or to create or maintain other
•ltuatloru: Inconsistent with antitrust
lawa.
(2) In addition to the provisions of
14ou the following terms and condlllona apply to foretrn exclusive and
Ptrtlally exclusive licenses:
II> The license shall be subject to the
Irrevocable, royalty-free right of the
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§ 404.8
Government or the United States to
practice- and have practiced the lnven·
tlon on behalf of the United States
and on behalf of any foreign government or tntematlonal organlzatlon
pursuant to any existing or future
treaty or agreement with the United
States.
<II> The license shall be subject to
any llcensea tn force at the time of the
grant of the exclu.slve or partially exclusive license.
Oii> The license may grant the II·
censee the right to take any suitable
and neceSBary actions to protect the II·
censed property, on behalf of the Federal Government.
(c) Federal agencies shall maintain a
record of detennlnatlo118 to grant exclusive or partially exclusive licenses.
0 404.8 Appllutlon tor a llcen1e.
An application for a license should

be addreMed to the Federal agency
having custody of the Invention and
shall normally Include:
<a> Identification of the Invention
for which the license Is desired Including the patent application serial
number or patent number, tlt1e, and
date, If known;
<b) Identification of the type of II·
cense for which the application Is submitted;
<c> Name and address of the person,
company, or organization applying for
the license and the cltlze11Bhlp or place
of Incorporation of the appllc&nt;
(d) Na.me, address, and telephone
number of the representative of the
applicant to whom correapondence
should be sent;
<e> Nature and type of applicant's
buslneSB, Identifying products or services which the appllcant _has success·
fully commercialized, a.nd approximate
number of appllcant'a employees;
(f) Source of Information concerning
the availability of a license on the Invention:
(g) A statement Indicating whether
the applicant Is a small business !lrm
as defined In t 404.3(c)
<h> A detailed description of appllcant's plan for development or marketln1 of the Invention, or both, which
should Include:

Appendix C

§ 404.9
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<I> A statement of the time, nature
and amount of anticipated Investment
of capital and other resources which
applicant believes will be required to
bring the Invention to practical application;
(2) A st1<tement as to applicant's capability and Intention to fulfill the
plan, Including Information regarding
manufacuturlng, marketing, financial,
and technical resources;

<3> A statement of the fields of use
for which applicant Intends to practice
the Invention; and
<4> A statement of the geographic
areas In which applicant Intends to
manufacture any products embodying
the Invention and 11eographlv aress
where applicant Intends to use or sell
the Invention, or both;
(I) Identification of licenses previously granted to applicant under federally owned Inventions;
<J> A statement containing applicant's best knowledge of the extent to
which the Invention Is being practiced
by private Industry or Government, or
both, or Is otherwise available commercially; and

<k> Any other Information which applicant believes will support a determination to grant the license to applicant.
I 4C4.9

Notice to Attorney General.

A copy of the notice provided for In
1404.7 <a><l><ll and <b><l><ll will be
sent to the Attorney General.
D404.10 Modification and termination of
llt:enaea.

Before modifying or terminating a license, other than by mutual agreement, the Federal agency shall furnish
the licensee and any subllcensee of
record a written notice of Intention to
modify or terminate the license, and
the licensee and any subllcensee shall
be allowed 30 days after such notice to
remedy any breach of the license or

show cause why the license shall not
be modified or terminated.
I 404.1 I

Appeala.

In accordance with procedures pre.
scribed by the Federal agency, the following parties may appeal to the
agency head or deslgnee any decision
or determination concerning the
grant, denial, Interpretation, modification, or termination or a license:
<a> A person whose application for a
license hss been denied.
<bl A licensee whose license has been
modified or terminated, In whole or In
part; or

<c> A person who timely filed a written objection In response to the notice
required
by
I 404.7<a><I )(I)
or
l 404.7<bl<l)(IJ and who can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Federal agency that such person may be
damaged by the agency action.
I 404.IZ Protection and admlnlotratlon or
lnYenUons.
A Federal agency may take any suitable and necessary steps to protect
and administer rights to federally
owner Inventions, either directly or
through contract.
I 404.13 Tranofer or custody.
i\ Fecierai agency naving custody or

a federally owned Invention may
transfer custody and administration,
In whole or In part, to another Federal
agency, or the right, title, or Interest
In such Invention.
I 404.14

Conndentlallty of Information.

Title 35, United States Code, section
209, provides that any plan submitted
pursuant to I 404.8(hl and any report
required by I 404.5<b><6l may be treated by the Federal agency as commer·
clal and financial Information ob·
talned from a person and privileged
and confidential and not subject to
disclosure under section 552 or Title 5
of the United States Code.
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